Human rights conditions have been transformed on the ground in rural Southeast Myanmar since the signing of a preliminary ceasefire agreement between the Myanmar government and the Karen National Union in January 2012. While some forms of human rights abuses documented by KHRG since 1992 remain of serious concern, others have almost disappeared. At the same time, new forms of abuse and local concerns are emerging in the evolving security environment. In this new context, there is speculation at the local level over whether the January 2012 agreement marks only a temporary truce, or a viable transition to peace and stability for local communities. Drawing on a dataset of 388 oral testimonies and pieces of documentation from a total of 1,454 collected over the past two years by villagers trained to monitor human rights conditions in their own communities, this report presents analysis of 16 categories of human rights abuse or related issues. This analysis places recent testimony in the context of 20 years of abusive practices, quantifies occurrence across KHRG’s seven research areas and identifies common perpetrators of abuse or related actors. Since the ceasefire, changes in the prevalence of human rights abuse and local responses to such abuse have not been systematically documented. Local perceptions of threats to the ceasefire process remain similarly unknown. This report therefore aims to provide an update from the ground in rural Karen areas of Southeast Myanmar that will allow local, national and international actors to base programming and policy decisions related to this post-conflict region more closely around the experiences of local people, and better support villagers by understanding their concerns and priorities.

“To be able to live in peace, we want the ceasefire and related agreements to be signed between the Tatmadaw and the KNU. If they could hold hands forever, civilians’ lives would be improved — with no fighting and the ability to travel.”

Aung J. (male, 42), R— village, Tha Ton Township, Tha Ton District (Interviewed in May 2012)

“Since 1998 until today in 2013, we have been hiding in other people’s villages. We can’t bear it anymore. So, we would like to request to all of you to make the Tatmadaw [troops] move away from the villages quickly. We are requesting this in order for us to be able to return and take care of our lands and other belongings.”

Saw B. (male, 51), C— village, Lu Tha Township, Hpa An District (Interviewed in June 2013)

Founded in 1992, KHRG is an independent local organisation committed to improving the human rights situation in Burma by training and equipping local people to document their stories and gather evidence of human rights abuses; disseminating this information worldwide; and working directly with local villagers to enhance their strategies for protecting themselves from abuse and the effects of abuse. Examples of our work can be seen online at www.khrg.org.
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Front cover photo: Myanmar government and Karen National Union officials shake hands at a ceremony to commence the transfer of authority of the Kyaukkyi Township Liaison Office to the KNU in September 2012. The office will be used to facilitate communication between government and KNU officials and soldiers. [Photo: KHRG]

Back cover photo: Tatmadaw soldiers transport rations, weapons and other materials in February 2012 in Toungoo District. According to villagers in the area, the soldiers began to transport more materials to their army bases in the post-ceasefire period, causing concern among the local community. [Photo: KHRG]

The Karen Human Rights Group (KHRG) was founded in 1992 and documents the situation of villagers and townspeople in rural Burma through their direct testimonies, supported by photographic and other evidence. KHRG operates independently and is not affiliated with any political or other organisation. Examples of our work can be seen online at www.khrg.org, or printed copies of our reports may be obtained subject to approval and availability by sending a request to khrg@khrg.org.
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Preface

Human rights conditions have been transformed on the ground in rural Southeast Myanmar since the signing of a preliminary ceasefire agreement between the Myanmar government and the Karen National Union in January 2012. While some forms of human rights abuse documented by KHRG since 1992 remain of serious concern, others have almost disappeared. At the same time, new forms of abuse and local concerns are emerging in the evolving security environment. In this new context, there is speculation at the local level over whether the January 2012 agreement marks only a temporary truce, or a viable transition to peace and stability for local communities.

Drawing on a dataset of 388 oral testimonies and pieces of documentation from a total of 1,404 collected over the past two years by villagers trained to monitor human rights conditions in their own communities, this report presents analysis of 16 categories of human rights abuse or related issues. This analysis places recent testimony in the context of 20 years of abusive practices, quantifies occurrence across KHRG’s seven research areas and identifies common perpetrators of abuse or related actors. Since the ceasefire, changes in the prevalence of human rights abuse and local responses to such abuse have not been systematically documented.

Local perceptions of threats to the ceasefire process remain similarly unknown. This report therefore aims to provide an update from the ground in rural Karen areas of Southeast Myanmar that will allow local, national and international actors to base programming and policy decisions related to this post-conflict region more closely around the experiences of local people, and better support villagers by understanding their concerns and priorities.
Terms and abbreviations

BPHWT  Backpack Health Worker Team
BGF   Tatmadaw Border Guard Force
BMA  Burma Medical Association
CBO  Community-based organisation
CIDKP  Committee of Displaced Karen People
DKBA  Democratic Karen Benevolent Army
EAG  Ethnic armed group
FBR  Free Burma Rangers
IB  Infantry Battalion of the Tatmadaw
ICRC  International Committee of the Red Cross
IDP  Internally Displaced Persons
ILO  International Labour Organisation
KDHW  Karen Department of Health and Welfare
KHRG  Karen Human Rights Group
KNLA  Karen National Liberation Army
KNLA/KNU-PC  KNLA/KNU-Peace Council
KNDO  Karen National Defence Organisation
KNU  Karen National Union
KORD  Karen Office of Relief and Development
KPF  Karen Peace Force
LIB  Light Infantry Battalion of the Tatmadaw
LID  Light Infantry Division of the Tatmadaw
MOC  Military Operations Command of the Tatmadaw
MOU  Memorandum of Understanding
SLORC  State Law and Order Restoration Council
SPDC  State Peace and Development Council
USDP  Union Solidarity and Development Party
VPDC  Village Peace and Development Council

Armed actors refers to all armed actors, including Myanmar state security forces (Tatmadaw and Border Guard), ethnic armed groups (EAGs) and militias.

Ethnic armed group (EAG) is preferred to non-state armed group (NSAG) locally, where it is considered more sensitive due to nationalist aspirations of these groups, and is used in this report to refer to the DKBA, KNU/KNLA, KNU/KNLA-Peace Council and KPF.

Currency and measurements

baht  Thai currency; US $1 equals approximately 32 baht at market rate
basket  Unit of volume used to measure paddy, husked rice and seeds; one basket of paddy equals 20.9 kg. / 45.08 lb. in weight; one basket of husked rice equals 32 kg. / 70.4 lb. in weight.
big tin  Unit of volume used to measure paddy, husked rice and seeds; one big tin of paddy equals 10.45 kg. / 23.04 lb. in weight; one big tin of husked rice equals 16 kg. / 35.2 lb. in weight.
kyat  Myanmar currency; US $1 equals approximately 987 kyat at market rate
viss  Standard unit of weight measure; one viss equals 1.6 kg / 3.5 lb.
**Burmese language terms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amyotha Hluttaw</td>
<td>House of Nationalities of the Assembly of the Union of Myanmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo Hmu</td>
<td>‘Major’, referring to the rank of a Tatmadaw officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo Gyi</td>
<td>‘Captain’, referring to the rank of a Tatmadaw officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Na 39</td>
<td>Shorthand for Article 39 of the Land Nationalisation Act 1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longyi</td>
<td>Sheet of cloth widely-worn by men in Myanmar, wrapped around the waist or sewn into a cylindrical tube; worn by women, it is called a htamein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loh ah pay</td>
<td>Forced labour, traditionally referred to voluntary service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyithu Hluttaw</td>
<td>House of Representatives of the Assembly of the Union of Myanmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyithu Sit</td>
<td>People’s militia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyidaungsu Hluttaw</td>
<td>Assembly of the Union of Myanmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatmadaw</td>
<td>Myanmar government armed forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set tha</td>
<td>Term for forced labour duty, such as messengers or other tasks for an army base</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Karen language terms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gher der</td>
<td>‘Home guard’ groups organised by local villagers to undertake armed self protection activities; may cooperate with KNLA forces but not under their direct command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naw</td>
<td>S’gaw Karen title used for women, before their name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thara/Tharamu</td>
<td>‘Teacher’, a term of respect use for a man or woman, respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saw</td>
<td>S’gaw Karen title used for men, before their name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’thee k’thay</td>
<td>Methamphetamine tablets, also referred to as yaba, which means ‘crazy medicine’ in the Thai language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Armed actors and transformations

Karen National Union (KNU) and Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA)
The KNU and its armed wing, the KNLA, were established in 1947, one year before Myanmar’s (then Burma’s) independence. Since its foundation, the organisation has undertaken an armed struggle against successive Myanmar governments and juntas. Since the 1970s, it has aimed to negotiate for the establishment of a democratic and federal constitution in coordination with other ethnic armed groups (EAGs) across Myanmar, while its operations have focused on defence of territory. As well as its political and armed wings, it has several departments managing civil affairs in its areas of influence, including health, education, economics, and agricultural management. Civilian departments are administered by central headquarters and local administrations for each of the seven locally-defined Karen districts. Correspondingly, the KNLA has a High Command and is divided into seven brigades (named Brigade one to seven).

Karen National Defence Organisation (KNDO)
The KNDO was formed in 1947 by the KNU and is the precursor to the KNLA. Today, the KNDO refers to a militia force of local volunteers trained and equipped by the KNLA and incorporated into its battalion and command structure.

Democratic Karen Benevolent Army (DKBA) or Klo Htoo Baw
The DKBA, also known as Klo Htoo Baw (Golden Drum), is the second largest Karen EAG and currently holds a ceasefire with the Tatmadaw. Formerly the Democratic Karen Buddhist Army, it was established in December 1994 by a breakaway faction of the KNU/KNLA. On formation, the group signed a ceasefire agreement with Myanmar’s then ruling State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC), and began joint operations with the Tatmadaw, seemingly under its command. The move was influenced heavily by monk U Thuzana and depended on support from the SLORC.

In 2010, much of the DKBA reformed once more to become Tatmadaw Border Guard Forces (BGFs), formally assimilating into the national army. The majority of its #5 Brigade (also known as #555) and portions of some smaller battalions did not transform. While remaining independent of the KNLA, the group re-initiated conflict with the Tatmadaw in November 2010, before signing a new ceasefire with the Government in September 2011. In April 2012, the DKBA changed its name from “Buddhist” to “Benevolent” to reflect its secularity. At the same time, it formed a political wing called Klo Htoo Baw Karen Organisation (KKO), but following internal disputes its leaders were ousted later that year and, it appears to have been inactive since. The group has officially defaulted to the KNU on political matters related to the peace process. The remaining DKBA forces are ordered into two tactical commands for the northerly and southerly parts of their areas of operation, named Klo Htoo Wah and Klo Htoo Lah, with its headquarters at So See Myaing in Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District.

Karen Peace Force (KPF)
The KPF was formed in February 1997 after splitting from the KNU/KNLA, surrendering to and signing a ceasefire with Myanmar’s then-ruling State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). The KPF controls some administrative areas in Three Pagodas Pass (on the border of Dooplaya District and Thailand). Following repeated rejections of Myanmar government proposals to transform KPF into the Tatmadaw Border Guard, a few hundred troops eventually acceded in 2010 while others remain independent.
KNU/KNLA Peace Council (KNU/KNLA-PC or KPC)
The KNU/KNLA-PC is a political organisation and armed group based in Htoh Kaw Koh, Hpa-an District, which split from the KNU in 2007 and signed a ceasefire with the Government at that time. In 2010, the KNU/KNLA-PC refused to comply with orders from the Myanmar government to transform its forces into the Tatmadaw Border Guard. The group briefly fought the Tatmadaw in 2010 before signing a second ceasefire.

Tatmadaw
The Myanmar Armed Forces are officially referred to as the Tatmadaw in Burmese and English. By far the largest service, and most active in KHRG’s research areas is the army, or Tatmadaw Kyi. The army was founded at the time of independence in 1948, by General Aung San, the father of Aung San Suu Kyi, from mostly Burman independence fighters. Between 1962 and 2011, the military was the state’s primary agent of governance, state-building and political affairs at both the national and local levels, and remains extremely influential in all spheres. The army is geared primarily towards counter-insurgency operations in the country’s border areas. The overwhelming majority of its troops are infantry, organised into Light Infantry Battalions (LIBs) and Infantry Battalions (IBs), which then operate within a range of fixed and mobile command structures. There are 13 fixed regional commands across the country - with the KHRG research area falling under South Eastern Command. In large counter-insurgency campaigns, rapidly deployable forces under the Tatmadaw Kyi’s 10 Light Infantry Divisions (LIDs) and Military Operations Commands (MOCs) take a leading role.

The Burmese phrase for the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC), Na Ah Pa, is still often used in rural areas to refer to the Myanmar government or the Tatmadaw interchangeably, despite the SPDC being officially dissolved in 2011. Some elderly people even continue to use Na Wa Ta (SLORC), which was the name for the council until 1997.

Tatmadaw Border Guard Forces (BGFs)
BGF battalions of the Tatmadaw were established in 2010, composed mostly of soldiers from former EAGs that agreed to a government initiative that was announced in 2009. BGF battalions were initially intended to consist of 326 EAG troops and 30 conventional Tatmadaw troops, though some EAGs have failed to meet the quotas in practice. Battalion commanders are former EAG commanders, while conventional Tatmadaw personnel take most other command and support roles, and former EAG troops make up the infantry. BGF battalions are assigned four digit battalion numbers beginning in 10, whereas Tatmadaw battalions are identified by two or three-digit battalion numbers.

The majority of all BGFs in Myanmar were formed from Karen EAGs, making up thirteen battalions. Twelve of these (#1011 to #1022) were formerly DKBA, which had been conducting joint operations with the Tatmadaw for more than fifteen years, while one (#1023) was part of the KPF. The seeds of this transformation date to May 2009 at the latest, when DKBA commanding officers stated at a high-level meeting that the group would agree. KHRG has attained unpublished leaked minutes from this meeting and stored them on file. Ceremonies attended by Tatmadaw commanders officially announced the transformation of large portions of the DKBA into BGFs in September 2010.
Map 1: Karen districts (Kayin and Mon states; eastern Bago Region)

Locally-defined northern and southern Karen districts (Kayin and Mon states; eastern Bago region)
Map 2: Karen districts (Tanintharyi Region)

Locally-defined Mergui-Tavoy District (Tanintharyi Region)
I. Introduction

“The situation is getting better. The leaders are trying to build relationships with each other. There is a change. Villagers can travel freely. Before the ceasefire, [Tatmadaw soldiers] were coming and going from the village, and the villagers were afraid. They did not dare to travel. For now, we can travel freely.”

Saw S--- (male, 46), Toungoo District, April 2012

[Some] villagers believe that the ceasefire is not a stable process for them because the Burmese army is rebuilding their camps and sending more rations during the ceasefire. The villagers are not satisfied. They always have to worry and also have to deal with land confiscation and extortion by the Burmese army after the ceasefire. Instead of removing their camps, the army has returned and rebuilt their camps in the mountains, close to the working areas of the villagers, who do not show themselves to the army.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Hpapun District, January 2013

In January 2012, the Myanmar government and the Karen National Union (KNU) signed a preliminary ceasefire agreement, bringing to a halt what is often referred to as the world’s longest-running civil war. This conflict engendered severe human rights abuse of civilians at the hands of a range of armed actors, primarily at those of the Myanmar Armed Forces (Tatmadaw). The ceasefire and other recent political developments in Myanmar have altered the ways in which human rights abuse is experienced by Karen people in the Southeast, and transformed the context within which these abuses can be addressed. This report aims to demonstrate how trends in human rights abuse have changed during the post-ceasefire period.

KHRG has drawn on 388 pieces of documentation and 162 sets of images collected by KHRG researchers between January 2012 and November 2013 from across the seven locally-defined Karen districts, which spread across Kayin and Mon states and Bago and Tanintharyi regions (see Maps 1 and 2).

This report focuses on three main sets of trends that were identified from this data. The first category, “Trends in human rights abuse and local response”, consists of nine human rights issues, namely, attacks on civilians and extrajudicial killing; arbitrary arrest and detention; torture and violent abuse; rape and sexual assault; forced labour; forced recruitment; anti-personnel and other mines; restrictions of freedom of movement; and arbitrary taxation and demands.

The second category includes two emerging issues related to “Resource management”, namely, land confiscation; and negative consequences of infrastructure and commercial development. The third category includes five emerging issues related to “Security, peacebuilding and social cohesion”, namely, ongoing militarisation and resulting perceptions of insecurity; the impacts of peacebuilding efforts; access to health and education; religious and ethnic discrimination; and drug production, use and related social impacts.

---

1 See Source #22.
2 See Source #275.
3 For a full description of the methods used to write all aspects of this report, see Methodology below.
Rationale for the report

Since 2011, the Myanmar government has undertaken a rapid liberalisation process. It has passed new laws that allow greater space for peaceful assembly, improved labour rights and broader political participation and made new commitments to international agencies to address a number of human rights related issues in rural ethnic areas. Meanwhile, the Government has pursued ceasefires with ethnic armed groups (EAGs) throughout the country. Ceasefires signed with Karen EAGs have transformed the security environment on the ground in Southeast Myanmar. As the Government becomes more open to discussion of human rights challenges, and a wide array of new external actors enter Southeast Myanmar, many local and international stakeholders have significant gaps in their knowledge of these challenges.

Since the ceasefire, local perceptions of threats to the ceasefire process have not been systematically documented. Local priorities for change and locally preferred solutions remain similarly unknown. As new actors become active in the peace process, greater awareness of the perspectives of conflict-affected communities will become critical to achieving a lasting solution. Further, there are a number of under-reported negative consequences of the ceasefire process, which represent significant obstacles to a lasting peace.

This report therefore aims to address these gaps by providing an update from the ground in rural Karen areas of Southeast Myanmar that will allow national and international actors to base policy decisions related to the post-conflict region more closely around the experiences of local people, and better support villagers by understanding their concerns and priorities.

Box 1: Key findings

According to KHRG documentation of human rights trends since January 2012:

- The ability to travel more freely was the most frequently reported change to villagers’ lives and livelihoods.
- The construction or fortification of army bases as well as increases in rations transportations, have caused villagers to feel that their personal security is threatened, and to doubt that the ceasefire is sustainable.
- There have been no large-scale, coordinated military attacks targeting civilian settlements.
- Civilians accused of supporting EAGs continue to be arbitrarily arrested, detained, violently abused, tortured and targeted in isolated attacks by Tatmadaw and BGFs.
- An overall decrease in Tatmadaw demands for forced labour was reported. In some areas Tatmadaw and BGF battalions continue to demand forced labour on a regular basis.
- An increase in the production and sale of narcotics by BGF commanders was reported, which is likely due to the relative ease of travel.
- Profit-making activities of armed actors have led to various forms of abuse. Broadly speaking, these relate to the BGF’s drug production and levying of taxes for soldiers’ salaries, the Tatmadaw’s involvement in the expropriation of land, and various forms of arbitrary taxation, imposed by all armed actors, including the KNLA and DKBA.
- Villagers described an increased sense of freedom to report cases of land confiscation to local authorities in the ceasefire period and responded collectively to such abuse.
- Following communal violence in Rakhine State, distribution of rules restricting interaction between Muslim and Buddhist communities was carried out by religious leaders and BGF personnel, increasing tension in those communities.
- Armed actors have largely stopped planting new anti-personnel and other mines in most areas. Residual mine contamination continues to cause death and injury and restrict freedom of movement and livelihoods, despite persistent requests for their removal by some communities.
History of the conflict

Since 1948, prolonged armed conflict has affected large swathes of eastern Myanmar (then Burma), incorporating KHRG’s research areas. In 1947, the Karen Nation Union (KNU) was founded along with its original armed wing, the Karen National Defense Organisation (KNDO), which was then largely replaced by the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA) in 1949. By the 1960s, EAGs were conducting insurgencies throughout most of the country’s border regions, leading to civilian populations in these areas being subjected to the Tatmadaw counter-insurgency strategy of “pya ley pya,” or the “four cuts”.

The “four cuts” strategy was initially developed in the 1960s for use against the KNU in the Ayeyarwaddy Delta and against the Community Party of Burma (CPB), and the Kachin Independence Organisation (KIO) on Myanmar’s northernmost border with China. The strategy sought to destroy links between insurgents, their families and local villagers, cutting four crucial pillars of support: food, funds, intelligence and recruits. “Four cuts” campaigns consisted of the targeting of civilians deemed to support EAGs, indiscriminate firing of weapons, the destruction of food supplies and homes, and the forced relocation of civilian populations to areas not accessible by EAGs. Tatmadaw officers have publicly extolled the “four cuts” strategy in speeches, and memoirs published by retired Tatmadaw officers look back at the use of “four cuts”, and the effective implementation of each ‘cut’, including cooperation with civilians to kill insurgents, with pride.

In KHRG research areas, the 1980’s saw the scale of KNU-controlled territory significantly decrease in the face of prolonged “four cuts” campaigns. A KNLA factional split in 1994 led

---

4 The KNDO was founded in 1947 and, throughout 1948 communal violence was rife and widespread, including in the Ayeyarwaddy Delta. The Karen insurgency has most often been officially dated to January 31st 1949, with the siege of Insein. For further background, see Martin Smith. Burma: Insurgency and the Politics of Ethnicity, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999, pp. 258-259.


6 In recent years, the Tatmadaw spokesmen have denied the existence of the ‘four cuts’ strategy, but over the years its use has been well documented and frequently praised by such leading army officers as Ne Win’s long-time deputy Brig. San Yu, and Gen Tin Oo, ex-minister of Defence and present-day NLD leader. Public speeches noted in Martin Smith, Burma: Insurgency and the Politics of Ethnicity, New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999, p. 259.

7 See for example: Thaung Wai Oo, “Not Fated to Die, Not Yet Die”. Yangon Hlowet Sankye Magazine, 1999, p. 512, cited in Aung Myoe, “Neither Friend nor Foe,” pp. 79-80. “Farm huts in the nearby area of Laykay Village were destroyed and (we) made people stay in the village. A census and household registration was introduced. Sector chiefs were appointed in the village. Curfew was introduced from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Frequent surprise checks were conducted day or night (to check anybody missing or staying without reporting to authorities). All the approaches to the village were planted with anti-personal [sic.] landmines. The minefields and nearby areas were declared out of bound areas for all villagers.”

8 See for example, Thaung Wai Oo, “Not Fated to Die, Not Yet Die,” pp. 79-80. “Colonel Than Tin began using a ‘four cut’ policy. The ‘four cut’ policies are: a) cut the information route to insurgents (or) prevent [insurgents] from getting information (insurgents don’t know what to do if they don’t get information; b) cut rations to insurgents (food is important for human beings. People can do nothing if there is no food); c) cut the arbitrary taxation source (money is also important. If there is no money, nothing can be done); and d) at the final stage, the killing of insurgents (people suffered pain for a long time because of insurgents; insurgents will not be able to be active if we kill them finally by cooperating with civilians).”


10 The 1994 split in the KNLA resulted in the formation of the DKBA, the subsequent fall of KNU headquarters at Manerplaw and, according to a KHRG report published at the time, impacted the lives of tens of thousands of villagers in the surrounding areas, as villages were destroyed or forcibly relocated and villagers fled across
directly to the creation of the Democratic Karen Buddhist Army (DKBA), which began conducting joint operations with the Tatmadaw against the KNLA, leading to the fall of the KNU's long-standing headquarters at Manerplaw. Following the loss of considerable territory and permanent bases to Tatmadaw offensives again in 1997, the KNLA officially adopted the use of guerrilla tactics. Armed conflict continued to affect a wide geographic area, although the KNLA no longer attempted to firmly hold territory, increasing its reliance on the use of landmines to protect base areas and supply lines. The failure of the 2004 ceasefire known as the “gentleman’s agreement” and the defection of the newly-created KNU/KNLA-Peace Council in 2007 further weakened the KNU, at a time when other KNU-controlled areas were coming under renewed pressure from targeted offensives.

Northern offensive 2005 - 2008

Beginning in November 2005, Tatmadaw troops systematically targeted civilians, civilian settlements and livelihoods in multi-battalion, coordinated attacks spanning the locally-defined northern Karen districts of Nyaunglebin, Toungoo and Hpapun. By November 2006, the Thailand Burma Border Consortium (TBBC) calculated that 27,400 civilians had been displaced from more than 130 villages in Kayin State.
During this offensive, which ran continuously from 2005 until the end of 2008, KHRG documented the widespread displacement of villagers in the face of systematic and targeted attacks against villages and livelihoods, and the expansion of military camps and transport infrastructure, primarily in Hpapun, Nyaunglebin and Toungoo districts. For more than three years, sustained Tatmadaw operations in the northern Karen districts saw the widespread and systematic commission of acts constituting violations of international humanitarian and human rights law, including the destruction of houses and crops, enforced disappearances, the laying of anti-personnel mines, forced labour, torture and extrajudicial killing of civilians. These acts were confirmed and condemned by numerous international observers.

A key distinguishing feature of the 2005-2008 offensive was that the attacks did not cease temporarily with the onset of the rainy season, as previous attacks had. This new tactic not only threatened the physical security of villagers in hiding sites, but also prevented many villagers who had fled the initial stages of the offensive from returning to their villages to plant or tend to paddy crops during the crucial monsoon agricultural period, as well as to gather possessions, retrieve food stores or take shelter from the rains.

From the northern offensive until the January 2012 ceasefire

KHRG dates the end of this offensive to December 2008, which marked a decrease in the frequency and intensity of coordinated multi-battalion attacks, particularly during the rainy seasons, and a withdrawal of soldiers from 30 camps across Toungoo, Nyaunglebin and Hpapun districts.

20 Although KHRG dates the end of the “Northern Offensive” to December 2008, when the frequency and intensity of coordinated multi-battalion attacks decreased and soldiers withdrew from 30 camps across the northern Karen Districts, throughout 2011 KHRG continued to document Tatmadaw military operations that launched sporadic attacks, deliberately targeting civilians and their food resources in areas beyond established or consolidated military control. For background on the Northern Offensive and an account of Tatmadaw operations in Hpapun district in the first 20 months after the withdrawal from forward positions in December 2008; see Self-protection under strain: Targeting of civilians and local responses in northern Karen State, KHRG, August 2010. For details of attacks against civilians between 2011 and the present, see ‘Attacks on civilians and extrajudicial killing’ in this report.


22 See “Myanmar: ICRC denounces major and repeated violations of international humanitarian law,” ICRC, June 29th 2007, News Release 82/07. See also Crimes Against Humanity in Eastern Myanmar, Amnesty International, June 2008; Burma: Army Forces Thousands to Flee, Human Rights Watch, November 2006; and “Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Myanmar,” Tomás Ojea Quintana,” UN Human Rights Council (HRC), September 5th 2008, A/HRC/63/341 paras. 56-58: “The Special Rapporteur has received information concerning a large number of internally displaced persons in northern Kayin State. Allegations about civilians being forcibly used by the military as porters have also been received.”

23 “Recent Attacks on Villages in Southeastern Toungoo District Send Thousands Fleeing into the Forests and to Thailand,” KHRG, March 2006; “Offensive columns shell and burn villages, round up villagers in northern Hpapun and Toungoo districts,” KHRG, June 2006.

However, relatively large-scale displacements took place again in 2009 and 2010. The first was a result of joint Tatmadaw-DKBA offensives on KNLA 7th Brigade positions in Hpa-an District, near the border with Thailand. Amid the attacks, more than 3,500 people fled the area to Thailand, the majority of which had been living in Ler Per Her IDP camp, which was hit by Tatmadaw and DKBA artillery. The second came on Myanmar’s general election day, November 7th, 2010, when the DKBA split for a second time, as a few thousand troops refused demands to assimilate into the Tatmadaw as Border Guard Forces (BGFs) and instead broke the ceasefire and went on the offensive, starting with the large border town, Myawaddy. At least 20,000 refugees were thought to have fled in the first few days, mostly from Myawaddy, triggering weeks of conflict in the region, engendering further human rights abuse and displacement.

The majority of DKBA battalions had officially transformed into Tatmadaw BGFs earlier that year, forming a total 12 battalions, while one more was formed by former Karen Peace Force (KPF) commanders.

From 2009 until mid-2011, however, KHRG continued to report incidents of remote shelling or limited-range patrols in areas proximate to camps, in which soldiers deliberately targeted and shot villagers, burned houses, food stores, field huts and/or fields, but not necessarily as part of a multi-battalion offensive. Crucially, ongoing abusive practices of the Tatmadaw, especially those that trace back to pya ley pya, were not isolated acts of individually egregious perpetrators, but practices embedded in Tatmadaw strategy.

The Ceasefire era

Following the retirement of the longtime military head of the country, Than Shwe, the quasi-civilian government of former general Thein Sein took power in Myanmar in March 2011, and immediately announced a broad reform agenda, including the intention to secure agreements to end all of the existing ethnic conflicts. Informal peace talks with the KNU/KNLA were announced in October of that year, and a preliminary agreement was signed in Hpa-an town on January 12th, 2012. At a follow-up meeting in April 2012, the two sides reached a 13-point agreement. The agreement stipulated that the sides would “implement a ceasefire Code of Conduct”, and work together to resolve issues including the fate of IDPs and refugees, landmines and land registration. As of March 2014, the Code of Conduct has yet to be finalized.

At the time of writing, the KNU’s negotiations with the Government are being carried out jointly with a large association of other EAGs, primarily aiming to achieve a national ceasefire accord (NCA) as a first step towards a nationwide political dialogue, and a comprehensive peace settlement. It is hoped by EAG negotiators that the NCA will include a universal Code of Conduct and provisions for their legal status for the interim period.

---

25 See “Over 3,000 villagers flee to Thailand amidst ongoing SPDC/DKBA attacks,” KHRG, June 2009; see also “Update on SPDC/DKBA attacks at Ler Per Her and new refugees in Thailand,” KHRG, June 2009.


27 “Civilians at risk from continued SPDC-DKBA conflict in Dooplaya District,” KHRG, November 2010.

28 Although in many cases, multiple battalions have been involved in coordinated attacks on civilian objects and livelihoods; see for example: “Joint Tatmadaw patrol burns field huts and seed stores, displace six villages in Toungoo District,” KHRG, June 2011; “Tenasserim Interview: Saw C---, Received in May 2011,” and “Attacks on cardamom plantations, detention and forced labour in Toungoo District,” KHRG, May 2010.

29 For the full text of this agreement, see “Preliminary Ceasefire Talk - 2012,” KNU Website: www.knuhq.org, accessed March 31st 2014.
Detailed findings

- KHRG researchers and villagers throughout the seven Karen districts in Southeast Myanmar have described the ability to travel and work more freely as the single most positive trend resulting from the ceasefire. This change is due to an end to armed conflict and the accompanying decrease in movement restrictions and harassment by Tatmadaw troops. Villagers have, however, reported restrictions on their freedom of movement in some areas due to the actions of the Tatmadaw and EAGs, including arbitrary taxation at checkpoints, arbitrary curfews, requirements that villagers present travel permission letters or government-issued identification and mine contamination.

- New Tatmadaw bases have been built and existing bases have been strengthened in KHRG’s research areas throughout 2012 and 2013. Ongoing militarisation has led communities of internally displaced people to remain in temporary settlements, unwilling to return to their former villages until Tatmadaw camps have been closed. The continuation of high levels of militarisation, as well as sporadic skirmishes between Tatmadaw and EAGs, have caused villagers to feel that their personal security is threatened, and to doubt that the ceasefire is sustainable.

- Since January 2012, KHRG has not documented any large-scale, systematic military operations targeted at civilians. Three separate deliberate attacks on civilians by Tatmadaw troops targeting individuals perceived to support EAGs were reported to KHRG. KHRG has documented attacks on civilians based on this rationale throughout the past two decades. KHRG also received reports that the Tatmadaw and EAG troops, when engaged in armed conflict, fired weapons indiscriminately into areas with civilian resident populations.

- Civilians were arbitrarily arrested, detained, violently abused, tortured and/or killed in all seven Karen districts since January 2012. When such abuse was perpetrated by the Tatmadaw, it was most often based on the suspicion that the civilian in question had associated with an EAG in some capacity, while both Tatmadaw and KNLA soldiers also perpetrated such abuses for other reasons.

- Villagers have reported an increase in the production and sale of methamphetamines by BGF soldiers in Hpapun and Hpa-an districts, and have increasingly complained of the negative consequences of drug production, sale and use, as well as related killings and sexual violence, and the negative impacts of its availability on youth and social cohesion. This increase in drug related issues has occurred in part because of the relative ease of travel for armed actors and civilians since the ceasefire.

- Villagers reported an overall decrease in demands for forced labour by Tatmadaw forces. This decrease is attributable to the ceasefire agreement and the ability of Tatmadaw soldiers to travel freely and perform their own labour in the new security environment, as well as efforts by international and local monitors throughout the past decade to end forced labour. Some violations continue nonetheless, and Tatmadaw and BGF commanders and soldiers in some areas have continued to demand that villagers perform forced labour on a regular basis during the ceasefire, forcing them to serve as porters, guides, messengers, produce materials for army camp maintenance, perform agricultural labour and construct infrastructure without pay.

- Since January 2012, villagers were forced to join or remain in BGFs and village militias set up by both the Tatmadaw and BGFs. BGF commanders have attempted to forcibly re-enlist former soldiers of the DKBA, including two boys originally recruited under the age of 18,
who had already completed their service period or deserted during the DKBA’s transformation into BGFs. To avoid recruitment, villagers pay money, leave their villages during recruitment periods or become monks.

- KHRG documented a decrease in the planting of new mines by armed actors since January 2012, though the KNLA and BGFs continued to plant mines in some areas. Ongoing landmine contamination was reported across six out of the seven districts and has led to dozens of deaths and injuries, and the severe restriction of villagers’ movement and livelihoods. Tatmadaw and EAGs have begun removing mines, but such efforts have ended prematurely due to accidents, lack of technical skills and coordination issues. Villagers continue to develop protective mechanisms, such as requesting that soldiers remove mines, choosing alternative routes and working with armed actors to mark the location of mines.

- Villagers reported the temporary or permanent confiscation of their land for army camps, dam construction, large-scale agriculture and mining projects since January 2012. Land confiscated by the Tatmadaw in the past had not yet been returned, with profoundly negative continuing effects on villagers. Villagers reported that land is confiscated through the use of government laws classifying the land as uncultivated or state-owned, with little or no consultation of affected communities. Villagers have reported attempts to forestall confiscation of their land by registering it with local government authorities, KNU or both, but have reported difficulties in doing so because of loss of titles during the conflict period, disputes between multiple authorities in mixed control areas, disputes between local villagers, and lack of coordination regarding the demarcation of land for returning refugees.

- Villagers faced environmental destruction and hindrances to their ability to sustain livelihoods due to development projects. These development projects included rubber plantations and mines, and were most often initiated by Myanmar nationals with connections to powerful government, military or EAG actors. These difficulties have in turn led some villagers to migrate to find work. Clashes between armed actors have also been related to development projects.

- Villagers throughout the seven Karen districts faced regular demands for arbitrary taxes by Tatmadaw, BGFs, Myanmar government officials, police, KNU, KNLA, DKBA and the KPF. Taxes were demanded from travelers as they crossed military and police checkpoints, as well as of plantation owners, gold miners, loggers and cardamom and livestock traders. Villagers living in mixed control areas may be taxed by multiple authorities citing social services or religious purposes. Villagers are also required to pay fees to support local military activities and soldiers’ salaries.

- Villagers reported efforts by the Tatmadaw and EAGs, sometimes in collaboration with local CBOs, to improve awareness of the ceasefire process among the local community. BGF and KNLA soldiers have engaged in trust-building activities with local religious leaders. Government-KNU liaison offices have provided a space for communication between the two authorities and for villagers to report problems.

- Villagers receive healthcare at Government, KNU, local NGO and INGO clinics or hospitals, but healthcare is often not accessible because of the absence of a clinic in their area and a lack of funds to travel to one in a larger town. Access is also restricted by insufficient numbers of healthcare workers and unaffordable fees. The quality of healthcare is low due to unqualified staff and lack of supplies. Some villagers have built clinics without external assistance, while others are afraid to do so due to ongoing militarisation. Education is not available in some
villages because of insufficient support for schools, including a lack of supplies and/or teachers. There is a positive trend toward free education in Government primary schools.

- Villagers reported instances of religious and ethnic discrimination perpetrated by Myanmar government officials, BGF soldiers and Buddhist religious leaders. Villagers described a deterioration in relations between Buddhist and Muslim villagers in Hpa-an and Hpapun districts after a Buddhist monastery released a document restricting social and economic interaction between the two communities. One villager also described how government officials categorised him as 'Buddhist' on his identity card, even though the villager identifies as animist.

---

**Geographic spread of human rights abuse categories, 2012 - 2013**

![Geographic spread of human rights abuse categories](chart)

**Human rights abuses or concerns displayed by frequency of reports received, 2012 - 2013**
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Recommendations

The final section in each chapter includes issue-specific recommendations developed in November 2013 by 22 KHRG field researchers from Thaton, Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Hpapun, Hpa-an and Mergui-Tavoy districts. These recommendations form the basis for the more general recommendations listed in this section.

• The Myanmar government and ethnic armed groups (EAGs) in Southeast Myanmar should work to make the ceasefire sustainable, as it has contributed to decreases in most types of human rights abuse. This means the ceasefire process should lead to a final peace agreement as quickly as possible, given the need for agreement by multiple actors, whether as part of a nationwide ceasefire or an agreement which is signed by the Government and KNU authorities throughout the seven Karen districts.

• All armies should begin to demilitarise former conflict areas, particularly positions close to villages. This means reducing troops, army bases, checkpoints and weapons inventories to signify the transition to peace. The Tatmadaw and EAGs should finalise a joint Code of Conduct as quickly as possible, which clearly defines limited operation areas for their forces and appropriate behaviour of soldiers towards civilians. This document should be made public in order to support the efforts of organisations and villagers to monitor the ceasefire. KHRG researchers report that existing KNU-Government liaison offices have helped improve communication at the local level. Both sides should ensure that these offices are staffed with competent personnel.

• The Myanmar government is obligated to ensure that all armed forces under its control observe their responsibilities under domestic and international humanitarian and human rights law. Tatmadaw Border Guard Forces (BGFs) have been complicit in torture, killing, forced labour and have been involved in the production of narcotics during the ceasefire period. The Myanmar government must develop and implement adequate human rights standards for its BGF soldiers and ensure that any BGF soldier or commander who violates the rights of any person is held accountable.

• Local civilian and military authorities should implement transparent and accessible mechanisms to receive complaints from villagers regarding violations of their rights, ensure follow-up and provide protection for individuals or groups who file complaints from retribution. Township, State and Union-level authorities should likewise ensure that adequate complaint mechanisms are in place for villagers who have been abused by local authorities or who are not comfortable reporting incidents locally. To complement these government mechanisms and provide support for villagers who remain suspicious of government-affiliated actors, NGOs, CBOs, and international agencies should strengthen their existing mechanisms for villagers to complain of abuse.

• The Government should work toward the official recognition of local education, health, and other social service structures. Government and non-state service providers should continue efforts towards coordination and collaboration, and compliment each other’s service delivery where possible. The Government should be willing to undertake such collaboration even where service providers are institutionally or personally affiliated with EAGs. International actors working to improve access to these services should back such collaboration efforts and prioritise support to providers considered most legitimate locally.
• INGOs and inter-governmental organisations working in areas of ongoing human rights abuse should do so in collaboration with local CBOs who have long-established relationships with local communities. Interventions should be predicated on comprehensive conflict analysis, be carried out in line with conflict-sensitivity standards, and prioritise the needs of local communities.

• Local people have a right to be included in the decision-making process for any policy decision that affects their lives. The Government and private actors should involve local communities early in the decision-making and planning stages of commercial developments, land and resource management, infrastructure development and other changes that impact their lives and livelihoods. More broadly, related policies should be informed and guided by local needs to ensure that economic planning and the benefits of development are fully inclusive and do not risk driving conflict grievances.

• Taxes, whether levied by the Myanmar government or EAGs, should be determined in advance and tax schedules should be disseminated to villagers. Authorities should refrain from arbitrary taxation. To discourage arbitrary taxation, the Myanmar government and EAGs should make sure that their local representatives are provided with the funds and materials they need to carry out their professional responsibilities, and are paid adequate salaries.

• All armed actors should agree to and enforce a comprehensive ban on the new use of mines. Before such a ban is agreed to, commanders should take responsibility for prohibiting the planting of new mines in civilians’ farmlands and pathways and must consistently inform the local community about the location of existing and new mines. Local and international mine actors should conduct inclusive and fully participatory consultations and assessments to determine villagers’ opinions and perspectives on mine action and removal. In communities where villagers have determined that mines should be removed, fully trained and equipped national and/or international actors should begin mine removal.
Methodology

Field Research

KHRG has gathered testimony and documented individual incidents of human rights violations in eastern Myanmar since 1992. Research for this report was conducted by a network of researchers, who are villagers trained and equipped to employ KHRG’s documentation methodology, including to:30

- Gather oral testimony, by conducting audio-recorded interviews with villagers living in Southeast Myanmar. When conducting interviews, local people working with KHRG are trained to use loose question guidelines, but also to encourage interviewees to speak freely about recent events, raise issues that they consider important and share their opinions or perspectives on abuse and other local dynamics.

- Document individual incidents of abuse using a standardised reporting format. When writing or gathering incident reports, local people working with KHRG are encouraged to document incidents of abuse that they consider important, by verifying information from multiple sources, assessing for potential biases and comparing incidents to local trends of abuse.

- Write general updates on the situation in areas with which they are familiar. When writing situation updates, local people working with KHRG are encouraged to summarise recent events, raise issues that they consider important, and present their opinions or perspectives on abuse and other local dynamics in their area.

- Gather photographs and video footage. Local people are trained by KHRG to take photographs or video footage of incidents as they happen when it is safe to do so or, because this is rarely possible, of victims, witnesses, evidence or the aftermath of incidents. Local people are also encouraged to take photographs or video footage of other things they consider important, including everyday life in rural areas, cultural activities and the long-term consequences of abuse.

- Collect other forms of evidence where available, such as letters written by military commanders ordering forced labour or forced relocation.

While some researchers draw salary and others material support, and some work as volunteers, KHRG trains local people from all walks of life and a variety of backgrounds to document the issues that affect their community. KHRG’s recruitment policy does not discriminate on the basis of ethnic, religious or personal background, political affiliation or occupation. We train anyone who has local knowledge, is motivated to improve the human rights situation in their own community and is known to and respected by members of their local communities. Recognising that in all cases, no one is truly ‘neutral’ and everyone has competing viewpoints and interests, KHRG seeks always to filter every report through those interests and to present evidence from as many sources and perspectives as possible.

Verification

KHRG trains these local researchers to follow a verification policy that includes gathering different types of information or reports from multiple sources, assessing the credibility of sources, and comparing the information with their own understanding of local trends. KHRG information-processing

30 KHRG Field Documentation Philosophy is available on request.
procedure additionally involves the assessment of each individual piece of information prior to translation in order to determine quality and facilitate follow-up with researchers where necessary.

This report does not seek to quantify a total number of incidents across research areas; where provided, figures indicate only those occurrences that were described in KHRG field documentation. KHRG reporting is designed primarily to share the perspectives of individuals and communities, rather than to focus on incident-based reporting or to quantify a number of confirmed incidents. Emphasis is placed on locating concerns raised by communities, rather than seeking to disqualify testimony, because community members may not always articulate things clearly or keep exact records of incidents. In many cases, villagers raised concerns about issues not tied to a specific time or place, or described events that were not discussed elsewhere in KHRG documentation. This report seeks to emphasise the cumulative weight of the large data set analysed, and the consistency with which concerns were raised by communities across a wide geographic area.

Analysis for this report

This report is based on field information received during the reporting period from January 12th 2012, when the Myanmar government-KNU ceasefire was signed, to November 2013. During this period, KHRG researchers collected a total of 1,404 oral testimonies, sets of images and pieces of documentation, including: 721 audio-recorded interviews, 228 incident reports, 95 situation updates, 121 other documents written by villagers, 162 sets of photos and video amounting to a total of 25,964 images, and 77 written orders issued by civilian and military officials. As this information was received, KHRG staff assessed each piece of documentation and translated those conveying human rights concerns into English for analysis by a team of Karen information-processing officers and interns, who were supported by native English-speaking capacity builders. As of November 2013, 601 pieces of documentation had been translated into English based on these priorities and were available for analysis for this report.

In an internal workshop held in November 2013, the staff who had processed this data identified two main categories of concerns. The first related to the most common types of human rights abuse that were continuing into the ceasefire period, having been prevalent throughout the 20 previous years. The second related to concerns that were perceived to be emerging or shifting in the changing context. KHRG staff members then began coding and analysing the 601 pieces of documentation in order to identify which dealt with concerns in these categories, and included incidents that took place, or had ongoing impacts, after January 12th 2012. This refined dataset included 388 pieces of documentation.

These 388 documents were then reclassified into three categories. The first category, “Trends in human rights abuse and local response”, consists of nine human rights issues, namely, attacks on civilians and extrajudicial killing (17 documents); arbitrary arrest and detention (9 documents); torture and violent abuse (21 documents); rape and sexual assault (9 documents); forced labour (105 documents); forced recruitment (20 documents); anti-personnel and other mines (73 documents); restrictions of freedom of movement or trade (36 documents); and arbitrary taxation and demands (68 documents).

The second category includes two emerging issues related to “Resource management”, namely, land confiscation (92 documents); and negative consequences of infrastructure and commercial development (86 documents). The third category includes five emerging issues related to “Security, peacebuilding and social cohesion”, namely, ongoing militarisation and resulting perceptions of insecurity (123 documents); the impacts of peacebuilding efforts (32 documents); access to health and education (68 documents); religious and ethnic discrimination (15 documents); and drug production, use and related social impacts (17 documents).
During the next round of analysis, conducted in January 2014, KHRG staff verified the coding of reports and collated them by district. KHRG staff then identified the number of districts in which each type of abuse was documented, and used this information to draw cautious conclusions about the nature and geographic scope of human rights concerns to be included at the start of each chapter. Between February and March 2014, 10 staff members wrote chapters on each of these 16 types of abuse or concern using a standardised writing and analysis method.

**Specialist feedback**

Two drafts of the report were shared with two separate groups of local and international subject-matter specialists for review, after which KHRG staff held internal workshops to review and incorporate feedback, while continuing to prioritise local concerns as expressed in KHRG documentation. Specialists were chosen based on their expertise on a particular issue, general knowledge of the ceasefire and/or the peace process or past experience writing KHRG reports.

**Recommendations**

This report includes general recommendations featured at the beginning of the report and issue-specific recommendations at the end of each chapter. These recommendations were initially developed in November 2013 during a workshop with 22 KHRG field researchers from Thaton, Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Hpapun, Hpa-an and Mergui-Tavoy districts and were revised during subsequent workshops with KHRG information processing and advocacy staff, as well as the directors of KHRG and KHRG’s advisory board. They were also improved based on feedback from both sets of specialists.

**Sources and referencing**

Every piece of information in this report is based directly upon testimony articulated by villagers during the reporting period or by documentation and analysis written by KHRG researchers. In order to make this information transparent and verifiable, all examples have been footnoted to 388 ‘Sources’, which are available in Appendix 1: Testimony on the KHRG website and are coded with one or more of the 16 human rights issues covered in this report. Wherever possible, this report includes excerpts of testimony and documentation to illustrate examples highlighted by KHRG.

**Research areas**

In order to classify information geographically, KHRG organised information according to seven research areas: Thaton, Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Mergui-Tavoy, Hpapun, Dooplaya and Hpa-an. These seven research areas are commonly referred to as “districts” and are used by the Karen National Union (KNU), as well as many local Karen organisations, both those affiliated and unaffiliated with the KNU.

KHRG’s use of the district designations to reference our research areas represents no political affiliation; rather, it is rooted in KHRG’s historical practice, due to the fact that villagers interviewed by KHRG, as well as local organisations with whom KHRG seeks to cooperate, commonly use these designations.

The seven districts do not correspond to any demarcations used by Myanmar’s central government, but cover all or parts of two government-delineated states and two regions. Toungoo District includes all of northwestern Kayin State and a small portion of eastern Bago Region, while Nyaunglebin District covers a significant portion of eastern Bago Region. Hpapun, Hpa-an
and Dooplaya districts correspond to all of northern, central and southern Kayin State, respectively. Thaton District corresponds to northern Mon State, and Mergui-Tavoy District corresponds to Tanintharyi Region.

In order to make information in this report intelligible to all stakeholders, including those who use the locally-defined Karen districts and those who are familiar with Myanmar government designations for these areas, Map 1 and Map 2 include both the government demarcation system of states and regions, and the seven research areas, or “districts,” used when referencing information in this report.

When transcribing Karen village names, KHRG utilizes a Karen language transliteration system that was developed in January 2012 in cooperation with fourteen other local Karen community-based organisations (CBOs) and non-governmental organization (NGOs) to ensure the consistent spelling of place names.31

Censoring of names, locations and other details

Where quotes or references include identifying information that KHRG has reason to believe could put villagers in danger, particularly the names of individuals or villages, this information has been censored, and the original name has been replaced by a letter or pair of letters. The censored code names do not correspond to the actual names in the relevant language or to coding used by KHRG in previous reports. The censored names in the body of this report also do not correspond to the censored names in the Appendix: Testimony. Village and personal names have been censored using single and double digit letters beginning from A--- and running to Z---, then beginning at Aa--- and continuing to Az---, and so on. This censoring is restarted in each chapter in this report and in each ‘Source’ in the Appendix: Testimony. All names and locations censored according to this system correspond to actual names and locations on file with KHRG. Thus, censoring should not be interpreted as the absence of information. In many cases, further details have been withheld for the security of villagers and KHRG researchers. Note also that names given by villagers have been transliterated directly, and may include relational epithets, such as mother, father, as well as terms that imply familiarity but are not necessarily indicative of a familial relationship, such as uncle or aunt.

Independence, obstacles to research and selection bias

Though KHRG often operates in or through areas controlled by armed forces and groups including the Tatmadaw and BGF battalions and EAGs, KHRG is independent and unaffiliated. Access to certain contexts has sometimes been facilitated by the Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA), particularly in cases where documentation activities required crossing vehicle roads near Tatmadaw army camps or in areas that were likely to be mined. Other groups were not willing to facilitate research by KHRG; Tatmadaw, BGF and Democratic Karen Benevolent Army (DKBA) forces were the chief obstacles to safely conducting research in Southeast Myanmar during the reporting period. Local people documenting human rights abuses did so with the understanding that they risked potential arrest or execution should perpetrators of abuse learn of their activities.

31 Note that this transliteration system differs from the previous system used by KHRG, and as such the spelling of location names may be different. Note also that organisations developing the system agreed to continue using the spellings in common-usage for districts and townships, even where they do not match the new transliteration system.
Because of the obstacles described above, it has only been possible for local people collecting testimony to interview civilians who are not likely to report documentation activities to authorities in a way that would place those people in danger. This does not represent a research constraint in areas where whole communities are in hiding, view authorities perpetrating abuse as a threat, and as such are likely to flee rather than risk encountering them. In other areas, however, security considerations mean that interviews cannot always be conducted openly. Civilians most likely to compromise the security of those working with KHRG may also be those who are most likely to present a positive view of the Tatmadaw, and express critical opinions of EAGs that have been in conflict with Myanmar’s central government.

It is important to acknowledge that these limitations have restricted KHRG’s ability to make conclusions about all aspects of operations by opposition EAGs or about potentially positive activities conducted by government actors. For this reason, this report avoids making conclusions that are not supported by the data set, including practices of government actors in areas where research was not conducted. Instead, this report focuses on sharing concerns raised by villagers that relate to events they experienced during the reporting period, and analysing those experiences in light of patterns previously identified by KHRG.

It is equally important to acknowledge that these research limitations do not call into question the veracity of documentation regarding practices by the Tatmadaw or other groups. While there is always a risk that individuals interviewed by KHRG might hold personal biases that cause them to provide exaggerated or inaccurate information, the verification practices described above are designed to prevent such inaccuracies from being reported by KHRG. Furthermore, the sheer volume and consistency of information gathered by KHRG during the reporting period, as well as over the last 20 years, minimises the potential for inaccurate or incorrectly identified patterns. Ultimately, the constraints faced by KHRG mean that there are unanswered questions about issues not present in the data set, on which further research needs to be conducted.
II. Trends in human rights abuse and local response

A. Attacks on civilians and extrajudicial killing

Attacks on civilians

Customary international humanitarian law (IHL) requires parties to both international and non-international armed conflict to adhere to the principle of distinction; parties must distinguish between civilians and combatants, and between civilian objects and military objectives, at all times, during both the planning and execution of military operations. Customary IHL therefore prohibits parties to a conflict from deliberately attacking civilians or civilian objects. Additional rules of customary IHL derived from the principle of distinction prohibit attacks which are "indiscriminate" in nature, because they cannot be directed at specific military objectives, as well as acts or threats of violence aimed at terrorising the civilian population.

Throughout the 20 years leading up to 2012, KHRG consistently documented attacks in violation of the principle of distinction between civilians and combatants in all seven research areas, including incidents in which civilians and civilian objects were deliberately attacked, as well as attacks on civilians and civilian objects as a result of indiscriminate military practices.

1. Deliberate targeting of civilians or civilian objects

During the conflict period, the most obvious deliberate attacks on civilians or civilian objects, through shelling and/or ground attacks, took place in geographic and/or temporal isolation from...
legitimate military objectives or armed engagements between the Tatmadaw and ethnic armed groups (EAGs), and frequently when no recent or proximate engagements had occurred. In such cases, groups of Tatmadaw battalions launched coordinated operations against identified areas, remotely shelling villages that were not immediately proximate to an area in which a clash with EAG soldiers had previously occurred. Tatmadaw soldiers would then sometimes enter the village on foot and destroy civilian objects, including houses, places of worship, plants and crops under cultivation, domestic animals, cooking implements, agricultural machinery, food processing or storage equipment, and food supplies.38

“Black areas” and the practice of “shooting-on-sight”

The use of the term “shoot-on-sight” alludes to practices in which Tatmadaw soldiers treat civilians, villages, food supplies and essential civilian property as legitimate military targets, in violation of IHL. These types of attacks appear to be perpetrated against portions of the civilian population perceived to support EAGs, sometimes as apparent retaliation for recent clashes with EAGs and/or communities who are residing in difficult-to-control upland areas that Tatmadaw forces have sought to de-populate throughout decades of military campaigns. These regions, referred to by the Tatmadaw as “black areas”,39 are often spaces from which the Tatmadaw has already made efforts to forcibly relocate civilians, or where it has limited territorial control.

The practice of shooting-on-sight precludes Tatmadaw forces from ascertaining whether individuals attacked are civilians or combatants. In some cases, Tatmadaw forces have fired at individuals whose non-combatant status is obvious, such as women carrying children or civilians working on agricultural projects.40

KHRG researchers documented attacks on civilians by government troops during military offensives, particularly in 1997 and throughout 2005 - 2008,41 but continuing into 2011. These attacks included deliberate targeting of civilians, of civilian settlements and of their food resources in areas beyond established or consolidated Tatmadaw control.42

---

38 For details about attacks on civilian objects in 2011, see “Tatmadaw attacks destroy civilian property and displace villages in northern Papun District,” KHRG, April 2011. See also “Tatmadaw soldiers shell village, attack church and civilian property in Toungoo District,” KHRG, November 2011.

39 The Tatmadaw counter-insurgency doctrine views territory as black, brown or white according to the extent of ethnic armed group (EAG) activity. A black area denotes “an area controlled by insurgents but where the Tatmadaw operates;” a brown area denotes “a Tatmadaw-controlled area where insurgents operate;” while a white area is territory which has been “cleared” of EAG activity; see: Maung Aung Myoe, Neither Friend Nor Foe: Myanmar’s Relations with Thailand since 1988, Singapore: Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies Nanyang Technological University, 2002, p. 71. For KHRG documentation of attacks in designated “black areas,” see “Toungoo Interview: Saw F---, October 2011,” KHRG, November 2011; see also “Attacks killings and the food crisis in Papun District,” KHRG February 2009; “Interview from the Irrawaddy Delta,” KHRG, July 1996.

40 For additional information on the practice of shooting-on-site, see Self-protection under strain: Targeting of civilians and local responses in northern Karen State, KHRG, August 2010, pp. 22-46, 101-108.


42 During 2011, KHRG documented such attacks on civilians in six of seven research areas, including Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Mergui-Tavoy, Hpapun, Dooplaya and Hpa-an districts. See, ‘All the Information I've Given You, I Faced It Myself’: Rural testimony on abuse in eastern Burma since November 2010, KHRG, December 2011, pp. 23-29. For specific examples, see “Tatmadaw attacks destroy civilian property and displace villages in northern Papun District,” KHRG, April 2011; “Joint Tatmadaw patrol burns field huts and seed stores, displace six villages in Toungoo District,” KHRG, June 2011; “Tatmadaw soldiers shell village, attack church and civilian property in Toungoo District,” KHRG, November 2011.
Deliberate attacks since January 2012

Since the beginning of 2012, as a result of the ceasefire agreement between the Myanmar government and the KNU, KHRG has not documented any systematic military operations targeted on civilian settlements or buildings.

However, during the ceasefire period, KHRG has documented three separate deliberate attacks on civilians themselves, perpetrated by Tatmadaw soldiers. All three of these took place in areas where Tatmadaw forces had begun to strengthen their presence since the ceasefire. These attacks are part of a consistent pattern that includes the “shoot-on-sight” type of attacks that KHRG has documented throughout the past 20 years, in that they appear to be perpetrated against communities perceived to support EAGs.43

On June 13th 2012, Tatmadaw soldiers fired at a group of ten internally displaced persons (IDPs), killing one, while they were collecting truffles on a hill. KHRG spoke to two villagers present during the attack, who explained that Tatmadaw soldiers had only begun to patrol in that part of Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District since the ceasefire was signed. These villagers also explained that all of the men and women, including the man killed, were wearing civilian clothing and were in plain sight.44

“The Burmese [Tatmadaw] had never come to the place where the shooting took place before the ceasefire. After the ceasefire, we saw their tracks in many places, and they came … near where we live. … [Typically], when civilians collect truffles, they do so up the hill. These civilians were not paying attention, as they had faith in the ceasefire…. The soldiers heard them, came down from their base and shot at them. … This villager [who was shot] was not wearing an army uniform; he was wearing a white t-shirt with green sport-shorts and a Karen longyi. His clothes did not make him look like a soldier. Also, if we look at the area where he was shot, there is no tall grass; … so there could not have been a mistake regarding his identity; it was clear he was a civilian.”

Saw A---, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (Interviewed in June 2012)45

Tatmadaw LID #66 troops on the border of Hpapun and Toungoo districts have also carried out attacks on civilians as they have strengthened their position in the area.46 In the first incident, on March 9th 2012, Tatmadaw LID #66 soldiers fired at a group of civilians and home guard villagers while they crossed a road, 47 killing one civilian and one home guard villager, and injuring another civilian.48 The attack occurred in northern Lu Thaw Township of Hpapun District, an area where villagers have historically been targeted for perceived links to the KNLA.49

43 See “All the information I’ve given you, I faced it myself”, KHRG, December 2011, pp. 24-29.
44 For interviews with two of the villagers targeted in the June 13th attack, see Source #291 and #292.
45 See Source #292.
46 Signs of this expansion include the repairing of a road and of bridges to more effectively transport rations between Lu Thaw Township and their army bases further north in Toungoo District in October 2012; see Source #146.
47 ‘Home guard’ or gher der groups have been organised locally in parts of northern Karen State to address Tatmadaw operations targeting civilians and the resulting acute food insecurity. Villagers interviewed by KHRG researchers have reported that gher der were established with the objective of providing security for communities of civilians in hiding, particularly when those communities engage in food production or procurement activities, and when other modes of protection are unavailable.
48 See Source #146.
On June 23rd 2012, a newly positioned battalion under the command of Tatmadaw LID #66 orchestrated a supply run to front-line camps in Toungoo District. On the same day, the same battalion fired at four civilians who were carrying rice back to their village after having purchased it in a larger town, though no villagers were harmed during the attack. According to the KHRG researcher who reported the attack, the incident occurred in an area that villagers often pass through to transport goods to their villages. According to the report, “Villagers were accustomed to using the path to cross the road at that point,” as the only nearby Tatmadaw facilities were two camps that were abandoned in 2008. In the days immediately after this incident, a KHRG researcher described increased military activity in the area, including a Tatmadaw helicopter patrol and skirmishing between KNLA and Tatmadaw troops.50

The photos were taken on October 19th 2012 by a KHRG researcher. The photo on the left shows a photograph taken by local villagers of Saw B---, a 19-year-old male from A--- village, who was killed when troops from Tatmadaw LID #66 shot him on March 9th 2012, in the K’Kyay Hta area. The local home guard villagers found Saw B---’s body at the site of the shooting on March 16th 2012 and, according to the KHRG researcher who spoke to those who collected his body, the Tatmadaw soldiers also stole 160,000 kyat (US $162.12)51 from the deceased person. The photo on the right shows Saw C---, 28-years-old, who is also from A--- village and was injured during the same March 9th attack. He is pictured above, resting after receiving treatment for two bullet wounds on his hip and waist.52 [Photos: KHRG]

2. Attacks on civilians and civilian objects as a result of indiscriminate actions in combat

Attacks on civilians and civilian objects as a result of indiscriminate practices typically occur in geographic or temporal proximity to legitimate military objectives or armed engagements between the Tatmadaw and EAGs. This may be the result of operations undertaken without specific objectives. A common example is the firing of mortars into areas where civilians live or work either during or immediately after an armed engagement, either with knowledge of civilian presence, or without properly determining the civilian or military nature of the area. Between November 2010 and December 2011, KHRG documented incidents of indiscriminate firing of mortars and small arms into areas with civilian resident populations53 and into civilians’ agricultural workplaces.54

---

50 See Source #30.
51 As of January 13th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.
52 See Source #352.
Indiscriminate attacks since January 2012

In 2012 and 2013, KHRG received fewer reports of indiscriminate attacks on civilians compared with attacks reported each year in the previous decade. Still, since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers in Hpa-an and Hpa-an districts reported several attacks in which armed actors fired mortars or small arms indiscriminately into areas with civilian resident populations, during or following engagements with other armed actors. These attacks included specific incidents in which civilians were killed or injured as a result of indiscriminate fire.

On February 19th 2012, following a raid in which BGF soldiers stole weapons from a DKBA base, the DKBA ambushed a truck carrying troops from BGF Battalion #1015 near Myaing Gyi Ngu town. The ambush occurred at the site of a civilian settlement with homes and small shops belonging to resident villagers. Despite the visible civilian presence, the soldiers engaged in armed conflict, which resulted in the death of one female resident of about 24 years of age and the injury of two additional residents, a 17 or 18 year-old woman and one man. As a consequence of the attack, villagers from six villages chose to move away from their homes due to concern that the ceasefire situation would deteriorate. According to a KHRG researcher, these villagers returned to their homes approximately four months later due to a temporary decrease in BGF and DKBA activity in the area.

Slightly over one year later, on April 27th 2013 in the same area, DKBA and BGF soldiers engaged each other in combat near civilian settlements once again. During the skirmish, a grenade was fired and entered a civilian home and injured two sleeping babies.

“A piece of shrapnel from a bomb [grenade] struck and injured the head of the girl [the first baby that was injured] and another piece of shrapnel struck through one of her ears, making a hole. Two more pieces of shrapnel from the bomb also hit the back of the little girl. The face of Saw D--- [the second baby that was injured] was grazed by the shrapnel from the bomb and shrapnel hit his calf, creating a laceration. This is the story of the children who were injured in the fighting in Myaing Gyi Ngu.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpa-an District/Northeastern Kayin State (April 2013)

During a skirmish between KNLA and BGF troops in Bu Tho Township, Hpa-an District in March 2013, two grenades were fired in close proximity to a civilian’s home, injuring a one-month-old infant and his father inside the home.

---

55 See Source #109.
56 As a consequence of the attack on February 19th 2012, villagers living close to the Border Guard Battalion #1015 and DKBA Kloh Htoo Lah camps, including those from the villages of B---, C---, D---, E---, F--- and G---, moved away from their homes, as they were afraid of being injured during fighting between the two groups. As of June 6th 2012, a KHRG researcher described the Border Guard and DKBA were less active in Myaing Gyi Ngu town or in villages nearby. All villagers who fled the fighting between the Border Guard and DKBA had also returned to their villages; see Source #109.
57 See Sources #280 and Source #167.
58 See Source #280.
59 See Source #81.
These photos were taken on April 28th 2013 in H--- village, Htee Th’Daw Htah village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District. The photos show an infant (left) and his father (right) who were injured as a result of indiscriminate fire when fighting erupted between BGF Battalion #1014 and KNLA soldiers on March 16th 2013. During the course of fighting, a 40 mm grenade fired from an M79 grenade launcher detonated in front of the villagers’ home, and another exploded behind it. As a result, grenade shrapnel struck the one-month-old infant on his head and his father on the elbow (pictured above). According to the KHRG researcher, local villagers do not know which armed actor is responsible for firing the grenade. The infant and his father received medical care at Hkaw Taw Hpoh Hospital but did not receive any financial support for treatment costs from either of the armed actors.60 [Photos: KHRG]

**Extrajudicial killing**

In addition to the above incidents in which villagers were killed or injured as a result of deliberate or indiscriminate attacks, KHRG documented four incidents of extrajudicial killing, all of which occurred in 2013. While the above cases highlight incidents in which communities or civilians were targeted due to their association with EAGs, the extrajudicial killings of civilians reported below were due to their interference with the production of drugs by soldiers or on accusation of practicing witchcraft.

In 2013, in two separate incidents, a 16-year old boy and an elderly woman were killed after altercations with BGF soldiers about the sale of methamphetamines.61

“A 16-year-old student who used [methamphetamines] spent all his money on the drug and then pawned his motorbike [to trade it for methamphetamine pills sold by BGF soldiers]. His parents asked him, ‘Where are you keeping your motorbike?’ His father asked him this continuously, so he told him. His father said, ‘My son, I bought this motorbike for you with 38,000 baht (US $1,187.50)62 and you traded it for 30 k’thee k’thay [methamphetamine pills]. So, here is the money, go and redeem your motorbike.’ … Then, the boy … went to the place where he pawned his motorbike. He met the seller of the drug [BGF soldier] and asked for his motorbike; they were worried that the news would go public after he’d given the money to them. So, they arrested the boy, and then beat and killed him with a piece of brick…. “

---

60 See Sources #86 and #245.
61 For additional information about drug-related issues, see the ‘Drug production, use and social impacts’ chapter in this report.
62 As of March 18th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Baht in this report are based on the official market rate of 32 baht to US $1.
A [woman who is a] grandmother told some BGF soldiers, ‘You all are Myanmar’s [Tatmadaw] people. You became rich because you sell k’thee k’thay. I don’t respect you.’ She argued with BGF Battalion #1016 [soldiers], and then [on the same day] four of Battalion Commander [#1016] Mya Khaing’s soldiers murdered her in Htoh Kaw Koh village at the riverside. To murder her they tied a rope around her neck and hit her head with stones. [The BGF soldiers] said that they murdered her because they were worried that she would say [disclose] that they are selling k’thee k’thay.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG Researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (March and May 2013)

In an additional two incidents in 2013, BGF soldiers killed six villagers on accusation of practicing witchcraft.

“The BGF #1015 Commander Kya Aye asked his men to shoot and kill them all [the necromancer and his family]. He said that E--- [the father] had abilities for practicing black magic, and that he would be able to kill other people with it, so he killed him, his wife and his two daughters … He had his six men [soldiers] kill them; two of his soldiers, named Nyay Maw and Naw Kay carried out the plan. Before they did it, Commander Kya Aye told his men, ‘Don’t question anything, just kill them all. If you leave any of them alive, they will keep on killing other people with their [black magic]’. So the BGF #1015 soldiers killed E---, his wife and his daughters.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (June 2013)

---

63 See Source #164.
64 For reports on the family killed on June 11th 2013, see Sources #206 and #362. The second incident occurred in Hpa-an District and resulted in the death of a man and woman, but cannot be made public due to requests from the surviving children.
65 See Source #206.
B. Arbitrary arrest and detention

Since January 2012, KHRG researchers and villagers have raised incidents in which civilians were arrested and/or detained without any formal charge or observance of judicial due process in six out of the seven Karen districts: Thaton, Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Hpapun, Dooplaya and Mergui-Tavoy in Southeast Myanmar. Civilians were arbitrarily arrested and detained by KNLA, Tatmadaw and BGF soldiers.

During the reporting period, KHRG documented incidents in which civilians were arbitrarily arrested and detained by Tatmadaw or BGF soldiers based on an accusation that the civilian supported or cooperated with the KNU or its armed wing, the KNLA. Incidents were also reported in which villagers were arrested and detained for competing economically with a business run by a local battalion; not having identification; traveling in a different area from where they live or traveling in a military limited operation area; after which, they were transferred from one armed actor to another, detained for arbitrary periods, forced to pay money in order to be released, were beaten, tortured or killed.

For an example of arbitrary arrest and detention in Thaton District, see Source #16.
For an example of arbitrary arrest and detention in Toungoo District, see Source #262.
For an example of arbitrary arrest and detention in Nyaunglebin District, see Source #370.
For examples of arbitrary arrest and detention in Hpapun District, see Sources #90, #91, #276 and #364.
For an example of arbitrary arrest and detention in Dooplaya District, see Source #112.
For an example of arbitrary arrest and detention in Mergui-Tavoy District, see Source #374.
For an example of arbitrary arrest and detention perpetrated by the KNLA, see Source #90.
For examples of Tatmadaw soldiers arbitrarily arresting and detaining villagers, see Sources #262 and #370.
For an example of arbitrary arrest and detention perpetrated by BGF soldiers, see Sources #16 and #91.
For example, in October 2012, a villager was arrested and detained for six days by Tatmadaw troops based on an accusation that he provided information to the KNU; see Source document #374. In June 2012, two villagers were detained and one killed after they were accused of being KNU spies by BGF #1014 soldiers; see Source #16.
For example, on November 2nd 2012, BGF Battalion #1014 Commander Saw Moo Hsah arrested a villager, punched him in the face several times and confiscated 300,000 kyat (US $303.95) from him, before warning him to cease his brickmaking; see Sources #91 and #276.
For example, on February 15th 2012, a Muslim man was arrested by the KNLA in Kawkareik Township for not carrying identification and handed over to BGF soldiers where he was violently abused, without any due process; see Source #112.
On March 25th 2013, a Tatmadaw Strategic Operations Commander arbitrarily detained and questioned a villager while he was traveling from Toungoo town to his family’s village in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, and released him the following day; see Source #370.
For example, KNLA 5th Brigade Commander Saw Pah Mee arrested a villager for being in a military limited operation area and detained and physically abused the villager overnight; see Source #90.
In February 2012, a Muslim man was arrested by KNLA soldiers for lacking identification, transferred to Board Guard soldiers and beaten on his head and back; see Source #112.
For example, in October 2012, in Hpapun District a villager was arrested and detained for six days by Tatmadaw troops on accusation of providing information to the KNU; see Source #374. Also in October, a KNLA soldier arrested and held Saw A--- overnight; see Source #90.
In November 2012, a BGF soldier detained a civilian until he paid 300,000 kyat for his release; see Source #91.
On June 26th 2013, Tatmadaw soldiers stopped a villager traveling by motorbike in Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District, and detained the villager in their army camp, where he was forced to drink alcohol and was violently abused; see Source #262.
See Source #374.
On June 25th 2012, two villagers from Hpa-an Township, Thaton District were arbitrarily detained and accused of being KNLA soldiers by eight BGF #1014 soldiers, after which the villagers were violently abused and one died as a result; see Source #16.
“When Saw Pah Mee [KNLA 5th Brigade Commander] encountered Saw A---, he asked him [what he was doing on a closed road], and Saw A--- told him that he did not hear or know anything about the road being closed. He also said that if he had known, he would not have come. But Saw Pah Mee did not like his answer and kept scolding him. While scolding him, Saw Pah Mee also asked for money from him. Saw A--- said that if he has to pay 100,000 kyat (US $114), that it is fine, and that he is willing to give it. But he kept scolding him and, at 12:00 am [on October 15th 2012], Saw Pah Mee blindfolded him, tied him up under a villager’s house and punched him three times. After tying him up, Saw Pah Mee did not [want to] take the 100,000 kyat anymore. Saw Pah Mee blindfolded Saw A---’s eyes and left him tied him up from 12:00 am until the morning.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/ Northeastern Kayin State (October 2012)86

“On March 25th 2013, SOC [Tatmadaw Strategic Operations Command] #8 Commander Aung Kyaw Kay detained and gave trouble to a villager in Hsaw Mee Loo military camp, who had moved to Toungoo Town, but was coming back to visit his siblings and his villagers. When he came back, the government military [Tatmadaw soldier] arrested him and gave trouble to him then released him on March 26th 2013.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Division (February to April 2013)87

---

86 See Source #90.
87 See Source #370.
C. Torture and violent abuse

Torture

Article 1 of the 1984 Convention Against Torture (CAT) defines “torture” as: “severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental ... intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.”

Since January 2012, KHRG researchers and villagers have reported incidents in which Tatmadaw and BGF soldiers intentionally inflicted severe physical pain on villagers for the purpose of punishment based on evidence or suspicion that the villager supported or gave information to the KNLA. These cases, reported in Hpapun, Thaton and Mergui-Tavoy districts, show that villagers continue to be targeted for their perceived association with EAGs. For example, after a villager’s buffalo detonated a KNLA landmine, Tatmadaw soldiers accused the villager of planting landmines for the KNLA and beat him so severely in his face that he remains unable to leave his home due to the pain more than one year later. In a separate case, after fighting broke out between BGF and KNLA soldiers in August 2012, a civilian in the area was accused of being a spy for the KNLA and violently abused for two days. In June 2012, two villagers were accused of being KNLA soldiers and violently abused, resulting in the death of one of the villagers.

“When they [BGF soldiers] started constructing their base on August 5th 2012, [KNLA] Officer Saw Hpa Mee’s troops and Border Guard Battalion #1014 Saw Maung Chit’s troops attacked each other. A number of Saw Maung Chit’s soldiers got injuries and died during the attack, which was why Saw Maung Chit’s troops got really angry with Saw Hpa Mee. … [Officer Saw Way Luh of BGF Battalion #1014 and his soldiers] tied him [villager Saw A---] up on the base of the tree, punched him, beat him and led Saw A--- to the forest [Saw A--- was forced to patrol in the forest with the soldiers]. Two days later, Saw A--- was released. Saw A--- does not know what mistake he had made. One or two days after he was released, he heard that Saw Way Luh said, “Saw A--- is a KNLA spy, so we tortured him”; this is what he said.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (August to September 2012)

---

88 For the full reports of the four incidents of torture reported in Hpapun District since January 2012, see Sources #16, #88, #90 and #312.
89 For the one incident of torture reported in Thaton District, see Source #16.
90 See Source #374.
91 For additional information regarding the torture of a villager in December 2012 by Tatmadaw LID #44, IB #9 Company Commander Ko Ko Win and Platoon Commander Kyaw Thu, see Source #88.
92 See Source #312.
93 See Source #16.
94 Commander Maung Chit, also referred to as Maw Hsee, is the commander for Tatmadaw Border Guard Force (BGF) battalion #1014 in Hpapun District. Maung Chit is not to be confused with Maung Chit Thu (typically referred to as Chit Thu), who is a senior level BGF commander overseeing battalions #1017, #1018, #1019 and #1020 in Ko Ko, Hpa-an District.
95 See Source #312.
“Saw B--- was accused of being KNU intelligence. While he and his uncle, Saw C---, were going to [Meh K’Neh Hkee village] in order to send [money] to Saw B---’s daughter, who needed 55,000 kyat (US $55.72)\textsuperscript{96} for giving birth, eight soldiers under the control of Border Guard Battalion #1014, met them in A--- village, and started questioning them. Eventually, [the BGF soldiers] accused them of being KNU intelligence; then, they pummelled, beat and killed [Saw B---] using sticks and guns. Saw C---, was also pummelled and beaten, and he was seriously injured.”

Saw D--- (male, 23), B--- village, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (Interviewed in September 2012)\textsuperscript{97}

KHRG documentation shows that village heads suffer from an expectation that they will collaborate with Tatmadaw and EAG troops. This has led to torture of both village heads and villagers. In one incident, a village head was tortured by BGF soldiers for not providing information on KNLA activities when called upon to do so at a meeting.\textsuperscript{98} In a separate case, a villager agreed to deliver a letter from the KNLA to his village head, after which the village head reported the case to Tatmadaw soldiers, who then tortured the villager for six days specifically for delivering the letter.

“The [KNLA] commander asked him [Uncle E---] to bring the letter to the chairman [village head], and the chairman and other people who were in charge gathered and talked. The information in the letter was about help [some kind of assistance for the KNLA]. On that issue, [the village head] did not arrange [help for the KNLA], and reported the information in Uncle\textsuperscript{99} E---’s letter to [Tatmadaw] LID #33, Military Operations Commander Hset Than. On October 10\textsuperscript{th} 2012, the soldiers arrested him [Uncle E---] … They beat him every time when they checked on him. Every time they beat him, they hooded him with [plastic] and a blanket. He was detained for six days. They fed him once a day. The [portion of] rice that they fed him once a day was as big as an egg and fed him nothing more. They accused him of being a Karen [KNLA] spy. They asked him for his gun and walkie-talkie, and every time they asked him for it, they beat him. And every time they beat him, he answered, ‘I don’t have gun [pistol] and walkie-talkie’.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Ler Muh Lah Township, Mergui-Tavoy District/Tanintharyi Region (October 2012)\textsuperscript{100}

The villager managed to escape from his captors and fled from the area along with his family, until the commander responsible for his torture had moved from that area, one year later.

“Because Burmese [Tatmadaw soldiers] did not release him, he fled when they were drunk. After he fled, he had to go and hide in the jungle every day with his children and wife. After he fled, he had to pay 50,000 kyat (US $50.66) for medical treatment. Problems followed for his family, including housing, disease, food and [knowing that he] dare not go or work [near the commander responsible for his torture]. So, he sold his two farms and had to move to the source of the river and work [earn money] by carting the canes and manila [the tree that people use to make rope]. He had to live for one year at the

\textsuperscript{96} As of January 13\textsuperscript{th} 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.
\textsuperscript{97} See Source #16.
\textsuperscript{98} In January 2012, BGF #1013 Commander Saw Hpa Dah pointed a 9 mm submachine gun at the chest of Saw F---, and slapped his face and told him that he did not inform the BGF that the KNLA soldiers were in the village and that food was provided to the KNLA; see Source #363.
\textsuperscript{99} Pa Dtee or Dtee is a familiar S’gaw Karen term of respect attributed to an older man that translates to “uncle,” but it does not necessarily signify any actual familial relationship.
\textsuperscript{100} See Source #374.
source of the river. When the LID commander had left, he went back and lived next to C--- village."

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Ler Muh Lah Township, Mergui-Tavoy District/Tanintharyi Region (October 2012)101

These photos were received by KHRG on September 25th 2012, and show the two villagers from Hpa-an Township, Thaton District who were tortured by BGF Battalion #1014 soldiers on June 25th 2012 on suspicion of being KNU intelligence. The photo on the left shows 52-year-old Saw B--- after his torture led to his death and, on the right, 67-year old Saw C--- who survived the torture.102 [Photos: KHRG]

Violent abuse

This category is included in order to summarise concerns raised by villagers about incidents which fall short of the international legal definition of torture, but nonetheless constitute serious abuse perpetrated against civilians by military actors.

Since January 2012, villagers in Toungoo, Hpapun, Hpa-an and Dooplaya districts reported incidents of violent abuse of civilians by Tatmadaw, BGF, KNLA and DKBA soldiers. The chart below contains the date, location and details of these incidents, as well as perpetrator information when available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Incident details</th>
<th>Perpetrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 15th 2013</td>
<td>Hpa-an District</td>
<td>Intoxicated soldier fired a grenade inside a home, injuring the calf of the mother and waist of a one-year-old child103</td>
<td>BGF Commander Saw Day Day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

101 See Source #374.
102 See Source #16.
103 BGF Commander Saw Day Day first requested gasoline from a woman in her home, and after she said she did not have any, he picked up his M79 grenade launcher, went toward her and cocked it. It fired in a few seconds later. The grenade hit the calf of Ma G--- and her son who is one year and six months years old who was sitting on her calf. Because grenades of this type must travel a substantial distance to arm, the grenade did not explode, but it injured Ma G--- along her calf and injured the waist of her son; see Source #280.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Incident details</th>
<th>Perpetrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 26th 2013</td>
<td>Toungoo District</td>
<td>30-year-old villager stopped while traveling on motorbike; forced to drink alcohol at army camp and beaten with the butt of a gun at his village.</td>
<td>Tatmadaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 18th 2013</td>
<td>Hpapun District</td>
<td>Intoxicated security guard beat boat driver with a 6-foot-long iron bar.</td>
<td>Security guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Hpa-an District</td>
<td>Villager beaten by intoxicated soldier: thrown against a wall, hit three times in the face and twice in the head after refusing to give money earmarked for teachers.</td>
<td>DKBA soldier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 15th 2012</td>
<td>Dooplaya District</td>
<td>Villager arrested for not having ID and beaten on head and back.</td>
<td>KNLA arrested villager, BGF physical assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2012</td>
<td>Dooplaya District</td>
<td>20-year-old tractor driver shot at from a distance after not hearing a demand for food, injuring his leg.</td>
<td>DKBA Platoon Commander Neh Raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 15th 2012</td>
<td>Hpapun District</td>
<td>Villager accused of being on a closed road, and punched three times and tied up overnight under a house.</td>
<td>KNLA 5th Brigade Commander Saw Hpah Mee</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

104 See Sources #249 and #262.
105 See Source #364.
106 See Source #241.
107 See Source #112.
108 See Source #138.
109 See Sources #90 and #276.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Incident details</th>
<th>Perpetrator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Hpapun District</td>
<td>65-year-old man hit in the head with 9 mm submachine gun multiple times on both sides of face after a BGF soldier entered village and saw KNLA soldiers(^{10})</td>
<td>BGF #1013 soldier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Hpapun District</td>
<td>46-year-old man physically assaulted for not delivering a letter(^{11})</td>
<td>Tatmadaw LIB #218 under command of Officer Aung Thu Ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July - October 2012</td>
<td>Hpapun District</td>
<td>50-year-old man beaten on hands and face for not delivering a letter(^{12})</td>
<td>Tatmadaw LIB #102, Column #2, LID #44 soldiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2(^{nd}) 2012</td>
<td>Hpapun District</td>
<td>Villager punched several times for not paying a tax(^{13})</td>
<td>BGF #1014 Commander Saw Maw Nee (Maw Nee Say)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{10}\) See Sources #283 and #357.

\(^{11}\) See Source #357.

\(^{12}\) See Source #147.

\(^{13}\) See Sources #91 and #276.
D. Rape and sexual assault

During the conflict period, KHRG received regular reports of rape and sexual violence perpetrated against women and girls by soldiers in KHRG research areas. These cases were typically a consequence of militarisation of the region and a culture of impunity fostered within the ranks of the army, which placed women in situations of heightened vulnerability to such abuse. As the Karen Women Organisation (KWO) has documented, women serving as village heads were particularly vulnerable to rape and sexual exploitation by Tatmadaw soldiers. In 2008, the UN Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) expressed "its deep concern at the high prevalence of sexual and other forms of violence, including rape, perpetrated by members of the armed forces against rural ethnic women, including...Karen... women. The Committee is also concerned at the apparent impunity of the perpetrators of such violence — although a few cases have been prosecuted — and at reports of threats against and intimidation and punishment of the victims."117

Only a small number of cases of rape and sexual assault were reported to KHRG in the years immediately preceding the ceasefire. Perhaps for cultural reasons, villagers were more likely to discuss the impact of older assaults. Villagers continued to report that because of their past experience of sexual violence, and the threat of such abuses in the future, they were particularly hesitant to take any actions that could bring them to Tatmadaw attention.118

This chapter includes incidents in which military or government actors were involved in rape and sexual assault. During the conflict period, sexual violence in particular communities was often dependent on the prevailing military situation; areas that had seen an influx of troops or changes in military dynamics or were characterised by the presence of a large number of armed soldiers who may feel free to sexually exploit the local population saw an increase in the number of assaults. A similar dynamic is evident in the cases recounted below.

Rape and sexual assault since January 2012

Since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers have reported two cases of rape, one each in Hpa-an119 and Hpapun120 districts, and three, similar cases of sexual assault in Hpapun,121 and Thaton districts in Southeast Myanmar. During the reporting period, two of the sexual assaults reported were attributed to Tatmadaw soldiers,123 and one to a member of a BGF.124

---

114 See Dignity in the Shadow of Oppression: The abuse and agency of Karen women under militarisation, KHRG, November 2006, p. 47.
115 Ibid.
118 All the information I’ve given you, I faced it myself, KHRG, December 2011.
119 For the reported rape in Hpa-an District, see Source #144.
120 See Source #385.
121 For the sexual assault case in Hpapun District, see Source #69.
122 See Source #68.
123 For example, on June 16th 2012, Tatmadaw LID #44, #3 column’s company second-in-command snuck into a woman’s room and lifted her clothing in C--- village at 11 pm while he was staying at her house. When the soldier was detected, he ran away; see Source #313.
124 For example, on August 21st 2013, BGF Battalion #1014 Sergeant Saw Dah Tu and his soldiers came to D--- village stayed at Ma D---’s house and at night time, Saw Dah Tu went into Ma D---’s room, where he forcefully kissed her without her permission; see Source #69.
One case of rape and killing was also linked to drugs sold by soldiers from a BGF. KHRG researchers generally reported that cases had decreased in areas where military limited zones have restricted the ability of soldiers to wander freely in populated areas.

KHRG researchers have reported two rape cases tied to local military and civilian authorities. In the first case, a 25-year-old woman was raped by an employee of the Myanmar Government Agriculture Department. The perpetrator was put in jail, and his father paid 300,000 kyat (US $303.95) compensation to the victim.

The second rape case began when Naw B---, who lived in B--- village, was raped by Saw G---. In response, Naw B---’s parents agreed with Saw G---’s parents that the two should be married. On October 14th 2012, when Naw B--- was 21-years-old, she was raped and murdered by Saw G---. Villagers associated this act with Saw G---’s use of methamphetamine that had been manufactured by BGF Battalion #1016.

Researchers reported three separate incidents, two in Hpapun District and one in Thaton District, where a Tatmadaw soldier entered a woman’s bedroom surreptitiously, attempted to engage the woman in sexual activity and then fled when she resisted. One such incident, from Hpapun District, began when BGF Battalion #1014 Sergeant Saw Dah Tu and his soldiers came to D--- village on the afternoon of August 21st 2013, with the intent of attacking KNLA soldiers in retaliation for several injuries suffered by BGF soldiers in a skirmish with KNLA forces in Weh Gyi two days prior. When they arrived in D--- village, they stayed at Ma D---’s house. That night, Saw Dah Tu got drunk and went into Ma D---’s room, where he sexually assaulted her. After learning of this, Ma D---’s mother, Ma F---, went to Saw Dah Tu’s commander, BGF #1014 Officer Saw Tin Win, and talked to him about what Saw Dah Tu had done to her daughter. Officer Tin Win compensated Ma D--- with 200,000 kyat (US $202.63) after the meeting.

The victim’s mother reported that her daughter, Ma D---, was hospitalized in Myaing Gyi Ngu Hospital due to trauma from the incident. The local KHRG researcher also explained that Ma D--- is afraid to report the incident to local authorities because she is unsure of the consequences of such action.

These abuses undermined any trust that the victims and their families had in the local military authorities. The victims or their relatives also reported that these abuses make them feel ashamed and lose confidence to face other people.

---

125 On October 14th 2012, a 21-year-old woman named Naw B---, who was from B--- village, was raped and killed by her boyfriend, a 23-year-old man from B--- village, named Saw Pah Thoo Lay and the perpetrator is reported to have been using methamphetamines distributed by Border Guard Battalion #1016’s Commander Mya Khaing; see Source #144.

126 This information was provided to KHRG in November 2013 during consultations with KHRG researchers from Thaton and Hpa-an Districts.

127 As of January 13th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.

128 See Source #385.

129 See Source #144.

130 See Sources #67 and #385.

131 See Source #68.

132 See Source #385; for additional details gathered from untranslated notes on this case, see “Rape and sexual harassment Hpapun District, June and August, 2013,” KHRG, November 2013.

133 The amount of compensation given to Ma D---’s family by Saw Dah Tu and the trauma she suffered, provide some evidence that the incident may have been more severe than reported by Ma D---.

134 According to KHRG researchers, many cases of rape and sexual violence are not reported due the victim’s concern for the consequences of reporting. They worry that they might be punished or even killed by the
“*When the incident* [in which an army officer snuck into the daughter’s bedroom to engage her sexually] *happened to my daughter, I was home actually, but I didn’t know it was happening. When I found out about it from my daughter, I was very angry, so I went to meet with the commander of the perpetrator. ‘They stayed at our house [as guests], so how could they sexually assault my daughter?’ [I asked]. The commander also promised me that he would not let something like this happen again in the future.*”

F--- (female, 50), D--- village, Meh P’Lee village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (August 2013)

These photos were taken on September 23rd 2013 in A--- village, Meh K’Law village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District. It shows the A--- village head, who described the rape of one of his villagers, Naw E---, by a Myanmar Government Hpapun Agriculture Department staff member, Ko Ah Ei. [Photo: KHRG]

This photo was taken on October 7th 2013 in D--- village, Meh P’Lee village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District. It shows F---, who discussed the sexual assault of her daughter, D---, by the BGF Battalion #1014 Sergeant Saw Dah Tu. [Photo: KHRG]

These photos were taken on September 9th 2012 in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District. The left photo shows C---, who was the victim of a sexual assault perpetrated by Tatmadaw LID #44, Column #3 Commander Moe Win. The left photo shows C---’s husband, who is the village head appointed by the Tatmadaw, and expressed his suffering at the harm to his wife and the disrespect shown by the Tatmadaw, for whom he is working. [Photos: KHRG]

perpetrator after reporting the case. They also worry that the news might spread and that might lead to them not being able to get married because many men will not marry women who were raped by the armed groups. In addition, women may be less willing to talk to KHRG’s researchers, who are almost all male. For these reasons, it is likely that many more rape cases occurred in the Karen districts, but were not reported to KHRG.

---

135 See Source #69.
136 See Source #385.
137 See Source #385.
138 See Source #351.
KHRG has also received unconfirmed reports of multiple rape and sexual assault cases perpetrated by motorbike-taxi drivers on female labour migrants using their services to get to Thailand from Thaton and Hpa-an districts. These reports illustrate how the poor economic prospects of villagers may leave them vulnerable to sexual exploitation. A KHRG researcher in Nyaunglebin District also reported that, due to the lack of economic opportunities in the district, many local women have migrated to Yangon in order to do sex work.

**Recommendations**

The Myanmar armed forces should take all necessary measures to realize their obligation to ensure that their soldiers do not commit rape or sexual assault. The military limited areas designated by the Tatmadaw and the KNLA should be maintained, as they confine soldiers to their camps; this has reportedly led to a decrease in sexual violence cases. Safe, anonymous reporting practices for incidents of rape and sexual assault should be developed or strengthened and made more accessible. Local organisations should play a role in ensuring the safety of women and girls as they migrate to other countries for work. Protections for female migrants within existing Thailand-Myanmar migration programs should be strengthened and expanded to cover more migrants by making the program more accessible and affordable for labour migrants.

---

139 This information was provided to KHRG in November 2013 during consultations with KHRG researchers from Thaton and Hpa-an Districts.

140 See Source #48.
E. Forced labour

Under the preliminary ceasefire agreement signed in January 2012, the Myanmar government and the KNU agreed to “immediately end forced labour, arbitrary taxation and extorted villagers [sic]” as a matter of principle. One month later, in February, the Government adopted the Ward or Village Tract Administration Act, repealing the Village Act and the Towns Act of 1907 and providing for the punishment of individuals who exact forced labour as a civilian penal offence, rather than under martial law.

In March of that year, the Government committed itself to a joint strategy with the International Labour Organization (ILO) for the complete elimination of forced labour by 2015. The plan includes ending forced labour imposed through land confiscation or resulting from the absence of necessary funding for authorities at the local level for infrastructure requirements, as well as forced labour associated with public works, construction or energy projects and in the private sector.

Orders by the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services were also issued in April 2012 rendering the new law prohibiting forced labour applicable to the military with perpetrators being prosecuted under Section 374 of the Penal Code. Additional commitments to end forced labour came out of the third round of Myanmar government-KNU ceasefire negotiations on September 2nd 2012.

In recognition of this progress, delegates at the June 2013 International Labour Conference (ILC) adopted a resolution to lift all remaining ILO sanctions on Myanmar. The Conference initially imposed restrictions on Myanmar in 1999 and 2000 to: pressure the Government to bring its legislation on forced labour in line with ILO Forced Labour Convention No. 29; end forced or compulsory labour imposed by authorities, particularly the military; and to enforce adjudication and prosecution of perpetrators. The resolution adopted by the Conference calls on ILO member states to provide financial support for the elimination of forced labour and invites the ILO’s Governing Body to review the situation in Myanmar on issues relating to ILO activities, including freedom of association and the impact of foreign investment on decent working conditions in the country. It also requests that the ILO and the Myanmar government continue their commitments outlined in the 2007 Supplementary Understanding, the 2012 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and associated action plans for the elimination of all forms of forced labour by 2015. The ILO Director-General will submit a report to the ILO Governing Body sessions in March of each year until forced labour is determined to have been eliminated from the country.

141 See “Statement on initial agreement between KNU and Burmese government,” Karen Nation Union Website, January 13th 2012.
144 Disciplinary measures were taken against 166 military personnel and action taken under section 374 of the Penal Code against 170 other government officials and five military personnel; see Observation (CEACR) - adopted 2012, published 102nd ILC session, 2013.
145 For more information on this third round of ceasefire negotiations, see “KNU and government verbally agree on ceasefire code of conduct,” Karen News, September 4th 2012.
147 For the full text of the Joint Strategy between the Republic of the Union of Myanmar and the ILO on a comprehensive, joint, benchmarked strategy on the elimination of all forms of forced labour in Myanmar by 2015, see: http://www.ilo.org/gb/GBSessions/GB313/ins/WCMS_175839/lang--en/index.htm
Any demand levied on villagers that necessitates work or service against their will, including through production, gathering or delivery of goods, with any explicit or implied penalty for failing to do so, can be categorised as forced labour. In the years leading up to the ceasefire, KHRG documented forced labour in all seven of the locally-defined Karen districts. Demands for forced labour were often issued to village heads by Tatmadaw or EAG actors and were often accompanied by explicit or implicit threats of violence or other punishment. Some of the demands were framed as requests for *loh ah pay*, a Burmese term for a form of voluntary labour to help with communal or religious projects. Describing forced labour this way continues a trend that was reported to KHRG before the ceasefire.

In determining whether an incident ought to be categorised as forced labour, KHRG relies upon the definition in Art. 2 (1) of the ILO Forced Labour Convention: “Forced or compulsory labour shall mean all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily.”

**Forced labour since January 2012**

Since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers have consistently reported an overall decrease in the amount of forced labour in their research areas. Nonetheless, researchers have reported instances of forced labour in Nyaunglebin, Hpapun, Dooplaya, Toungoo, Thaton, and Hpa-an districts in Southeast Myanmar. During the reporting period, forced labour was reported to have been perpetrated most frequently by the Tatmadaw and BGFs.

---

149 See *All the information I have given you, I faced it myself*, KHRG, December 2011, pp. 56-60.
150 See “Living conditions for displaced villagers and ongoing abuses in Tenasserim Division,” KHRG, October 2009.
151 ILO C29 Forced Labour Convention (1930) Art. 2(1).
152 For example, LIB #599 which is based at Kyauk Pya village in Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District ordered Kyauk Pya villagers to cut bamboos and wood for making a fence; see Source #53.
153 For example, in May 2012, the Company Commander Nyu Thein from Border Guard Battalion #1014 demanded that six villagers from three villages in Meh Pree village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District act as sentries for the battalion; see Source #300.
154 For example, in March 2012, the Tatmadaw soldiers demanded that villagers from Ka Lee Hkee village, Kyainseikgyi Township, Dooplaya District construct a vehicle road, and then paid them 3,000 kyat (US $3.04) per day; see Source #317.
155 For example, in November 2012, the villagers of Kler La, Kaw Thay Der, Kaw Soh Hkoh, Maw Pa Der, Klaw Mee Der, Play Hsa Loh, Shgah Say Boh, Hker Weh, K’Thaw Pweh, and Htaw Hta Saw, which are near a Tatmadaw army camp in Toungoo District, were forced to carry food for the Tatmadaw soldiers, serve as messengers, cut bamboo and clear vegetation from the side of the vehicle road; see Source #32.
156 For example, starting in April 2012, Tin Win and Thaw Ma from Tatmadaw Border Guard Battalion #1014 forced the villagers from Htee Kyuh village, Meh K'Na Hkee village and Htee Kyaw Hkee village, village, Thaton District, to clear the bushes, clear the fields and plant rubber and teak. The BGF soldiers did not pay any wages for this work; see Source #18.
157 For example, in May 2013, the LIB # 357 commander ordered villagers from A--- village, Hhoh Kw Koh village tract, T’Nay Hsah Township in Hpa-an District to plough for him and the villagers brought their own tractors; see Source #165.
158 For example, villagers from Th’Waw Thaw village, Dooplaya District were ordered to do forced labour by Tatmadaw soldiers on June 12th 2012; see Source #136. See also Sources #13, #32, #33, #36, #76, #191, #267, #274, #325 and #370.
159 For example, six villagers from Meh Pree village tract, Hpapun District, were ordered to do forced labour by Border Guard Force Commander Maung Chit on February 22nd 2012; see Source #61. See also Sources #1, #2, #14, #15, #18, #60, #71, #74, #77, #78, #260 and #278.
and also by the DKBA, Myanmar government officials, the KNLA and Monk U Thuzana.

"On June 30th 2012, I put 10 litres of oil in my tractor and I was going to my field. I had to cross Aw May K’La army camp and when I was crossing the camp, the Tatmadaw soldiers ask me to stop. They asked me to transport weapons to Gk’Neh Lay army camp. I had to take big guns, one was an 81millimetre mortar and the other two were 55s [most likely type-55 120 mm mortars]. I had to take a total of three big guns. On that day, three tractors [belonging to villagers] had to go to Gk’Neh Lay army camp [to transport goods for the soldiers]. One [my tractor] transported big guns and another two [tractors belonging to other] villagers had to transport bullets. They didn’t give us petrol or pay us anything. We had to buy the petrol ourselves. I had put 10 litres into my tractor already, but it was not enough, so I had to refill it with two more litres in Leh Khaw village”.

Saw A--- (male 40), D--- village, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (Interviewed in June 2012)

Since the ceasefire, Tatmadaw, BGFs and affiliated individuals have demanded that villagers engage in agricultural labour and logging for profit making enterprises, produce and deliver bamboo and thatch building supplies to armed forces, act as guides for armed forces, serve as sentries, porter military equipment, maintain and build army camps.

---

160 For example, village heads from A--- village, B--- village, C--- village and D--- village in Dooplaya District were ordered by the DKBA to send villagers’ hand tractors on January 19th 2012; see Source #22. See also Source #10.

161 For example, the E--- village secretary was forced to attend a meeting where sub-township level government officials demanded labour for road construction in Hpapun District on October 14th 2012; see Source #216.

162 KHRG received one report of forced labour by the KNLA, which was an instance of forced portering and forced sentry duty near Meh Lah village in Hpapun District; see Source #103.

163 For example, villagers from Meh Mweh village tract, Day Wah village tract, Kyaw Pah village tract, Meh P’Ree village tract and Htee Th’Daw Hta village tract. Hpapun District were ordered to do work without pay for road construction by the Monk U Thuzana on January 27th 2013; see Source #279. See also Sources #74, #75, #83, #278, #279, #371 and #372.

164 See Source #132.

165 On May 6th 2012, villagers in Noh Kay village tract, Hpa-an District, were ordered by the LIB #548 to arrive in Nabu army camp at six o’clock in the morning to plough for them. The villagers also reported that they had to bring their own food and their own equipment for ploughing; see Source #123.

166 On June 11th 2012, in Hpapun District, the F--- village leader was ordered by BGF Commander Maung Chit to meet with him without fail in Meh Mweh Hta Monastery and bring the villagers who can do logging with him to the meeting; see Source #210.

167 See Sources #123 and #210.

168 During April 2012, residents of four village tracts in Bilin Township, Thaton District faced demands from Tatmadaw LID #44 for building materials, including 5,000 bamboo poles and more than 20,000 thatch shingles, as well as for service as messengers; see Source #13.

169 On November 1st 2012, Tatmadaw soldiers came into G--- village, Hkaw Poo village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun district and ordered a 40-year-old villager to guide them. The government soldiers said that they lost the way and ordered the villager to send them back but we do not know how far they took him and Saw B--- had not returned as of the date of the report to KHRG, November 3rd 2012; see Source #285.

170 On January 15th 2012, the Tatmadaw ordered a Nyaung Pin villager to go to their base, to cook rice and to bring them firewood while the Tatmadaw gave BGF soldiers training at the bottom of Htee La Neh mountain. The training period is two months and five people from each village such as Tee La Neh, T’Noh Ya, Ma Eh and Yaw Poh, had to go to the army base for five days at a time until the training was finished; see Source #110.

171 On November 22nd 2012, LIB #434 soldiers ordered four Hsaw Bgeh Der villagers to carry their equipment to Hpapun town and then back to Hsaw Bgeh Der village; see Source #274.

172 On April 15th and 16th 2012, in Hpa-an District, LIB# 599 forced villagers from Ta Kaw Bpwa village tract, Ta Gone sub-tract to repair military barracks and build three layers of fence around the camp; see Source #46.
messengers for battalions,\textsuperscript{173} drive their own vehicles on errands for the soldiers,\textsuperscript{174} and engage in "religious labour" for the benefit of individuals affiliated with the armed actors.\textsuperscript{175} Villagers were also forced to make payments in lieu of providing labour.\textsuperscript{176} These abuses represent a continuation of long-established patterns of forced labour and other demands.\textsuperscript{177}

"On November 1\textsuperscript{st} 2012 at 7:30 am, the [Tatmadaw] Light Infantry Division #44 came into G--- village and left the village at 9:00 am and took my husband, Saw B--- with them to be a guide. I was harvesting the paddy on that day and on my way back to the village, before I arrived at my house, I was informed by my friend that my husband was arrested by the Burmese government army and I was very upset. I came home and saw my youngest child was alone in the house. Other people told me that the Burmese government army ordered my husband to be a guide, but that they were actually just making trouble. If they had strayed, they would have asked my husband to show them the way and then let him come back. But now, one and half days have passed and my husband has not come back yet."

Naw C--- (female, 40), G--- village, Hkaw Poo tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (Interviewed in November 2012)\textsuperscript{178}

During the reporting period, forced labour was demanded by soldiers who arrived at villagers' homes.\textsuperscript{179} At other times, villagers received letters from Tatmadaw commanders requiring them to attend meetings.\textsuperscript{180} At these meetings, forced labour was often requested.\textsuperscript{181} In addition, "volunteer labour" was sometimes requested in letters, which was accompanied or followed up with an explicit or implicit threat, revealing that what was presented as a request was truly a demand for forced labour.\textsuperscript{182}

There were also some positive trends during the reporting period, as forced labour is reported to occur in a less threatening way, with Tatmadaw and BGF soldiers asking for labour politely or for shorter periods of time.\textsuperscript{183} Moreover, the Tatmadaw battalions that demand labour have begun to pay wages to some of the villagers who are forced to work.\textsuperscript{184} Despite these

\textsuperscript{173} On December 12\textsuperscript{th} 2012, in Hpapun District, Tatmadaw IB #96 Commander Yaing Ko Ko ordered a Waw Muh villager to send one packet of letters to MOC #44’s camp commander; see Source #314.

\textsuperscript{174} On May 6th 2012, in Hpa-an District, the LIB #548 battalion commander ordered the Naung Kaing village head to send five tractors including one plough to LIB #548; see Source #205.

\textsuperscript{175} Beginning in January and ongoing as of July 2013, monk U Thuzana, backed by BGF soldiers, ordered villagers in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District to construct a bridge without payment, requiring ten people from each village to work seven days a week in shifts; see Sources #87 and #279.

\textsuperscript{176} In Kyo Gyi army camp, in Nyaunglebin District, Tatmadaw LIB #264 met with village heads and demanded that two villagers serve as sentries each day and, if they could not serve as a sentry, each person would have to pay 2,000 kyat (US $2.29) each day; see Source #48.

\textsuperscript{177} For an account of different forms of forced labour documented by KHRG in 2011, see All the information I’ve given you, I’ve faced it myself, KHRG, December 2011, pp. 56-63.

\textsuperscript{178} See Source #284.

\textsuperscript{179} See Source #284.

\textsuperscript{180} See Source #372.

\textsuperscript{181} See Source #373.

\textsuperscript{182} See Source #75.

\textsuperscript{183} For example, the village tract leader of Htee Tha Bluh Hta village tract, Hpa-an District reported that when the local Tatmadaw commander asked villagers to come and repair his camp, he only demanded that they come for short periods, asked politely, and sometimes sent food; see Source #213. Multiple KHRG researchers mentioned that they had seen similar shifts in their areas.

\textsuperscript{184} In March 2012, the Tatmadaw soldiers demanded that villagers from Ka Lee Hkee village, Kyainseikgyi Township, Dooplaya District to construct a vehicle road, and paid them 3,000 kyat (US $3.04) per day; see Source #317.
improvements, these demands still constitute forced labour, and villagers perceive them as such.\textsuperscript{185}

In a discussion held in November 2013 with KHRG field researchers from Thaton, Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Hpa-pun and Hpa-an Districts, the researchers uniformly reported a decrease in forced labour in their areas in the preceding months.\textsuperscript{186} This is supported by trends in the documentation they have submitted to KHRG. KHRG has not received reports of forced labour since, at the latest, March 2013, in three of these districts.\textsuperscript{187}

In April 2013, KHRG received information regarding a forced labour incident in the Lay Kay area, Bilin Township, Thaton District that had stopped in September 2012.\textsuperscript{188} The KHRG researcher who reported this change cited three reasons that this forced labour project had ceased: (1) The deterrent effect of KHRG’s reporting to the International Labour Organisation; (2) the KNU-Government ceasefire agreement; and, relatedly, (3) the freedom of movement available to Tatmadaw soldiers during the ceasefire period meant that they no longer relied on villagers to collect goods for them to protect themselves from the risk of attack while traveling to procure supplies, but instead collected goods themselves.\textsuperscript{189}

Despite the reports from researchers regarding a decrease in forced labour, KHRG continued to receive reports of forced labour from Hpa-pun and Hpa-an districts throughout the reporting period. In Hpa-pun District, BGF Battalions #1013 and #1014, which had been the primary reported perpetrators of forced labour in 2012,\textsuperscript{190} continued to make demands for villagers’ labour throughout 2013.\textsuperscript{191} Villagers also reported that a villager in Bu Tho Township, Hpa-pun District, was forced to porter and to serve as a sentry for the KNLA in January 2013. While doing so, the soldiers the villager was working for engaged in combat with BGF Battalion #1014, and the villager was injured.\textsuperscript{192} This marks the continuation of a longstanding pattern of villagers

\textsuperscript{185} In March 2012, the Tatmadaw soldiers demanded that villagers from Ka Lee Hkee village, Kyainseikgyi Township, Dooplaya District to construct a vehicle road, and paid them 3,000 kyat (US $3.04) per day; see Source #317.

\textsuperscript{186} While researchers from Dooplaya District, were not part of this discussion, it is worth noting that the most recent detailed report of an incident of forced labour cited events which took place in July 2012, though KHRG has received unconfirmed reports of continuing forced labour in Kawkareik Township as late as mid-2013; see Source #133.

\textsuperscript{187} The most recent incident of forced labour reported in Thaton District was an incident of agricultural forced labour perpetrated by BGF #1014 in March 2013; see Source #260. Even more recently, in September 2013, BGF #1014 demanded logs and bamboo poles from Noh Kwa village, Hpa-an Township. It remains unclear whether fulfilling this demand required villagers to engage in labour producing or delivering these goods. If they did so, this would represent the most recent demand for forced labour in Thaton District reported to KHRG; see Source #361. In Thandaunggyi and Htantabin townships, Toungoo District, where villagers had previously been subject to regular demands for labour, villagers reported that, despite regular patrols of Tatmadaw troops, the Tatmadaw was no longer demanding forced labour at the end of 2012. See below for a photo of Tatmadaw LID #66 soldiers carrying their own rations in Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, in December 2012. In Nyaunglebin District, the most recent reported incident of forced labour took place on February 11th 2013, when Tatmadaw LIB #30 ordered villagers from Myaw Oo and Htee Toh Loh village, Mone Township to transport rations, weapons, and other supplies during a troop rotation; see Source #76.

\textsuperscript{188} See Source #257.

\textsuperscript{189} See Source #257.

\textsuperscript{190} For accounts of forced labour by BGF Battalion #1014 in 2012, see Sources #300, #310 and #383.

\textsuperscript{191} For accounts of forced labour perpetrated by BGF #1014 in 2013, see Sources #278, #289, #379, #380, #381 and #382; by BGF Battalion #1013, see Sources #71, #278, #379, #380, #381 and #382. Source #71 describes the most recent incident of any kind of forced labour contained in this report, which took place on October 28th 2013.

\textsuperscript{192} See Source #103.
suffering injuries as a result of forced labour for armed actors.\textsuperscript{193}

These photos show villagers from Lay Kay village, Bilin Township, Thaton District, who were forced to make and deliver thatch shingles for Tatmadaw LIB #207 at Lay Kay army camp. The photo on the left shows villagers carrying the shingles from the village to the army camp. The photo on the right shows village leaders discussing the demand for shingles.\textsuperscript{194} [Photos: KHRG]

These photos show soldiers from Tatmadaw LID #66 as they stopped in Kaw Thay Der village, Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, while carrying rations with them to Bu Hsa Hkee and Th’Aye Hta army camps in December 2012. The KHRG researcher took these photos of the soldiers performing their own labour because, in the past, Tatmadaw soldiers from these camps forced local villagers to porter rations to army camps for them.\textsuperscript{195} [Photos: KHRG]

\textsuperscript{193} For accounts of incidents where villagers were injured during forced labour before the ceasefire, see All the information I told you, I faced it myself, KHRG, December, 2011 pp. 58-59.

\textsuperscript{194} See Source #154.

\textsuperscript{195} See Source #163.
Villagers in Hpapun District also reported on forced labour for a large bridge-building project, demanded by a powerful BGF-affiliated monk, U Thuzana.196 A KHRG researcher reported that, as of May 2013, the project was ongoing and being supervised by the commanding officer of BGF #1014, Maung Chit,197 together with a monk who was one of U Thuzana’s deputies.198 At this point, the bridge project, and accompanying forced labour, had been ongoing for four months, and villagers estimated that the current phase of construction would last through the end of 2013, with more construction to follow.199

“On January 27th 2013, there was an incident of forced labour mixed with religion that happened in Bu Tho Township, Noh Ta village, which is close to Yunzalin River. In order to be able to cross the river, they [workers under U Thuzana] started constructing the Htee Lah Eh Hta Bridge on January 27th 2013. To construct the bridge, five to ten people from each village will have to go and work seven days a week in shifts. In order to complete this bridge project in three years, they [villagers] will have to go on forced labour duty everyday, whether they are free or not. The villagers that have to do forced labour are from Meh Mweh village tract, Day Wah village tract, Kyaw Pah village tract, Meh P’Ree village tract and Htee Th’Daw Hta village tract. Every villager including men, women and children from those village tracts will have to go for forced labour. Until now, February 16th 2013, the villagers still have to go for forced labour in shifts.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (January to February 2013)200

Likewise, villagers in Naw Ter Hkee village, Pee T’Hka village tract, Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an District, reported that they were subjected to forced labour for religious purposes in October 2013.201 In addition, in both Hpa-an and Hpapun districts, Tatmadaw soldiers forced villagers to engage in agricultural labour without pay in 2013.202 In Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, Tatmadaw LIBs #547, #548 and #549 forced villagers to engage in agricultural forced labour in both April 2012203 and May 2013.204 This marked a continuation of a trend from previous years.205

196 For accounts of U Thuzana ordering villagers to construct a bridge without pay between January and June 2013, see Sources #74, #75, #83, #278 and #371. There is one account of this incident in which a KHRG researcher alleges that this forced labour project was not ordered by U Thuzana, but rather by Tatmadaw soldiers using the monk’s name without his permission; see Source #81. U Thuzana is an influential Buddhist monk based in Myaing Gyi Ngu who was instrumental in the formation of the DKBA in 1994; see "Inside the DKBA," KHRG, March 1996. In 1995, KHRG reported that U Thuzana had collaborated with the Tatmadaw and met with then-Southeastern Commander Major General Maung Hla to obtain weapons and supplies for 4,000 soldiers in his monastery. As a result of the agreement, U Thuzana’s monastery in Myaing Gyi Ngu, in northern Hpa-an District, reportedly developed a reputation as a mystical safe haven for villagers avoiding Tatmadaw abuses. See “Karen Human Rights Group commentary,” KHRG, February 1995.

197 Commander Maung Chit, also referred to as Maw Hsee, is the commander for Tatmadaw Border Guard Force battalion #1014 in Hpapun District. Maung Chit is not to be confused with Maung Chit Thu (typically referred to as Chit Thu), who is a senior level BGF commander overseeing battalions #1017, #1018, #1019 and #1020 in Ko Ko, Hpa-an District.

198 See Source #81.

199 See Source #81.

200 For forced labour in Hpa-an District, see Source #164. For forced labour in Hpapun District, see Source #384.

201 See Source #126.

202 See Source #165.

203 Agricultural forced labour was ordered by the DKBA Battalion #216 Commander Mya Hkaing shortly before he became the commander of BGF Battalion #1016 in 2011. Though Mya Hkaing was technically not a government actor at the time of this incident, it is relevant that he was moved into a command position in the Tatmadaw so soon after perpetrating this abuse. See “Pa’an Situation Update: T’Nay Hsah Township, 49
“On May 9th 2012, the armed actor of T’Nay Hsah [Nabu], the Tatmadaw LIB #548 wrote one letter to me about ploughing [farmland] for them. We have to do forced labour every year. We have to work for them by ploughing, sowing rice, reaping the paddy and then collecting the [cut] paddy in the [storage] place. Therefore, if you [the KHRG researcher] can help me, I want you to report this for me, to spread it to the international [media and community]. Every village tract and every village in T’Nay Hsah Township has to do forced labour every year. Therefore, if you can do one thing, please help us.”

Saw D--- (male), H--- village head, H--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (Interviewed in May 2012)

Local response

Villagers responded to demands for forced labour by refusing requests for forced labour or only doing a portion of the forced labour demanded. Villagers demanded payment for goods they had been forced to provide, and negotiated to have their expenses paid as they engaged in unpaid forced labour.

Recommendations

The ILO, in cooperation with the Myanmar government, local organisations and villagers, should continue its efforts in monitoring and taking action on specific forced labour cases, paying special attention to rural areas and places where the media and international attention typically does not reach. To support these efforts, the Government should allow the ILO safe and free access to non-government controlled, rural areas. The ILO and other organisations should continue to give training to local communities to ensure they understand their rights and the different forms of forced labour. All actors interested in monitoring forced labour should pay attention to trends toward more discreet demands for forced labour and of voluntary labour being exploited for ‘cultural’ or ‘religious’ purposes or for EAGs, which may still amount to forced labour. The Government should provide adequate salary and supplies for soldiers so they do not have to rely on villagers for labour or money; this applies to both Tatmadaw and BGF soldiers. The leaders of the Tatmadaw and BGFs should take responsibility to give additional training to their soldiers, to prevent them from perpetrating forced labour. Villagers should be paid for all labour they undertake or have undertaken on behalf of any Tatmadaw, BGF, Government, EAG, or private actor, though payment alone is insufficient—all labour must be undertaken voluntarily.

See Source #122.

For example, a villager in T’ Weh Dah, Htooth Kaw Koh village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, initially refused to do farmwork demanded by the commander of Tatmadaw Battalion #357, and then agreed to do only one of the four days demanded; see Source #165.

I--- village head Daw E--- requested payment from LIB #44 soldiers who had demanded that her village provide them with thatch shingles and bamboo poles, but the soldiers refused; see Source #13.

For example, in On October 26th 2013, Naw Ter Kee village, Pee THka village tract, Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an district, villagers negotiated the cost of petrol from BGF #1015 Commander Kya Aye, who had demanded that they transport a performer to an event hosted by BGF #1015; see Source #362.
These photos were taken in April 2012 in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District. The photos show local villagers from Htee Hpoh Kyaw, Mya P’Deh and Noh Ta Pweh village tracts using their own hand tractors to plough a flat field in preparation for planting paddy, as ordered by Tatmadaw LIBs #547, #548 and #549. Villagers from each village tract were forced to plough ten acres of land with the use of their own hand tractors.\footnote{See Source #126.} [Photos: KHRG]

The photos were taken on April 7th 2012 in Kyaik Khaw and Kyaikto towns, Bilin Township, Thaton District. The first photo shows many stacks of thatch shingles piled along the road for the Tatmadaw LID #44. The photo on the right shows the thatch shingles loaded in the truck and transported in the direction of where the LID #44 base is located. Five days before, on April 2nd, villagers in this area had been forced to deliver a total of 21,000 thatch shingles and 5,000 bamboo poles to LID #44.\footnote{See Source #325.} KHRG believes that these are the materials shown.\footnote{See Source #13.} [Photos: KHRG]

The above photos were taken on September 5th 2012, in Boh Hta village, Meh Klaw village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District. These photos show villagers transporting bamboo to a Tatmadaw camp. The villagers were forced to do this by Tatmadaw LIB #340 without payment.\footnote{See Source #356.} [Photos: KHRG]
F. Forced recruitment

This chapter includes incidents in which villagers were forced to register or serve in government armed forces (Tatmadaw or BGFs), militias and EAGs.

International law prohibits the conscription of minors into state or non-state armed forces. Furthermore, the Forced Labour Convention of 1930 prohibits conscription of adults unless it is carried out in accordance with national legislation providing for compulsory military service. As a party to this Convention, Myanmar is bound by its provisions.

A conscription law was passed by the Myanmar government in 1959, and was replaced by a 2010 law. Both laws contain a provision that they only come into force when notification is issued by the president, thus reserving a future possibility for conscription. No notification was ever issued under the 1959 or 2010 laws, meaning its provisions are not currently in force and recruitment into the Tatmadaw amounts to forced labour.

Since 2003, the KNLA has maintained a recruitment policy, requiring each family in areas under KNU influence with two or more sons to send one over-18 male to serve for at least two years without official pay. However, it is not possible to obtain a written copy of this policy. While many Karen villagers living in Southeast Myanmar describe a sense of allegiance to the KNU/KNLA and are willing to join the army, this is not necessarily the case for all civilians in KNU areas.

The issue of conscription presents additional problems for individuals living in mixed control areas, as young men may be subject to compulsory service in multiple armies.

The transformation of much of the DKBA into BGFs has meant that recruits who voluntarily or forcibly joined the DKBA, then became members of the national armed forces after the formal integration. Akin to those implored to join the KNLA, some DKBA conscripts are likely to feel...
an allegiance to the group that they are less likely to feel for the Government. As is described in testimony below, some of the DKBA soldiers who had finished their initial 1.5 or 3 year service commitment were ordered to extend their period of service as BGF soldiers, leading to desertions and attempts by high-ranking BGF commanders to forcibly recruit the deserters back into the army.

*Pyithu Sit*, which translates to ‘people’s militia’, refers to different types of armed formations in Myanmar. Traditionally, the term refers to village-level paramilitary groups formed and controlled by the Tatmadaw, into which civilians are conscripted. However, some small, relatively autonomous, ethnic armed groups working in cooperation with local Tatmadaw battalions have also taken this label.

The International Labour Organisation (ILO) has been cooperating with the Myanmar government under a formal agreement since 2002 to implement strategies to end forced labour, including strategies to address forced recruitment of adults and children into the Tatmadaw. In June 2012, the Myanmar government made an additional commitment to end the recruitment and use of children under 18 years of age in its armed forces. This commitment was signed with the UN Country Task Force on Monitoring and Reporting (CTFMR) under the framework of UN Security Council Resolution 1612. In July 2013, the KNLA signed an agreement with Geneva Call, committing to measures designed to ensure that recruitment is only for individuals over 18 years of age.

**Forced recruitment since January 2012**

Throughout the past 20 years, KHRG documentation has provided evidence that villagers have been conscripted into the Tatmadaw and EAGs against their will. Since the January 2012 ceasefire, KHRG researchers and villagers have raised the issue of forced recruitment in five

---

221 This is the most common use of the term in Karen areas of Southeast Myanmar for village militias of conscripted civilians, though some small splinter factions from EAGs also appear to use the term. For example, in 2010, some of the DKBA battalions that did not initially transform to Border Guard battalions established *Pyithu Sit’s* (local militia groups). Initially, disaffected former DKBA officers forcibly recruited villagers (five people from each village in the area had to serve, on a rotating basis, for one month) to join *Pyithu Sit’s*, but these were eventually incorporated into Border Guard battalions.

222 At least eight local militia groups in other parts of Myanmar were officially brought into the Tatmadaw under the same programme that formed BGFs, but take the name ‘Pyithu Sit’. See *Ethnic Politics in Burma: The Time for Solutions*, Transnational Institute, February 2011, p. 10.

223 The ILO monitors the issue of forced recruitment through its “Joint Action Plan” with the Myanmar government. Between 2007 and October 2013, the ILO has operated a nationwide forced labour complaints mechanism, receiving 962 complaints of under-age recruitment and 124 complaints of forced adult recruitment in Myanmar during that time; see “Update on the operation of the complaint mechanism in Myanmar,” ILO, October 2013.

224 The CTFMR, composed of members from UNICEF, UNHCR, ILO, UNOCHA, UNDP, WFP, UNFPA, Save the Children and World Vision, is working with the Tatmadaw to facilitate the release of individuals recruited under the age of 18 years; see Ye Lwin Oo, “Government of Myanmar and the United Nations sign landmark Plan of Action to release children from armed forces,” UNICEF, June 27th 2012.


226 For KHRG documentation on forced recruitment in 2011, see ‘*All the information I’ve given you, I faced it myself,*’ KHRG, December 2011, pp. 68-69; see also “Forced recruitment of child soldiers: An Interview with two DKBA deserters,” KHRG, August 2009; “Forced recruitment, child soldiers in the Burma Army: Interviews with SPDC deserters,” KHRG, June 2009; *Growing up under militarisation: Abuse and agency of children in Karen State*, KHRG, April 2008, pp. 140-158.
out of the seven Karen districts: Hpa-an, Hpapun, Thaton, Nyaunglebin and Dooplaya. Villagers reported the forced recruitment of men into BGFs, Tatmadaw people’s militias and an independent militia controlled by a BGF commander.

Villagers reported that they were forced to join an army against their will or remain as a soldier for longer than the original enlistment period. Villagers also reported that taxes were levied in lieu of recruitment on either the would-be-conscripts themselves or on their village heads.

“The Thaung Kyan Thu Hsan Kyin Yin A Pwe [anti-insurgency militia] is led by Moe Nyo, who is still ordering villagers to serve as soldiers in his organisation. Two people from different villages have to serve as soldiers [for one month shifts, on a] monthly [rotating basis]. If they do not go, they have to pay 50,000 kyat (US $50.66) per person. Regarding this issue, villagers have complained, but they dare not prevent it.”

Situation Update submitted by a KHRG researcher, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (July to November 2013)

---

227 In March 2012, BGF soldiers demanded a village head in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District to find deserters and re-enlist them in the BGF; see Source #160.

228 After BGF soldiers pressured a village head in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District, to provide soldiers in January 2012, one villager joined a BGF; see Source #286.

229 In separate instances in 2012 and 2013, an anti-insurgency group, founded and led by BGF #1014 commander Moe Nyo, demanded that villagers from Hpa-an Township, Thaton District serve as soldiers on a monthly basis or pay 50,000 (US $50.66) per month in lieu; in 2013, see Source #361; in 2012, see Sources #3, #4, #15 and #18.

230 The Tatmadaw demanded villagers to submit militia registration lists to the Kyaukkyi operations command in Nyaunglebin District in August 2013; see Source #270.

231 A BGF Battalion (formerly DKBA #999 and led by Major K’Toh in Taung Thon Lo army camp) demanded villagers to serve as soldiers in July 2012 in Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District, but the villagers refused and provided money for soldiers’ salaries instead; see Source #130.

232 For example, BGF Battalion #1014 Commander Maung Chit attempted to recruit soldiers without payment in September 2012 in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District; see Source #312. In Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, BGF battalions #1016, #1018 and #1019 held a meeting in October 2012 informing villagers that 22 soldiers who had completed their one and a half year service would not go on reserve status, but would continue to serve on active duty; see Source #145.

233 For example, see Source document #256 for a report detailing Kyaikto Township villagers efforts to leave the local militia by returning their weapons to the Tatmadaw in September 2013, and Tatmadaw IB #8’s refusal to accept all guns.

234 For example, KHRG received reports of ongoing forced recruitment (as of November 2013) into BGF Battalion #1014 Commander Mo Nyo’s militia, requiring two villagers from five villages in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District to serve as soldiers on a monthly basis; see Source #361.

235 Between 2010 and June 2012, G--- village in Thaton District was forced to send four villagers every month to serve in a BGF militia; a villager explained that, “Even if we don’t want to, we can’t do anything because they have guns;” see Source #6.

236 In April 2012 a soldier from A--- village, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District requested to leave the BGF after he had served his initial enlistment period of three years, but was forced to remain in the army; see Source #56.

237 Between July and November 2013, villagers in Thaton District were ordered to serve in an anti-insurgency militia led by a BGF commander; if they could not serve they were required to pay 50,000 kyat (US $50.66) per villager, see Source #361.

238 According to a KHRG researcher, Moe Nyo was a former DKBA commander who, in 2010, refused the DKBA-BGF transformation and instead formed an independent anti-insurgency militia along with approximately six of his subordinate DKBA soldiers. However, in 2012 he joined the BGF as commander of Battalion #1014, based at Noh Hpoh Moh in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District; see Source #3.

239 This monthly service was reported as ongoing between July and November 2013; see Source #361.

240 As of January 13th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.

241 See Source #361.
Villagers explain that conscription demands are very difficult to refuse, as they are backed with explicit or implicit threats of violence. Since the ceasefire, KHRG has documented different tactics used by commanders to intimidate families and the larger community into providing soldiers or money in lieu. Villagers fear that they will be killed or imprisoned if they do not join an army, or face movement and livelihood restrictions by that armed actor. Following the desertion of soldiers, commanders have visited village heads and demanded that they force those who left, force them to re-join or pay money in lieu of doing so.

---

For an interview with a village leader in Thaton District, who expresses such fear if villagers do not join a BGF militia, see Source #6; see Source #7 for an interview with a villager who fears imprisonment or death if he does not join a BGF militia.

A villager in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District explains that the village head is forced to send villagers or money to BGF soldiers if they want villagers to be able to travel freely in their village tract areas; see Source #286.

On March 29th 2012, a BGF commander demanded that a village head in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District find deserters living in his village. When the village head met with the deserted villagers, he found they had already completed their 1.5-year service; see Source #160.

Commander Maung Chit, also referred to as Maw Hsee, is the commander for Tatmadaw Border Guard Force (BGF) battalion #1014 in Hpapun District. Maung Chit is not to be confused with Maung Chit Thu (typically referred to as Chit Thu), who is a senior level BGF commander overseeing battalions #1017, #1018, #1019 and #1020 in Ko Ko, Hpa-an District.

See Source #245.

See Source #357.
KHRG has also documented cases in which commanders have pressured soldiers’ parents to send other siblings to replace them. In one such case, a man was required to serve in a BGF after his brother deserted and joined a monastery. KHRG documentation illuminates how such demands put pressure on village heads and create tension between village heads and villagers. The fees required in lieu of recruitment also place financial burdens on families who are often struggling with their livelihood activities or are already in debt.

“If the villagers don’t want to do [serve in a BGF militia], we can’t do anything [to resist] because they have guns. In my village, we have to provide four people per month and if they can’t go, we have to hire someone to replace them. D--- village has to provide four people every month since October 2010.”

U B--- (male, 44), E--- village, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (Interviewed in June 2012)

“They have guns and we were afraid, so we just obeyed month after month and eventually it just became a regular order that we followed. We will always pay because the village head already promised them that we will; if we don’t, they will kill us. If we don’t give them [recruits or money], they will put us in jail.”

Saw C--- (male, 50), F--- village, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (Interviewed in June 2012)

“On March 29th 2012, BGF soldiers came into our village and tried to find some deserters. They began calling on people who had already served in the military for one year and six months, went back to the deserters’ homes and ordered the village heads to arrest the deserters for them. When the village head went to the deserters and told them that the BGF had ordered them to go back to the military camp, one deserter replied that he did not want to be a soldier of the BGF anymore and that he had already served the military for one year and six months, and [that he was] very happy to be back at home. ‘You [the village head] are a spy of the BGF because you are telling me to go back to the military camp. Give me 5,000,000 kyat (US $5,065.86) if you want me to serve in the military again. At first you told me that I had to serve one year and six months and I already did it. You must [now] pay [me] the amount of money I ask [from you] if you want me to be a soldier again’, he said.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (May 2012)

“In the past, we could live comfortably with enough income, but now we have to live in a very crowded way and deal with the government [Tatmadaw] militia recruiting soldiers who are poor and have to borrow money to pay someone else [to serve in their place]. After they pay back their debt, they are left with nothing. Some can’t afford to pay, so they have to flee to other places.”

Saw C--- (male, 50), F--- village, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (Interviewed in June 2012)

---

248 In May 2012, after two men (aged 17 and 20) deserted from the BGF Battalion #1014, Commander Kyaw Beh demanded the family of one of the former soldiers to re-enlist the deserter or to provide a different son to serve in his place; see Source #288. While word ‘deserter’ is used in testimony, the soldiers had actually completed their one and a half year enlistment period.

249 For interview with U B---, see Source #6.

250 For interview with Saw C---, see Source #7.

251 While the KHRG researcher uses the word ‘deserter’, the soldiers had actually completed their one and a half year enlistment period.

252 See Source #160.

253 For the full interview with Saw C---, see Source #7.
Local response

Since January 2012, villagers have reported several methods to avoid recruitment into armies and militia. KHRG documentation describes how villagers often avoid recruitment by paying money directly to the armed actor in lieu of serving or hire other villagers to serve in their place.254 Villagers also describe how village heads and villagers negotiate with commanders to reduce the number of soldiers demanded for service,255 or negotiate with commanders to convince them not to force villagers to remain in the army for longer than the original conscription period.256

Three cases in particular exemplify the great lengths to which villagers will go to avoid recruitment, and the difficulties they face in avoiding such demands. In April 2012, two BGF Battalion #1013 soldiers, aged 17 and 20, were informed that they could not leave the army despite completing their three years of service, and subsequently deserted to a monastery and became monks.257 In a separate case, five families fled from their villages to other areas in Myanmar and to Mae La Refugee Camp in Thailand to avoid recruitment.258 In a third case, villagers attempted to give up their guns to indicate that they no longer want to serve in a Tatmadaw militia in the ceasefire period, offering up to 50,000 kyat (US $50.66) per gun, but were only allowed to return eight out of 16 guns.259

“In April 2012, [a young male] from H--- village was forcibly recruited [re-enlisted] by a BGF and told that he could not quit after [he had served in the DKBA] for three years, even though his enlistment was complete. [He] fled to the [nearby] village and became a monk. The BGF battalion commander who committed the abuse, Kyaw Beh Law La, asked the village leader to make arrangements and send him [the soldier] back. The parents of the soldier who fled also had to go to the BGF base, accompanied by the village leader. The village leader told them [BGF soldiers] that he couldn’t arrange [the return], that the soldier had become a monk and he [the village leader] didn’t know where he [the soldier] had gone. So, the village leader told them to find him and call him back themselves. After this, the villagers met with the village leader who suggested sending him away so that they [the BGF soldiers] would be unable see him anymore. They were full of worry and they tried to live under those worries, while thinking about what to tell the BGF.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (April 2012)260

254 For examples of villagers paying money in lieu of recruitment, see Sources #145, #245 and #361.
255 In June 2012, villagers from five villages in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District negotiated with BGF militia Commander Maung Nyun to decrease his demand for five villagers from each village to serve as soldiers; see Source #6.
256 For example, in March 2012, a village head in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District negotiated with BGF soldiers by informing them that the villager the BGF soldiers had sought to conscript had already served his 1.5 year commitment; see Source #160.
257 See Source #288.
258 See Source #7.
259 See Source #256.
260 For the full incident report, see Source #56.
“Because of militia recruitment, some households have fled from the village. We negotiated with them to reduce the number of people for recruitment. There is no problem [for people] who are rich, but it is really difficult for those who don’t have much money and they have to borrow it from someone else. For some, it is not easy to pay back their debt. Some fled to Mae La Refugee Camp, some fled to [other places in Myanmar, such as] Myawaddy, Ko Ko and T’Raw Pa Doh.”

Saw C--- (male, 50), F--- village, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State
(Interviewed in June 2012)

“People from Kyauk Lon Kyi village tract, were given 16 guns in order to serve in the Pyithu Sit. They tried to give the guns back to the Tatmadaw IB [Infantry Battalion] #8 but the Tatmadaw did not accept all of the guns. This means that there will always be militia in the area. Villagers paid the Tatmadaw IB #8 25,000 kyat (US $25.34) per gun in order for them to return them and the IB #8 accepted eight guns. Villagers are trying to think of ways to give back the other eight guns and they have offered to pay 50,000 kyat (US $51.39) for each, but the Tatmadaw has not accepted them.”

Short Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bilin Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (September 2013)

Recommendations

No conscription should occur into the Myanmar state armed forces or militias, including of former EAG soldiers who were integrated into the Tatmadaw as Border Guard soldiers unless in accordance with properly enacted national laws. The Myanmar government should uphold its commitment under international law and coordinate effectively with international monitors to end illegal recruitment of adults and all recruitment of children into its armed forces. This must include taking responsibility for ongoing forced recruitment into the BGFs and into Tatmadaw militias, as well as monitoring and ending ongoing demands for money in lieu of recruitment.

The KNU must make its conscription policy public and clarify to whom it applies and in which geographic areas. EAGs should sign agreements with local or international organisations, such as the Deed of Commitment signed between Geneva Call and the KNU/KNLA, with clear commitments to end the use of child soldiers in armies, and should be monitored closely for compliance.

Any conscription law or policy should include clear limitations on required time of service and provisions for salary and benefits for conscripted soldiers.

261 For the full interview with Saw C---, see Source #7.
262 According to unpublished information received by KHRG, Tatmadaw IB #96 was also based in Kyaikto Township as of August 2011. LIB #9, under LID #44, and IB #8 were active in Thaton Township, cooperating with a combined special force of Tatmadaw soldiers from different units, known as Htot Not In Ah [‘take out power’] in Burmese language, to take responsibility for security along the main coastal vehicle road. LIB #3, under the command of LID #44, and IB #8 were also reported to be cooperating with Pyithu Sit forces active in the eastern areas of locally-defined Kyaikto and Hpa-an Townships.
263 See Source #256.
G. Anti-personnel and other mines

Throughout the two decades leading up to 2012, KHRG documented the extensive use of anti-personnel and other mines by a wide range of actors in the seven Karen districts in Southeast Myanmar. Tatmadaw forces have planted anti-personnel mines around forward military outposts to maim or kill EAG combatants and civilians deemed to support them, and to stop people returning to villages from which they have been forcibly relocated.264 Outnumbered, EAGs have employed the heavy use of mines in order to hold territory when in conflict with the Tatmadaw.265 Mine use by both groups has led to civilian casualties, particularly among displaced people. Civilians in a small number of IDP areas, hiding sites and some established villages have also used mines to provide protection of their settlements, by impeding Tatmadaw incursions and providing early warnings, allowing them time to flee. They have also used mines to protect food stores, or to guard agricultural land to allow them to work without fear of government troops.266

Mine contamination in Southeast Myanmar has for decades presented threats to human security, through exposure to physical harm and significant restrictions on movement and livelihoods. In response, villagers have employed a range of methods, documented throughout the past 20 years by KHRG, to avoid physical harm and maintain steady access to food and income.267 Despite government restrictions on humanitarian interventions and security impediments, local organisations have provided limited support to these efforts through Mine Risk Education (MRE), with some assistance from international actors.268

Since January 2012, the ceasefire process has enabled the discussion of systematic mine removal among armed actors and by the Government. The Myanmar Peace Centre (MPC), together with international humanitarian mine actors, has formed the Myanmar Mine Action Center (MMAC). The entity aims to coordinate mine removal activities throughout the country, but has made little progress thus far.269 At the same time, Tatmadaw, BGFs and EAGs have made attempts in some areas to coordinate their own efforts to decrease contamination.270 As

264 For background information and examples of Tatmadaw forces laying mines, see Self-protection under strain: Targeting of civilians and local responses in northern Karen State, KHRG, August 2010, pp. 32-45; see also Uncertain Ground: Landmines in eastern Burma, KHRG, May 2012, pp. 18-21.
265 For background information and examples of EAGs laying mines, see Self-protection under strain: Targeting of civilians and local responses in northern Karen State, KHRG, August 2010, pp. 37-38; see also ‘All the information I’ve given you, I faced it myself’: Rural testimony on abuse in eastern Burma since November 2010, KHRG, December 2011, pp. 34-37; see also Uncertain Ground: Landmines in eastern Burma, KHRG, May 2012, pp. 22-25.
266 For background information and examples of civilians using mines for self-protection, see Uncertain Ground: Landmines in eastern Burma, KHRG, May 2012, pp. 81-87; see also Self-protection under strain: Targeting of civilians and local responses in northern Karen State, KHRG, August 2010, pp. 90-91.
267 Local communities have shared information about mined areas, identified areas deemed safe to travel, used alternative travel routes, maintained relationships with armed actors that enabled them to gain warnings about mined areas, and requesting the marking or removal of mines, see Uncertain Ground: Landmines in eastern Burma, KHRG, May 2012, pp. 30-31 and 42-43.
268 The Committee for Internally Displaced Karen Persons (CIDKP) has undertaken mine risk education activities with assistance from Danish Church Aid (DCA) in Kayin State, while KDHW has conducted MRE activities in Tanintharyi Region; see Landmine Monitor Report 2009: Toward a Mine-Free World, International Campaign to Ban Landmines, Myanmar Country Report, pp. 1029 - 1040.
270 In February 2012, in Hpa-an District, KNLA Battalion #101 and BGFs agreed to jointly remove mines where they had both previously planted them, as villagers in the area had repeatedly requested their removal. An estimated 30 mines were removed until a BGF soldier accidentally detonated, and was injured, by one of
is evidenced below, these armed actors currently lack the technical skills to safely remove mines and to guarantee that areas have been comprehensively cleared.

A mine is defined by the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty (MBT) as “a munition designed to be placed under, on or near the ground or other surface area and to be exploded by the presence, proximity or contact of a person or a vehicle.” The MBT bans the use of anti-personnel mines, defined as “a mine designed to be exploded by the presence, proximity or contact of a person and that will incapacitate, injure or kill one or more persons.” While the Tatmadaw have produced or imported fragmentation and blast anti-personnel mines, EAGs have typically used victim activated improvised explosive devices (VAIEDs), both of which are anti-personnel mines banned under the MBT. Furthermore, both the Tatmadaw and EAGs use anti-vehicle mines, which are defined as mines “designed to be detonated by the presence, proximity or contact of a vehicle as opposed to a person, that are equipped with anti-handling devices.” The MBT does not ban anti-vehicle mines, however customary international humanitarian law requires that “when they are used, particular care must be taken to minimise their indiscriminate effects.”

While Myanmar is not currently a signatory of the MBT, in July 2012, the Minister of Foreign Affairs stated that Myanmar was considering accession to the MBT as part of its reforms. It was also reported that the Minister said that the Tatmadaw is no longer using mines and is pursuing a peace pact with EAGs, which would include banning the weapon.


their own mines. Clearance efforts then halted and did not resume; see “Pa’an Situation Update: T’Nay Hsah Township, September 2011 to April 2012.” KHRG, July 2012. In June 2012, the BGF, DKBA and KNLA joined efforts to remove mines in Myaing Gyi Ngu, reportedly removing at least 50 mines during the process; see “Landmine clearance in Myaing Gyi Ngu nearing completion: Karen groups,” Mizzima, August 21st 2013. See Mine Ban Treaty; see Article 2 (1).

271 Myanmar produces the MM1, which is modeled on the Chinese Type-59 stake-mounted fragmentation mine; the MM2, which is similar to the Chinese Type-58 blast mine; a Claymore-type directional fragmentation mine; and a copy of the United States (US) M14 plastic mine. For additional information on the types of mines produced in Myanmar, see the Landmine Monitor 2012: Myanmar/Burma Country Profile, Production, stockpiling and transfer section, updated October 30th 2012; see also Landmine Monitor 2004, Production, stockpiling and transfer, International Campaign to Ban Landmines, 2004.

272 The KNLA and KNDO typically make VAIEDs from glass bottles, metal pipes or cans, wooden blocks or sections of bamboo. Unlike factory manufactured mines, these homemade devices typically become inactive only six months after they are deployed, but can last for longer periods of time.

273 See ICRC Customary IHL Database, Rule 81: Restrictions on the Use of Landmines.

274 An anti-handling device is “a device intended to protect a mine and which is part of, linked to, attached to or placed under the mine and which activates when an attempt is made to tamper with or otherwise intentionally disturb the mine”; see Mine Ban Treaty; see Article 2 (1).

275 U Wunna Maung Lwin made these statements to the President of the Eleventh Meeting of States Parties, Prak Sokhonn of Cambodia, at the time of the ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting in Phnom Penh in July 2012; see “Myanmar seriously considering landmine treaty as part of its state reforms,” Press Release, Anti-Personnel Mine Ban Convention Implementation Support Unit, July 12th 2012. For a detailed summary of the Myanmar government’s commitments to end the use of mines, see the Landmine & Cluster Munition Monitor: Myanmar/Burma Country Profile, Mine Ban Policy, updated October 30th 2012.
New planting of mines by Tatmadaw and EAGs since January 2012

KHRG has received reports of mines planted by the Tatmadaw or EAGs in only two districts since January 2012. This is a sharp contrast to the period immediately before the ceasefire. During 2011, KHRG documented the planting of new mines by Tatmadaw soldiers in six out of seven districts,\(^{278}\) and in four districts by EAGs.\(^{279}\)

“If we look back [at the period of time] since the ceasefire agreement between the KNU and the Myanmar government, we can be sure that no new mines have been planted. We only have old mines from the past which have not been removed.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Thandaunggyi and Htantabin townships, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (February to July 2013)\(^{280}\)

KHRG researchers reported that, as of November 2013, the KNLA and villagers continue to plant anti-personnel mines around IDP sites in Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District due to ongoing fear of attack by Tatmadaw troops.\(^{281}\) Also in Hpapun District, KHRG documentation provides evidence that the KNLA planted an anti-vehicle mine on a road specifically to deter the continuation of a BGF-backed development project in February 2013, which exploded shortly after it was planted killing five civilians.\(^{282}\) In Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, a KHRG researcher reported that the local BGF and DKBA soldiers continued to plant new mines in 2012.\(^{283}\)

“In 2012, BGF soldiers planted mines. The armed actors are still planting new mines. Saw A--- stepped on a mine on January 20\(^{th}\) 2013 in A--- [village]. The mine was new and it was a DKBA mine.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (June 2012 to February 2013)\(^{284}\)

Areas known to be mined

Since January 2012, KHRG field documentation described ongoing mine contamination in Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Hpapun, Dooplaya and Hpa-an districts.

Toungoo District

KHRG researchers reported that mines remain in the ground in both of the townships in Toungoo District.\(^{285}\) In Htantabin Township, KNLA mines remain along the Naw Soh - Bu Hsa Hkee road\(^{286}\)

---

\(^{278}\) Thaton, Toungoo, Mergui-Tavoy, Hpapun, Dooplaya and Hpa-an; see *Uncertain Ground: Landmines in eastern Burma*, KHRG, May 2012, pp. 18-21.


\(^{280}\) See Source #262.

\(^{281}\) This information was provided to KHRG by Hpapun District researchers during a consultation in November 2013.

\(^{282}\) See Source #307, in which explains that the KNLA planted the anti-vehicle mine after instructing the Green Hill Company to stop their activities multiple times. For additional reports on this incident, see Sources #84, #279 and #295.

\(^{283}\) See Source #155.

\(^{284}\) See Source #155.

\(^{285}\) A Toungoo District researcher explained that the KNLA in the area do not feel it is time to remove the mines. Furthermore, the researcher explained that while the KNLA informs villagers about the locations of the mines, the Tatmadaw do not; see Source #32.

\(^{286}\) See Source #358.
and around the Tatmadaw’s Bu Hsa Hkee army camp, while Tatmadaw mines remain near Wa Soh village/army camp. Further north in Thandaunggyi Township, KHRG reports describe mine contamination around K’Thwee Dee village, which is near an abandoned Tatmadaw base, and around Kaw Thay Der and May Thay Der Mountain where “the Tatmadaw planted an unknown number of mines after a KNLA ambush” in the mid-2000s.

**Nyaunglebin District**
KHRG has documented anti-personnel mine contamination in Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District, where six villagers were seriously injured in mine accidents between February and June 2013. Additionally, an anti-vehicle mine which was planted by the KNLA in 2011 reportedly remains between the Tatmadaw’s Kat Pe base camp and Mu Theh village.

**Hpapun District**
Mines remain near abandoned army bases or camps and around operational bases housing BGF Battalions #1013 and #1014 in Meh Seik and a BGF Battalion #1015 base in Meh Pree in Bu Tho Township. Mines also remain underground in Lu Thaw Township, including near the Tatmadaw’s See Day base and around IDP villages, as well as in Dwe Lo Township.

**Dooplaya District**
Kawkareik Township in Dooplaya District remains contaminated with DKBA, KNLA and Tatmadaw mines planted in 2010 and 2011. The mines remain around abandoned army camps, on the grounds of a church, in and around villages, at the source of water channels and on mountains. In Kyainseikgyi Township, some mines remain near the Tatmadaw base outside U Kray Htar village.

---

287 The report also explains that the KNLA are not certain where the mines remain, making removal difficult; see Source #261.
288 See Source #331.
289 See Source #27.
290 See Source #324.
291 See Source #370 for documentation of villagers injured by mines on January 2nd 2013 in Nga Lauk Tet village; on February 13th at a logging site near Kyun Pin Seik village; on March 2nd while looking for vegetables in Meh Pok old village; and on April 20th one mile from Kyaung Su Kyi in the La Myaing Region; see Source #370. On February 2nd a villager stepped on a mine in the Maw Lay forest, between KNLA #8 and Tatmadaw LIB #599 army camps. On June 1st, a villager stepped on a mine at Chauk Kway, between two Tatmadaw army camps (Ket Pa and Pa Dah); see Source #263.
292 See Source #51.
293 See Source #304.
294 BGF #1013 and #1014 have a joint base at Meh Seik and use mines for their security around the camps; see Source #81.
295 Mines remain planted around the BGF #1015 base at Meh Pree; see Sources #77 and #308.
296 For other reports of mine contamination in Bu Tho Township, see Sources #79 and #357.
297 In April 2013, Tatmadaw soldiers began scattering salt to attract buffalos to detonate mines in Ler Muh Plaw, Say Poo, Naw Yuh Htah and Kaw Lu Der village tracts, killing an estimated 20-30 buffalos; see Source #281.
298 A Tatmadaw soldier was killed after stepping on a mine near See Day base; see Source #369.
299 During a November 2013 meeting, Hpapun District researchers reported that mines remain around villages in Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District.
300 A cow was killed after stepping on a mine in Hkoo Thoo Hta village tract, Dwe Lo Township; see Source document #88.
301 A KNLA mine remains beside a Christian church, which was planted during DKBA and Tatmadaw fighting in 2011 to prevent soldiers from entering the vicinity; see Sources #137 and #327.
302 DKBA mines also remain near Aoh Nee and Waw Lay villages; see Sources #221 and #223.
303 According to KHRG reports, hundreds of DKBA mines remain on the mountain near K’Law Ghaw village and a DKBA army camp, as well as in villagers’ farms; see Sources #111 and #327.
304 See Source #317.
“I saw that DKBA soldiers had stuck two red warning signs to two trees along the way to signal that mines had been placed there. I [also] saw two signs along the path from Htee Ther Leh to K’Law Ghaw village … Mines also exist at the source of the water channel on the Wah Hsguh Poo Mountain as well. Between Htee Ther Leh and Waw Lay, and Waw Lay and U Kray Hta, there are smaller amounts of mines. This is due to the fact that these places are situated close to the Tatmadaw Phyu Ha Kon army camp. DKBA Battalion #907 and Kaw Thoo Lei [KNLA] planted those mines, whereas Burmese soldiers [Tatmadaw] just plant mines around their camp. There are more mines between U Kray Hta village and Wa Mee Hta village. Since 2010, villagers have dared not go there to gather leaves due to DKBA Battalion #907 mines. … Mines exist in the KNLA Battalion #18-held area, situated to the east of the Dawna mountain range and the KNLA’s Battalion #103-held area, which stretches from Kya K’Wa village to Per Kler village.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/ Southern Kayin State (April to June 2012)

Hpa-an District
Nabu Township, Hpa-an District remains a heavily mine contaminated area due to planting of mines by the DKBA, BGFs, Tatmadaw and KNLA in 2010 and 2011. After portions of the DKBA refused to transform into BGF battalions in 2010, tensions quickly rose between those who refused and those who accepted. Both sides then began strategically planting anti-personnel mines to protect their own bases and limit the other from leaving theirs. Each side also planted mines in villagers’ plantations and gardens where the opposition was thought to be operating. In September 2011, a (former-DKBA) BGF battalion and Tatmadaw forces attacked a KNLA base in Htee Wa Plaw village tract in Nabu Township and subsequently planted mines beside villages and in their farms. According to KHRG documentation, Noh Kay, Htee Klay and Htee Kyah Rah village tracts, all in Nabu Township, remain highly contaminated with anti-personnel mines.

Mine-related death or injury

Since January 2012, KHRG researchers in three districts documented specific incidents in which civilian death or injury resulted from mine accidents. Between February and June 2013, six villagers were injured in anti-personnel mine accidents in Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District. These incidents occurred while villagers were collecting firewood, conducting logging activities, searching for vegetables or traveling by road. Three of these villagers sustained such severe injuries to their legs that they required amputation. Also in Nyaunglebin, a Tatmadaw road construction vehicle detonated an anti-vehicle mine in October 2012 in Kyaukkyi Township.

305 See Source #128.
306 See Source #159.
307 See Source #127.
308 Reports provide evidence of mine contamination in Htee Klay village tract, where a cow was injured in 2012; in Wah Kaw Lee village in Htee Kyah Rah village tract, where a Tatmadaw soldier was injured in October 2012; and in Noh Kyaw village in Noh Kay village tract, where a village was injured in September 2012; see Sources #125, #141, #143 and #360. KNLA and BGF mines remain around Taung Thone Lone army camp in Noh Kay; see Source #115. An estimated 40-50 mines have already detonated in the T’Waw Thaw village area; see Source #153. An estimated 300 mines were originally planted and an unknown number remain near Thee Wah, Waw Thaw and Noh Kyaw villages beside villagers’ farms and along the Htee Klay-Gho Tho road; see Sources #117 and #124. Mines also remain in the forest near Htee Hpo Kyaw village; see Source #227.
309 Mine deaths or injury occurred in Hpapun, Hpa-an and Nyaunglebin districts between January 2012 and November 2013.
310 For documentation of the six mine incidents in Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District between February and June 2013, see Sources #263 and #370.
although no one was injured.311

“On April 20th 2013, a villager from Mone Township, B---, 23-years-old, was hit by an [anti-personnel] mine at 7:00 am while he went and looked for firewood. He was sent to Mone Hospital and his left leg was amputated. He detonated a mine [by stepping on it] at a place one mile from Kyuang Su, which is in Kyi La Myaung region. Both the KNLA and the Burmese military [Tatmadaw] are active in that place.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (February to April 2013)312

The photo above was taken on December 1st 2012 in B--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District. This photo shows C---, who stepped on a KNLA anti-personnel mine while looking for yams in the forested area near his village on September 20th 2012, requiring the amputation of the lower half of his left leg.313 [Photo: KHRG]

The above photo was taken was taken on February 1st 2013 in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, and shows a 36-year old man recovering from the amputation of his right leg after stepping on a DKBA anti-personnel mine in Yaw Kuh Hkee.314 [Photo: KHRG]

The left photo was taken on March 4th 2013 in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District, and shows the remains of a truck that detonated a KNLA anti-vehicle mine in a sand bank beside Yunzalin River, between Shan village and Taung Thu village, killing five civilians.315 [Photo: KHRG]

311 The Tatmadaw D7 road construction vehicle detonated a KNLA mine on the border of Meh Theh village, Kyaukkyi Township, in the Day Law Plaw area; see Source #52.
312 See Source #370.
313 See Source #360.
314 See Source #227.
315 See Source #230.
In Hpapun District, KHRG documented an anti-vehicle mine incident on February 11th 2013, when a Green Hill Company truck, carrying five workers who were collecting sand and stones to construct a road, detonated the mine, killing all five workers, including the driver and three workers who were under 18 years old (remains of truck pictured in photo). According to KHRG documentation, KNLA soldiers planted the mine after making several requests for the development project to be stopped. In Hpa-an District, five civilians were reported injured in anti-personnel mine incidents, all in Nabu Township, while collecting food or working in their plantations between January and March 2012.

“The KNLA [planted the mine]. … It started when [Ko Myo of Green Hill Company] took some sand for [building] a school, having gotten the permission [from local KNU officials and a village tract leader]. They allowed it [at first] because it was for a school. But later he [Ko Myo] did it for the company [began collected sand for a separate Green Hill Company construction project]; the construction was [backed by] a BGF. They [KNU] do not like it, so they banned it. So the problem began there. Because Ko Myo went there [to collect sand] many times and people [in the KNU] told him to stop and not to take it [the sand],”

D--- (male), Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (Interviewed in March 2013)

Movement and livelihood restrictions

The most commonly reported concern by villagers across Toungoo, Nyaunglebin, Hpapun, Dooplaya and Hpa-an districts regarding mines, is that current mine contamination severely restricts their ability to travel freely and conduct their livelihood activities. Villagers in these districts reported that they are unable to cultivate their plantations, gather food or other materials from forests due to fear of mines. One villager reported that a mine in the sole shaded spot near villagers’ plantations also prevents workers from using the only area suitable for rest during the workday. Furthermore, KHRG has documented dozens of deaths of villagers’ livestock, in particular cows and buffalos, which stepped on mines while grazing. Villagers also report that armed actors inform local communities of the locations of only some mines, which also serves to restrict villagers’ freedom of movement, as they cannot trust that a given area is safe.

“As a result, the villagers from Thi Wah, Tha Waw Thaw, and Noh Kyaw villages said that they do not even dare to think about going into the forest or into the gardens, as some of the villagers have stepped on mines there before, and also their domestic animals were hit by [stepped on] mines.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Southern Kayin State (April 2013)

---

316 For a full description of this incident, see Sources #84, #95, #279, #295 and #307.
317 On January 20th 2012, a villager stepped on a mine in Yu Ku Hkee village, while the injuries he sustained are unknown; see Source #155. On January 28th a villager stepped on a mine while working in a flat field and two villagers stepped on mines on March 12th by a river and at the bottom of a hill; see Source #121. On September 20th 2012, a villager stepped on a mine in Noh Kay village tract, suffering major damage to the side of his leg; see Source #141.
318 See Source #84.
319 For examples of livelihood restrictions due to mine contamination in Hpa-an District, see Sources #117 and #125; in Dooplaya District, see Sources #106 and #221; in Hpapun District, see Sources #79, #292, and #308; in Nyaunglebin District, see Sources #270 and #370; and in Toungoo District, see Source #331.
320 A villager in Dooplaya District explains that a mine planted in a shaded area six minutes on foot from a plantation has meant that villagers no longer have a suitable place to rest; see Source #327.
321 For example, approximately 15 cows, buffalos and oxen were killed or severely injured in mine incidents in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District between January and March 2012; see Source #121.
322 See Source #159 for an example in which KNLA informed villagers of most of the mine locations.
323 See Source #159.
“There are mines which haven’t been taken out yet. I bought a betel nut orchard, but now I dare not go there. I dare not take the direct route. If we take the direct route, there are still mines left.”

Saw E--- (male), Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State
(Interviewed in February 2013)324

**Local response**

Villagers have responded to these livelihood restrictions by taking alternative routes to their plantations and informing each other of safe routes;325 tying up their livestock;326 renting other villagers’ livestock after theirs had been killed in mine incidents;327 and renting portions of other villagers’ non-contaminated farms to cultivate.328 Villagers living near mine contaminated farms have also transitioned to livelihood activities that can be undertaken within the geographic confines of their village, such as producing charcoal or alcohol, breeding livestock or using materials from trees within their village site.329 These strategies have economic costs too, as villagers are unable to make as much money by producing goods in their village as they are by cultivating large plantations.

“A village head explained that, ‘Following [fighting between DKBA and Tatmadaw], no one knew how many mines [were planted around] these two villages [Ta Auh Hta and Kwee Ler Hsgu], so it presents big difficulties for villagers who go out to search food.’ To protect themselves, villagers advise each other to be vigilant when they go out to find food or work.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township,
Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (February 2012)330

“Villagers do not dare to travel and find firewood outside of their village or near their farm, so they mostly find firewood in their village. Their buffalos, cows and goats are tethered with rope. As long as the mines remain in the ground, the villagers have to protect themselves by renting other people’s farms that have no mines and they have to buy people’s rice to be able to survive. As they have no other way [to maintain] their livelihood, they have to make charcoal, produce alcohol and breed buffalos, cows, goats, pigs and chickens but not in large numbers, just for their daily survival. Moreover, they send their children to Bangkok and ask them to send money back to their parents.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township,
Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (April 2012)331

“Because there were mines in the forest and around villages, villagers had to cut down trees from orchards in their villages, such as mango trees, jackfruit trees and other plants. The villagers built their houses using trees that belong to them.”

Photo Notes written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township,
Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (February 2013)332

---

324 See Source #79.
325 For example villagers in Dooplaya District often advise each other of safe routes to travel, without mines, before they go out in search of food, see Source #111.
326 For an example of villagers who have tied up their livestock to prevent mine injuries, see Source #115.
327 See Source #281.
328 See Source #125.
329 In Nabu Township, a villager reported that villagers do logging inside their village as the nearby forest is contaminated with mines; see Source #326.
330 See Source #111.
331 See Source #125.
332 See Source #227.
Marking and removal

KHRG began to receive reports of mine removal by Tatmadaw and EAGs in 2010, with more coordinated efforts reported in 2012. Villagers have described benefits to mine removal, but have mainly reported challenges faced by armed actors in removing the mines, as well as negative consequences of partial mine removal.

Local communities explain that freedom of movement is significantly increased when mines are properly marked. In one community, villagers coordinated with the local authorities to identify the location of mines and mark them themselves.

“Travelling by land [in Paingkyon Township] to larger cities has now become more comfortable, easier and quicker. Also [it is easier to access] trees for building houses because there has been no new planting of mines near the area. … Villagers have marked KNU mines, BGF mines and Burmese military regime [Tatmadaw] mines in a specific area, or have asked the KNU, BGF and Burmese government military, who explain and direct the villagers to where mines are located, so villagers can mark and notify [others of] the location.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Paingkyon Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (September 2013)

In other areas, however, persistent requests have also been made by villagers for the removal of mines from their plantations, and in one case from beside a church Sunday school, but remain unmet.

Villagers also reported serious obstacles to systematic mine removal, such as the inability of KNLA soldiers to remember where mines were planted and a lack of requisite training or equipment to remove mines from a particular area.

“…KNU/KNLA [officials] said that they do not have the skills to carry out demining and are afraid to do so. Neither the people from that area nor the KNU know the places where mines have been planted by the Tatmadaw and the Tatmadaw has not informed them.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Htantabin and Thandaunggyi townships, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (February to July 2013)

While Tatmadaw forces have undertaken mine removal, this appeared to be motivated by a desire to facilitate military operations rather than to ensure civilian protection. In February 2012, the Tatmadaw used bulldozers to clear some landmines from a vehicle road and U Kray Hta

---

334 See Source #362.
335 For examples of villagers’ requests for mines to be removed from their plantations in Hpa-an District, see Sources #116 and #153.
336 Villagers in Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District have requested that the KNLA remove a mine planted near a Sunday School church, but it had not been removed at the time of the report; see Source #327.
337 For examples of areas in which KNLA soldiers are unable to remember where mines were originally planted, which presents serious problems for removal, see Sources #159 and #262.
338 For example, in Toungoo District, the KNU explained that they do not have the technical skills to do demining; see Source #262. In Kyaukkyi, the KNLA is unable to remove an anti-vehicle mine as it would damage a road; see Source #51.
339 See Source #262.
village near an army base; however, villagers complained that the U Kray Hta School compound, the village and agricultural areas surrounding the village remained contaminated by mines.340

In another instance in Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District, Tatmadaw soldiers scattered salt to attract buffalo owned by villagers to detonate mines, killing 20 to 30 privately-owned animals.341 Mine removal must be systematic to be effective. While the Tatmadaw’s approach demonstrates little potential to improve local safety, it has instead damaged villagers’ livelihood security, as the deaths of livestock impaired their ability to cultivate their plantations and transport materials.

“The buffalos smelled [salt that had been scattered by Tatmadaw soldiers], went to the areas where it was and stepped on the mines. 20 or 30 of the civilians’ buffalos died by stepping on the mines. Because many buffalos have died from mines, people whose buffalos were killed have no other buffalos for cultivation and that causes problems for them because they have to hire other people’s buffalos for cultivation. Our work no longer goes smoothly because there are no buffalos left [to use] for work.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (April to July 2013)342

At the request of villagers in Noh Kay and Htee Klay village tracts in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, a party of KNLA and BGF soldiers, as well as local residents, attempted to remove landmines that had been planted by both armed actors during 2011, whose location had never been marked and which were resulting in landmine casualties.343 Underscoring the dangers of mine removal without sufficient technical skills, nascent removal efforts were stopped when a BGF soldier was killed after stepping on a mine.344

“In February 2012, KNLA Battalion #101 and Border Guard[Column] #3445 worked together following an order [stemming from the January 2012 ceasefire agreement] to remove the mines. Those who came and removed the mines were BGF Company Commander Hpah Maw Hkoh, with Sergeant Kee Kyaw, Private Htwee Heh Kay and Battalion Deputy Commander Maung Ngway Heh, and they managed it with 20 of their soldiers. With regards the KNLA, 2nd Lieutenant K’Loo Koo and Hpah Htwee Maw managed it with about 15 soldiers. Some of the village heads accompanied them. They were able to remove 30 mines. At 3:00 pm on that same day, February 11th, a BGF soldier named Htwee Heh Kay was hit by one of their own mines. Because of that, the removal of mines was stopped.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (January to April 2012)346

In May 2012, 37 residents in the same area submitted their names and requested that KHRG make known the fact that mines are preventing them from accessing a total of 13 flat paddy fields and 23 cash-crop plantations. These villagers requested that KHRG share publicly their names and that of their village in order to encourage urgent de-mining of this area.347

340 See Sources #108 and #317.
341 See Source #281.
342 See Source #281.
343 See Source #124.
344 On February 11th 2012, a BGF soldier was killed while removing mines in a coordinated effort with the KNLA; see Source #127.
345 This is referring to a column under BGF Battalion #1016.
346 See Source #127.
347 For more information about these Thaw Waw Thaw villagers, see Uncertain Ground: Landmines in eastern Burma, KHRG May 2011, Section III: Source Documents: 2012/May/Pa’an/1.
"We want to ask them to remove [their mines]. Do they dare to remove them? If they dare to remove them, we really want to ask them to do so in order for us to travel freely. ... We absolutely must go on that one path [where mines have been planted] because it is the way to our farm."

F--- (male), Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State
(Interviewed in May 2012)348

The above two photos were taken on March 24th 2012 and show two villagers from D--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, an area in which villagers’ have repeatedly requested the removal of mines (see above in this chapter). The photo on the left shows Saw G---, whose right leg required amputation after stepping on a BGF mine while attending to his farm in February.351 The photo on the right shows Saw H---, who sustained serious injuries to his leg after stepping on a KNLA mine by a stream where he was fishing.352 [Photos: KHRG]

348 See Source #153.
349 See Source #327.
350 See Source #356.
351 See Source #326.
352 See Source #326.
Recommendations

All armed actors should agree to and enforce a comprehensive ban on the new use of mines. Before such a ban is agreed to, commanders should take responsibility for prohibiting the planting of new mines in civilians’ farmlands and pathways and must consistently inform the local community about the location of existing and new mines. Systematic removal of mines throughout Karen areas will not be possible until there is a final peace agreement. This is particularly applicable to KNU-controlled areas, IDP areas and heavily militarised areas, where Tatmadaw, EAGs and villagers were reported to still be using mines for defence and self-protection as of the end of 2013.

As part of any non-technical surveys, international and local actors must conduct inclusive and fully participatory consultations and assessments to determine villagers’ opinions and perspectives on mine action and removal. In communities where villagers have determined that mines should be removed, fully trained and equipped national and/or international actors should begin mine removal.

The systematic removal of mines will require proper coordination between different EAGs and the Government, which has not been achieved yet. In all areas where possible, mine risk education experts should work with local communities to support self-protection strategies against mine accidents. Where armed actors intend to begin removal, personnel should be first provided with sufficient expertise and equipment. International mine action actors and the Government will need to ensure not just that necessary support is available to all armed actors, but also that those actors are fully aware of its availability and are able to gain access to it.

The Myanmar government and EAGs should ensure that mine victims have access to free medical care when accidents occur. International humanitarian actors should assist in building the capacity of state and non-state healthcare providers to ensure free access to healthcare for all mine victims.

---

A non-technical survey is typically the starting point for the assessment of land, its categorisation as a suspected or confirmed hazardous area (SHA/CHA) and the associated processes of cancelling, reducing or clearing land for productive use. It involves a thorough investigation of new information about possible mine/explosive remnant of war (ERW) contamination or a previously recorded hazardous area, generally without the use of mine action assets inside the suspected area; see Non-technical survey, International Mine Action Standard (IMAS), June 2009, Amended March 1st 2013.
This map includes incidents reported to KHRG between January 2012 and November 2013, and does not show all of the locations which mines may exist nor all of the mine accidents which may have occurred during that period.
H. Restrictions on freedom of movement or trade

This chapter includes orders, requirements and conflict-related physical impediments that result in restrictions on villagers’ freedom to travel or ability to transport goods along roads, rivers or footpaths, to leave their own villages, to access other villages or larger towns, or to access agricultural areas.

KHRG researchers across all seven districts have described the increased ability to travel and work without impediments as a positive trend resulting from the January 2012 ceasefire. Researchers explain that villagers can travel and work more freely because the ceasefire has meant an end to armed conflict and a decrease in harassment of villagers by Tatmadaw troops. Villagers in KNU areas have begun to follow the example of KNLA soldiers, who now feel free to travel.

“Most of the villagers said that the situation is a bit better than in the past as they have not faced as many violations or human rights abuses, and they are free to go and to travel around many areas, even crossing the roads that the Tatmadaw usually travels on.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/ Northeastern Kayin State (January to February 2013)

“When we look at [the situation] during this year, regarding the civilians’ livelihood, travelling and living places has changed. In previous years, the civilians who had to go and work outside of the village had to be afraid and needed to write [acquire] recommendation letters [from local authorities] in order to get permission to work. But, this year, the villagers who work outside of the village did not need to get recommendation letters and did not need to be afraid, and occasionally they even come back to the village [villagers are now able to sleep in their farms, which was previously prohibited by Tatmadaw-area authorities according to the recommendation letters].”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Ta Naw Th’Ree Township, Mergui-Tavoy District/Tanintharyi Region (August 2012 to March 2013)

While the ability to travel freely is the most commonly reported positive outcome of the ceasefire, villagers and KHRG researchers continue to describe restrictions on civilians’ freedom of movement or trade across six of the seven Karen districts during the ceasefire period: Toungoo, Dooplaya, Hpa-an, Hpapun, Nyaunglebin and Mergui-Tavoy. During the reporting

---

354 For situation updates that describe improvements in freedom of movement in Thaton, see Source #258; in Toungoo, see #262; in Nyaunglebin, see #50; in Mergui-Tavoy, see #272; and in Hpapun, see #23.

355 See Source #73.

356 See Source #272.

357 For example, villagers in Toungoo District are unable to trade bamboo shoots easily without obtaining permission letters and taxes by the Myanmar government Kayin State Environment Department; see Source #250.

358 For example, DKBA and KNU require villagers to obtain permission letters from each organisation to operate hand tractors in Dooplaya District; see Source #128.

359 For example, villagers and their children are restricted to their village area and cannot travel to their farms due to fear of BGF mines, see Source #117. For additional documentation of movement restrictions resulting from mines, see ‘Antipersonnel and other mines’ in this report.

360 For example, cow and buffalo traders struggle to conduct their livelihoods on the Thai-Myanmar border because Commander Saw Hpa Mee arbitrarily closes the road used by traders and commits violent abuse against those who violate the closure, even if they were unaware of it; see Source #276.

361 For example, villagers are prohibited from travelling and working freely if they do not obtain a travel permission letter from Tatmadaw LIB #590 based in their area; see Source #52.

362 For example, police officers set up a checkpoint at Ma Noh Roh camp, where they checked not only cars but bicycles as well; see Source #340.
period, several authorities issued orders or conducted activities that restricted villagers’ ability to move freely, including Myanmar government officials,363 the KNU/KNLA,364 and Tatmadaw365 and BGF soldiers.366

Movement restrictions resulting from military checkpoints and camps

Since the ceasefire, villagers have reported restrictions on their freedom of movement resulting from different types of military checkpoints. Villagers describe being forced to stop and pay taxes while transporting goods or food past a military camp,367 as well as while traveling by boat at military checkpoints beside rivers368 and while traveling by car or truck at roadside checkpoints.369 Villagers have reported adjusting their movement patterns to avoid harassment or violent abuse, including not traveling or conducting their livelihood activities near army camps.370

“Since the Tatmadaw came and based their camp close to the villagers’ fields, they [villagers] have not dared to go to their fields. They worry that if the Tatmadaw [soldiers] see them while they are going to their fields, the Tatmadaw will shoot them with a gun or arrest and torture them. This is a big problem for the villagers.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/ Northeastern Kayin State (November 2011 to February 2012)371

Identification cards and travel permission letters

Since the ceasefire, the Myanmar government’s plans to issue identification cards have confused some villagers, leaving them unsure of where they are permitted to travel and causing them to restrict their own movements. Villagers living in IDP areas in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District report that they are unable to work or travel to Hpapun town because they have not yet been issued with the necessary identity cards.372 In Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, Myanmar government officials issued identification cards to 30 villagers, explaining that the cards would allow villagers to travel throughout Myanmar; villagers reported that they are not likely to use the ID cards as they do not trust that the cards will provide them with the ability to travel without harassment.373

363 For example, villagers in Toungoo District are unable to trade bamboo shoots easily without obtaining permission letters and taxes by the Myanmar government Kayin State Environment Department; see Source #250.
364 Villagers describe how KNLA continues to plant mines, restricting villagers’ movements in Mone Township, Nyaunglebin; see Source #53.
365 For example, motorbike drivers complain of arbitrary taxation and random road closures by Tatmadaw soldiers on the Kler La vehicle road in Toungoo District; see Source #32.
366 Villagers describe how the BGF soldiers from Th’Ree Hta camp implement arbitrary curfew on villagers in Kyaw Pah village tract, Hpapun District; see Source #298.
367 Villagers in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District describe being forced to pay between 500 and 15,000 kyat to Tatmadaw military camp checkpoints in 2011 and 2012; see Source #303.
368 For example, villagers are forced to pay taxes each time they travel past each of multiple Tatmadaw army camps, which are based near the Shwegyin Dam, when traveling by boat along the Salween River in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District; see Source #269.
369 Villagers report having to pay taxes to several different authorities along the Hpa-an to Myawaddy Road; see Source #355.
370 In November 2012, villagers in Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District reported that they still cannot return to their homes or cultivate their plantations due to a Tatmadaw army camp remaining in their areas; see Source #53.
371 See Source #303.
372 See Source #274.
373 See Source #40.
In addition to ID cards, KHRG has documented how the requirement that villagers acquire travel permission letters has restricted the movement of local communities. These letters have been issued by the Tatmadaw, Myanmar government officials, the KNU and the DKBA. Villagers in different areas reported needing permission letters to travel, conduct different types of livelihood activities and have overnight guests. Villagers living under multiple authorities face additional challenges, as they are required to obtain permission letters from each armed actor.

“The DKBA and Kaw Thoo Lei [KNLA] provide permission letters for hand tractors and each hand tractor must have two permission letters; one from the DKBA and one from the Kaw Thoo Lei. Each villager must have a permission letter for each hand tractor. People who do logging have to obtain a permission letter as well, so they have to pay money to both the KNLA soldiers and the DKBA. For those who use their hand tractors to transport logs, they must also pay tax at Tatmadaw and DKBA checkpoints. Therefore, this is harmful for people who work as loggers. As for setting up the logging mills, a tax needs to be paid once a month, plus soldiers often demand money at will from each logging mill.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik and Kyainseikgyi townships, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (April to June 2012)

**Landmine contamination**

Villagers across Hpapun, Dooplaya, Hpa-an and Nyaunglebin districts have reported to KHRG how landmine contamination restricts their ability to cultivate their plantations; collect firewood, food and other materials from the forest; travel along footpaths; and travel with livestock to areas for grazing. For additional analysis of KHRG information on mines during the reporting period, see the ‘Anti-personnel and other mines’ chapter in this report.

374 For examples of Tatmadaw soldiers requiring permission letters; see Sources #52 and #262.
375 For English translations of two Myanmar government issued permission letters for trading, see Sources #219 and #220.
376 For an example of the KNU and DKBA requiring permission letters for villagers to operate tractors, see Source #128.
377 Tatmadaw require villagers to obtain and carry permission letters to travel for work around Kyaukkyi Township; see Source #52.
378 For example, loggers are required to obtain permission letters in Dooplaya District; see Source #128.
379 For example, in October 2012, the Tatmadaw LIB #590 Company #4 Commander Aung Ko Ko announced that local villagers are required to have carry travel recommendation letters with them and submit overnight guest lists to authorities; see Source #52.
380 See Source #128.
381 In Hpapun District, mines planted by BGF soldiers prevent villagers from cultivating their farms; see Source #119. In Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District, BGF and KNLA mines prevent villagers from traveling to their plantation fields; see Source #125.
382 In Nabu Township, Hpa-an district, villagers are unable to collect firewood and travel in the forest due to fear of mines; see Sources #116 and #153.
383 In Dooplaya District, mines prevent villagers from walking along existing walking paths and beside paths; see Source #128.
384 Because of BGF and KNLA mines prevent villagers from traveling to the bottom of the mountain where the villagers allow their farm animals to graze; see Source #199.
The above left photo was taken on July 6th 2012 by a KHRG researcher in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, and shows a photograph of Saw A---’s travel permission letter, which he is required to obtain to travel freely. The photo above right shows a photo of Saw A--- himself on July 9th 2012 in A--- village, Kheh Der village tract in Kyaukkyi Township, while he explained to the KHRG researcher that, in order to attend a meeting about development projects in his area, he was first required to first obtain a travel permission letter from the Myanmar government authorities. [Photos: KHRG]

The above two photos depict how landmine contamination restricts the ability of civilians to travel freely; both photos were taken by a KHRG researcher on May 17th 2012. The left photograph shows a red sign marking the location of a landmine planted between two paths by the DKBA during the conflict period in Dooplaya District. Before the mine was planted, villagers were able to rest beside this tree and children graze livestock in this area, so this remaining mine is a great concern for the local community. The photo on the right shows poles of wood and pieces of bamboo that mark the location of a KNLA mine beside the toilet of a Christian church in U Kray Hkee village, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District. Villagers in the area are concerned for the physical security of the Sunday school children who use church facilities and play in this general area. [Photos: KHRG]

The above photos were taken on September 27th 2012 on the Hpa-an to Myawaddy road, and show one of the many Myanmar government civilian and military checkpoints along this road, including Tatmadaw, police, immigration, BGF, a Myanmar government development committee and traffic police check points. Villagers are required to pay between 500 and 1,000 kyat (US $0.50 and $1.00) at each checkpoint. According to the KHRG researcher who spoke to villagers who travel along this road, the level of taxation puts a great strain on the finances of traveling villagers and makes travel prohibitively expensive for some poorer villagers. [Photos: KHRG]

385 See Source #338.
386 See Source #327.
387 See Source #355.
“We have to stay only in the hut or on the road, so it is a big problem. It is not easy anymore. We don’t dare to go even beside the farm and the road. We could not find any firewood along the only road [that is not contaminated by mines]. ... Many difficulties, travelling, our careers and livestock, are all affected. We never let children go [into mined areas]. I have to go alone sometimes. You don’t know where they are planted.”

B--- (male, 56), Thee Wah village, Noh Kay village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (May 2012)

“The landmines exist in the path, beside the path and on the mountain. People have not dared travelling back and forth because of dangerous landmines.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (April to June 2012)

The combination between fear of ongoing attacks on villagers by government troops and landmine contamination serves to severely restrict villagers’ lives and livelihoods.

“If you travel in the forest, the NPT [Nay Pyi Taw, referring to Tatmadaw] soldiers see you and shoot at you. If they see you in the forest, they will really shoot at you. Not only those problems cause the movement of villagers to be restricted; they can’t travel out of the village very much because there are always mines outside of Meh Th’Ree village and Meh K’Naw village.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (November 2011 to July 2012)

Movement restrictions and violent abuse

Villagers report the sudden imposition of movement restrictions and incidents of harassment and violence when those restrictions are not followed. After a truck transporting sand for a BGF-backed development project detonated a mine and killed five people, the Tatmadaw and BGF soldiers imposed a curfew requiring villagers not leave their village; two villagers were violently abused for traveling during this time. In a different incident, a villager was grazing his cow along a road when he was arbitrarily detained, violently abused and extorted by a KNLA commander in Hpapun District because, unbeknownst to the villager, the road was closed.

“When [KNLA 5th Brigade Commander] Saw Pah Mee saw Saw C---, he asked him [what he was doing] and Saw C--- told him that he did not know anything about the road being closed. He also said that if he had known, he would not have come. But Saw Pah Mee did not like his answer and kept scolding him. While scolding him, Saw Pah Mee also asked for money from him. Saw C--- said that if he has to pay 100,000 kyat (US $114), that it is fine, and that he is willing to give it. But he kept scolding him and, at 12:00 am, Saw Pah Mee blindfolded him, tied him up under a house and punched him three times.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (October 2012)

388 See Source #117.
389 See Source #128.
390 See Source #311.
391 See Source #54.
392 For the incident report documenting a KNLA 5th Brigade Commander Saw Pah Mee violently abusing a villager, see Source #90.
393 For the full incident report, see Source #90.
The improved sense of freedom in the ceasefire period described in the beginning of this chapter has also caused some villagers to let down their guard prematurely. One villager was killed by Tatmadaw troops while he was collecting food in the forest with other villagers.

“The civilians were not paying attention, as they had faith in the ceasefire, and therefore they did not notice the soldiers. The villagers were not expecting this kind of attitude from the Myanmar military, so they went and collected truffles happily and they talked loudly... In this incident, they [Tatmadaw] waited and they shot and killed a villager...If they don’t respect the ceasefire, then it causes great difficulties for us civilians and we can’t trust the ceasefire, which is bad for the future of our country.”

Saw D--- (male), Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (June 2012)

Recommendations

The number of Tatmadaw, police and EAG checkpoints should be decreased, as this restricts villagers’ movement and are hotspots for arbitrary taxation and other demands. The Government and EAGs should inform local communities about the reasons for any official measures that restrict civilians’ movements and develop policies for taxation and transparent identity cards systems.

See Source #292.
I. Arbitrary taxation and demands

This chapter includes oral and written demands issued by civilian or military authorities on an *ad hoc*, irregular and unpredictable basis for the provision of villagers’ money, food or possessions. Such demands are conceptually distinct from those that necessitate work or action on the part of villager(s) that they have not yet completed; acts of this latter type have been included in the chapter ‘Forced labour’ in this report.

Since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers raised issues of arbitrary taxation and demands in Hpapun, Hpa-an, Dooplaya, Toungoo, Thaton and Nyaunglebin districts in Southeast Myanmar. Villagers faced arbitrary taxes and demands by Tatmadaw, BGFs, Myanmar government officials, KNU/KNLA, DKBA, KPF and KNDO.

Arbitrary taxes were collected by EAGs, Tatmadaw and government officials from people passing by military bases by foot, as passengers in truck or on motorbike drivers. River checkpoints were also used to extract taxes from boat drivers. Taxes were also levied on rubber and corn

---

395 In Hpapun District, arbitrary taxes were levied by the BGF on villagers to pay soldiers’ salaries and on cardamom traders; see Source #186. Also in Hpapun, villagers were ordered to provide chickens for a government land surveyor; see Source #218.
396 In Hpa-an District, people who trade buffalo and cows have to pay taxes to different armed groups; see Source #213.
397 In Dooplaya District, multiple armed groups levy taxes on villagers’ cars and logging machines; see Source #113.
398 In Toungoo District, Tatmadaw demanded villagers to provide trucks; see Source #30. Also in Toungoo, arbitrary taxes are levied on motorbike drivers; see Source #331.
399 In Thaton District, villagers reported paying taxes to BGF soldiers in lieu of labour; see Source #260.
400 In Nyaunglebin District, Tatmadaw demand arbitrary taxes on gold miners; see Source #51. Also in Nyaunglebin, a villager reported that villagers are forced to pay money to continue to work in their own plantations; see Source #365.
401 Tatmadaw soldiers levied arbitrary taxes and demands on villagers most commonly to fund militias (see Source #47); on farmland (see Sources #128, #135 and #365); on livestock (see Source #194); and at checkpoints while villagers are traveling (see Source #32).
402 Tatmadaw Border Guard soldiers levied taxes on villagers most commonly for soldiers’ salaries (see Sources #145, #186 and #245) and on cow traders (see Sources #217, #293, #361 and #362).
403 For example, a Myanmar government officer (from the land registration department) demanded each villager to bring along with chicken so as they order villager have to fulfill; see Source #218.
404 The KNU and KNLA levied arbitrary taxes on villagers to mine gold (see Sources #73 and #306); to provide security in the area (see Source #269); for education, health and religious purposes (see Source #377); for KNU and KNLA official’s salaries and on cardamom, which are described as unaffordable (see the last item in Source #163).
405 DKBA levied arbitrary taxes on villagers at checkpoints to travel (see Source #245) and for soldiers’ salaries (see Source #187).
406 KPF levied taxes on boat drivers, see Source #347.
407 For example, the KNDO required villagers to obtain a recommendation letter and pay a tax amounting to 10,000 kyat (US $11.49) to mine gold; see Source #306.
408 For example, villagers have to pay taxes at Tatmadaw military checkpoints in Toungoo District; see Source #32.
409 For examples of reports detailing arbitrary taxes levied on car and truck drivers, see Sources #31, #112 and #355.
410 For examples of arbitrary taxes levied on motorbike drivers in Hpapun District, see Source #208; in Toungoo, see Source #331; and in Dooplaya, see Source #140.
411 For examples of reports detailing arbitrary taxes levied on boat drivers by BGF and KPF (see Source #347) and by security guards (see Source #364).
plantation owners, logging activities, and on cardamom, buffalo and cow traders. Furthermore, villagers reported various types of tax on land use, including taxes on farmers using land that had been previously confiscated from them, for the cultivation of farmland and on the purchase of grain. In addition to the direct effects on villagers, these demands put pressure on village heads who are asked by armed actors to collect funds or goods from their villages.

“The officer under Na Kha Mway demands 4,000 baht and 1,500 planks of wood per month from every villager who sets up a sawmill. The KNU Forestry Department demands 2,000 baht (US $62.50) per month. For all trucks coming back [from Thailand], the DKBA demands 200 baht (US $6.25) at every checkpoint. For passenger cars, they demand 500 kyat (US $0.50); this was reported by the drivers. The BGF also demands taxes along the P’Lu to Myawaddy [road]; at every checkpoint, they demand 500 kyat from each vehicle, and they demand 500 kyat from every passenger. For the livelihood situation, the Burmese army [Tatmadaw] also makes demands whenever they need anything. There are four DKBA checkpoints between P’Lu and Waw Lay. And there are six checkpoints between P’Lu and Myawaddy.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (March 2012)

“On October 9th 2012, A- --, 32 years old, from A- -- village, who is a cow and buffalo trader, had to pay taxes on his cows and buffalos to the Myanmar military [Tatmadaw], the DKBA and the KNU. He owns 42 cows and buffalos altogether. For each pair of cows or buffalos, he had to pay 10,000 kyat (US $10.13) to the BGF, 5,000 kyat (US $5.07) to the Myanmar

412 For examples of arbitrary taxes levied on rubber plantation owners, see Sources #152, #260 and #377; on corn plantation owners, see Source #128.
413 For example, the KNLA set up a checkpoint to tax gold miners in Hpapun District, see Source #73; for KNDO taxation on gold miners, see Source #306; and for Tatmadaw taxes on villagers to operate gold sluices, see Source #73.
414 For an example of taxes levies on a logger in possession of a logging machine, see Source #113.
415 For an example of arbitrary taxation on a cardamom trader by BGF soldiers, see Source #186.
416 For examples KNU, BGF and DKBA taxation on cow and buffalo traders, see Source #213; for additional examples of BGF levying taxes on livestock traders, see Sources #276, #283 and #361.
417 Villagers also have to pay taxes to work on land they previously owned; see Source #365.
418 For example, villagers have to pay taxes on the plantation, to harvest the plantation and on the seeds; see Source #128.
419 Typically, if the Tatmadaw wants something, they go through the village head or village tract administrator (see Sources #234 and #367); asking for money and demanding goods directly to village head during their meeting (see Source #191); during a meeting, a BGF asked for money and other goods and to fulfill their needs (see Source #378); and BGF #1014 Commander Maung Chit asked a village head to collect money from business people to give money (see Source #208).
420 Na Khan Mway, whose real name is Saw Lah Pwe, is the leader of the Democratic Karen Benevolent Army (DKBA). He left the KNU/KNLA in 1997 and became the commander of DKBA Battalion #907. In 2007 he was promoted to head four DKBA battalions (#s 901, 906, 907 and a security battalion) as the commander of the Klo Htoo Baw (Golden Drum) Tactical Command. In May 2009 this unit was reconfigured as DKBA Brigade #5, with Na Kha Mway commanding battalions #901, 905, 906, 907 and 909; Brigade #5 was active in the Kya-In Seik Kyi, Kawkareik and Myawaddy areas of Dooplaya and Hpa-an Districts. Na Khan Mway is wanted in Thailand on drug trafficking allegations.
421 As of March 18th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Baht in this report are based on the official market rate of 32 baht to US $1.
422 As of January 13th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.
423 See Source #113.
government or 1,000 kyat (US $1.01) to the KNU, [dependent on which checkpoint he drives through]."

Order Notes written by a KHRG researcher, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (October 2012)424

"The goldmines in Dwe Lo Township are controlled or secured by KNLA intelligence; this means they tax [the gold miners who are extracting from] each of the mines. They told the villagers that they are raising funds to buy weapons and ammunition."

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (January to February 2013)425

The above photos were taken on May 24th 2012, and show a Tatmadaw army checkpoint in ‘20-mile’ village/army camp in Toungoo District run by LIB #11. At the checkpoint, soldiers collect money from each vehicle; they are not allowed to continue if they do not pay money or provide other goods.426 [Photos: KHRG]

The above photos were taken on September 27th 2012 on the Hpa-an-Myawaddy vehicle road in Hpa-an District. They show one of the Myanmar government checkpoints that vehicles traveling between Hpa-an and Myawaddy must go through. According to the KHRG researcher who took these photos, the drivers and passengers are forced to pay taxes to the Tatmadaw, police, immigration officials, BGF soldiers, development committee members and traffic police along this road. Each driver is taxed between 500 and 1,000 kyat (US $0.50 and $1.00) at each checkpoint and each passenger is taxed approximately the same amount, and the researcher estimated that approximately 400 vehicles travel along this road each day.427 [Photos: KHRG]

424 See Source #213; see also Source #217 for a receipt of payment issued to a villager by BGF Battalion #1011 for taxes on cows and buffalos.
425 See Source #73.
426 See Source #331.
427 See Source #355.
The above photo was taken on July 14th 2012, and shows villagers from B--- village, Nyaunglebin District, transporting wood for the construction of their homes. According to the KHRG researcher who took this photo, the loggers are required to pay 5,000 kyat (US $5.07) in taxes to Tatmadaw soldiers each time they pass by Than Seik army camp.428 [Photo: KHRG]

The above photo was taken on April 4th 2013, and shows a sign at a DKBA checkpoint in M’Pree River, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District, which lists the taxes villagers are required to pay to transport different types of materials. In Burmese, the sign states: “Please stop in order to be checked. Transporting one ton of wood from Meh P’Ree is 5,000 kyat. Each raft that transports logs from the Yunzalin River has to pay 3,500 kyat. Bamboo from the Yunzalin River is 1,000 kyat. Each engine boat that crosses has to pay 500 kyat.” According to the KHRG researcher who took this photo, the checkpoint was removed one year previous, but villagers in the area still face taxation at numerous similar checkpoints.429 [Photo: KHRG]

The above photos were taken on July 15th 2012 and show gold miners working below the Shwegyin Dam in Nyaunglebin District. Each miner conducts his activities from one of the rafts shown in the picture above. According to the KHRG researcher who took these photos, the gold miners are required to pay 800,000 kyat (US $810.54) to Tatmadaw LIB #572 every month.430 [Photos: KHRG]

428 See Source #343.
429 See Source #245.
430 See Source #343.
Villagers explained how arbitrary taxation is particularly difficult for communities living under multiple authorities. In some areas under mixed control, such as Hpa-an and Dooplaya districts, villagers may be taxed by four or more local authorities for various social services or religious purposes, or via multiple authorities along one vehicle road.

“In my area, [DKBA] Company Commander Lieutenant Aung Yin’s army is based in C--- village and, even though they do not conduct military activities, they yearly collect rubber and phone taxes from some. There are many groups active in our area, such as the KNU, U Thein Sein’s group [Tatmadaw], BGF, DKBA, KPC and KPF. Civilians are confused about which armed actor to rely on. Every group asks for donations and taxes [for] celebrating days of significance, education, healthcare or religion, and villagers have to collect [the money] and give to them.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyonedoe Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (July to November 2012)431

Arbitrary taxation and other demands drain villagers’ income and household resources, and are particularly destructive for both villagers who rely on daily wage labour and farmers who subsist on the products of their own labour or rely on profits from the sale of agricultural produce.

“To raise our family we have to try to get work in order to get food to eat. There are several problems with maintaining a livelihood; we, villagers of D--- village, cannot do other work, so we just grow corn, ground nut, grow paddy and engage in logging. In order to make our living [through any of the above activities], we also have to pay a tax for a permission letter once per month [to the DKBA, KNLA and/or Tatmadaw]. Sometimes, we take the permission letter with us but they still disturb us; this is a big problem we have been facing.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik and Kyainseikgyi Townships, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (April to June 2012)432

Villagers have responded with attempts to decrease the amounts of taxes and demands they face. As shown below, these have included requests for religious leaders to appeal to soldiers to reduce taxes; limit the number of livestock which are taxed; and efforts to negotiate with commanders directly to decrease demands for soldiers’ salaries.

“They demand 10,000 kyat (US $10.13) [in taxes per year] per paddy tractor. This is one type of BGF #1015’s business system, which they practice once a year. Villagers try to [work] against it in many ways. … Villagers requested to the BGF to reduce the tax, for example, if they have 10 cows, three of the cows could not be taxed, and later they approved the villager’s request. They also asked a monk to speak up for them, and the same [reduction in taxes was permitted] for boat trips; they do not tax [some boat trips] or make it free. At the end, I know that some villagers do not have to pay any tax on boats and tractors since the start of 2013.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (June to November 2013)433

431 See Source #152.
432 See Source #128.
433 See Source #362.
Arbitrary taxation for military activities

While KHRG has documented a decrease in forced labour since the ceasefire, villagers continue to report regular demands for money and other materials to support military activities. These demands included calls for money for military base construction or rations re-supply, typically presented as an option for villagers in lieu of providing labour, orders for the use of villagers’ tractors, cars or trucks to transport military rations, and the extraction of food for soldiers, including chickens, pigs, rice and other crops that villagers grow and sell for their livelihoods.

“The village leaders who control villagers are not elected by the villagers, but by the BGF. If the BGF orders them to pay 100,000 kyat (US $114.29), the village head collects 200,000 kyat (US $228.57) and the villagers have to deal with this. For the one-month village heads, the villagers help them for the month [provide materials for BGF soldiers]; they give three baskets of rice (96 kg. / 211.2 lb.) and 30,000 kyat (US $30.34). Each village household has to take responsibility and be a one-month village head. The one-month village heads stay under the control of a supervising village head, who is elected [and under control] of the BGF.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (May to June 2012)

“Koh Nee village tract villagers have to pay 35,000 kyat (US $35.46) and [provide] eight baskets of rice (256 kg / 563.2 lb.) to the sentry [soldiers]. E--- villagers have to pay 14,000 kyat (US $14.18) [as a general tax], 10,000 kyat (US $10.13) for the sentry’s monthly service [for the Tatmadaw militia] and eight bowls of rice. There are 450 households in Ta Hkaw Pghah village tract, 301 households in Koh Nee village tract and 30 households in Kaw Thaw village. The villagers from these three places have to send the goods described above on a monthly basis to the militia.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (June 2012)

“The Tatmadaw demands coconuts and vegetables from the villages of F--- and G---. They do not demand money, porters or villagers for sentry duty or to serve as soldiers, and they do not order villagers to serve as guides for them anymore. However, they still order thatched shingles.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/ Northeastern Kayin State (March to April 2012)

---

434 See ‘Forced labour’ chapter in this report.
435 See Source #191 for a Tatmadaw commander ordering villagers to perform forced labour or send money if they cannot work on an army camp in Htantabin Township in August 2012. See Source #378 for an example of a BGF soldier ordering villagers to provide money if they cannot provide thatch in Hpapun District.
436 On June 23rd 2012, Tatmadaw LID #66 soldiers demanded villagers’ trucks to transport their food supply; see Source #30. See Source #221 for Tatmadaw demands for villagers’ hand tractors to transport their supplies, and Source #264 for demands for a certain numbers of villagers’ carts depending on the size of the village.
437 For examples of Tatmadaw and BGF soldiers demanding durian, chickens, rice and other food from villagers, see Sources #47, #199 and #214.
438 A basket is a unit of volume used to measure paddy, milled rice and seeds. One basket is equivalent to 20.9 kg. or 46.08 lb. of paddy, and 32 kg. or 70.4 lb. of milled rice. A basket is twice the volume of a big tin.
439 See Source #199.
440 See Source #47.
441 See Source #304.
 Arbitrary taxation for soldier’s salaries

Since the ceasefire, many reported attempts to recruit villagers into a BGF or a government-initiated militia have been refused, leading to demands for “compensation”, or for funds to pay alternative soldiers’ salaries. Money has also been extracted from conscripted soldiers in order to secure their discharge following the completion of the period of initial conscription, which commanders have justified as funding for the salaries of the soldiers’ replacements. Arbitrary taxes were also imposed on communities by a BGF commander to finance a plan to extend soldiers’ time in service. BGF commanders made demands for soldiers’ salaries by holding official meetings in villages, releasing letters to village heads for dissemination or requesting that villagers or village heads sign letters pledging their services. During meetings or in letters, commanders explain that they do not have enough money to recruit soldiers and that there are problems retaining soldiers. Villagers speculate that commanders are profiting personally from these demands.

“For example, see Source #208 for BGF soldiers demanding money from villagers if they refuse to join the army.

For examples of DKBA and BGF forces demanding money for soldiers’ salaries, see Sources #130, #145, #187 and #189.

For example, a BGF demanded 2,000,000 kyat (US $2,026) from soldiers who are not replaced by another soldier (villager) if they are being discharged; see Source #245.

See Source #145.

Commander Maung Chit, also referred to as Maw Hsee, is the commander for Tatmadaw Border Guard Force (BGF) battalion #1014 in Hpapun District. Maung Chit is not to be confused with Maung Chit Thu (typically referred to as Chit Thu), who is a senior level BGF commander overseeing battalions #1017, #1018, #1019 and #1020 in Ko Ko, Hpa-an District.

See Source #245.

See Source #312.
“Border Guard battalions #1016, #1018 and #1019 are instituting a new retention policy in order to curb recent losses of active duty members, where 22 local soldiers who have completed their year-and-a-half service will no longer go on reserve status. Instead, these soldiers will be required to extend their service tenure. In total, 1,000 villagers [from five village tracts] were present at the meeting, where the subject of ‘soldier recruitment’ was discussed. Villagers attending a meeting [held by the BGFs regarding the policy] were required to provide money to the battalions in order to cover costs of the new salaries. For each of these soldiers, villagers had to provide them with 3,000,000 kyat (US $3,525.26). … All households will have to pay at least 50,000 kyat (US $58.75), irrespective of ability to pay.”

Short Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (October 2012)449

“It [arbitrary taxation] is because of the recruitment [efforts of] of BGFs. They are just finding ways to get money because …they use the money for themselves. And they said your villagers also have to join too. … My villager Bo Kin joined it. … I heard they [BGF soldiers] are living in K’Ter Tee. … I heard that they get 120,000 kyat (US $121.58) per month [from the Myanmar government]. The Government gives them money too and they are eager to work with them and bully us.”

B--- (male, 48), Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (Interviewed in May 2012)450

Villagers have attempted to refuse demands for BGF salaries by stating that those payments are the responsibility of the Myanmar government and not the local community. Villagers have also given money for soldiers’ salaries directly to soldiers, instead of providing it to the BGF commanders.

“[A village head speaking to a BGF commander:] We hired the soldiers for you [when you were the DKBA], but now you have become the BGF and the Burmese army [Tatmadaw] feeds you and pays your salary. So it is wrong to come back and do such things to the villagers.”

Village head, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (Interviewed in March 2012)451

“[A KHRG researcher asked Saw Hs---:] I heard that Boh K’Doh [a BGF Officer] recruits many soldiers and has now become a rich man. Is it true? I don’t think he has become rich because we give the recruitment fees to the soldiers who are being recruited. We don’t give it to him.”

Saw C--- (male, 63), Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (Interviewed in April 2012)452

449 See Source #145.
450 See Source #286.
451 See Source #160.
452 See Source #115.
Recommendations

Taxes at checkpoints, taxes on traders and entrepreneurs and taxes on goods and services must be clearly defined in transparent laws, which stipulate which authority has the right to tax in different locations. Villagers should be provided with proof of payment, such as receipts, and a fixed taxation rate should be visibly posted at checkpoints. The number of government and EAG checkpoints should be reduced, in order to reduce the opportunities to charge villagers arbitrary taxes. Additionally, the Government and EAGs should closely monitor the local authorities responsible for tax collection in order to stem corruption. Finally, the media and local and international organisations should publicise ongoing arbitrary taxation and demands, particularly in rural areas, to the Government and EAGs, to deter such demands.

453 See Source #347.
454 See Source #163.
III. Emerging issues: Resource management

A. Land confiscation

Since the ceasefire, the pace of land acquisitions, by a wide variety of local and foreign actors, has intensified. In March 2013, KHRG published Losing Ground: Land conflicts and collective action in eastern Myanmar, which contained a detailed analysis of trends in land confiscation through November 2012. Losing Ground demonstrated that land acquisition in KHRG research areas was often exploitative. This chapter builds on that analysis.

Myanmar’s land is currently governed by a patchwork of overlapping, and sometimes contradictory, laws. Land laws passed by the Myanmar government in 2012 provide some clarity in the law relating to individual land and property rights, while nonetheless retaining substantial government authority to expropriate land. As the Food Security Working Group (FSWG) explains, this ability to expropriate land was implemented through the Wasteland Instructions law in 1991, which enabled both domestic and foreign investment in large-scale agricultural enterprises. This was achieved through transfer of use rights to designated “wasteland” (or “vacant, fallow and virgin land”) to private individuals or companies for large-scale export-oriented plantations, with no recognition of customary law. This was reaffirmed in the March 2012 Vacant, Fallow and Virgin Land Law, which has the potential to increase land confiscation across the country.

The new framework also lacks laws or regulations that take traditional land tenure systems into account. In some KHRG research areas, the KNU is making efforts to register villagers’ land by implementing a system that they claim incorporates traditional land tenure practices into a regional registration system.

In this context of multiple authorities and competing land protection praxes, individuals and communities face uncertainty as to how they can claim and protect their land in a way that will be recognised vis-à-vis external actors. Villagers who do attempt to register a land title within one of the systems face institutional corruption, insurmountable expense and a complicated system that fails to reflect accurately the local realities of land use. These factors conspire to deny villagers’ land and livelihood rights, while facilitating land confiscation, rural displacement and investment that frequently has no benefit for the local community.

---

455 See Losing Ground: Land conflicts and collective action in eastern Myanmar, KHRG, March 2013.

456 KHRG continues to monitor the development projects and forms of confiscation documented in Losing Ground, and plans to publish a second comprehensive report on the same issues.


458 “Use rights” is a technical term in land law, meaning that one does not own the land, but can use it for certain, agreed purposes, usually for a designated time period.


460 For example, the Karen National Union developed a Land Policy (2009) and attempts to implement it in areas under its influence; this document is available on the Karen Environmental and Social Action Network (KESAN) Website in S’gaw Karen and Burmese languages.

461 Obstacles to land registration, including cost, changes to land classification, and a lack of community-level awareness of registration processes, are detailed in the report: Land tenure security in Myanmar’s uplands, Food Security Working Group (FSWG), 2012.
The preliminary ceasefire agreement between the Myanmar government and the KNU acknowledges the need "to provide solutions to settle the land rights issue." Under this agreement, signed in January 2012, the Myanmar government and the KNU agreed, as a matter of principle, to end many common abuses, including issues related to land. The parties also agreed to "support the basic needs of the people and ensure that development projects have the full participation and support of local villagers."463

The ongoing process of political negotiation presents opportunities to establish land use systems that would support locally-determined interests and be consistent with international human rights norms. At the same time, the current vacuum allows private entities, acting in concert with state officials or non-state actors, to pursue their operations without regard for the consequences on local communities, and with impunity for acts of coercion or other human rights abuses. Institutions associated with centralised governance remain weak and subordinate to the executive and the military, and do not provide a functioning mechanism to prevent exploitative land expropriation.

However, in addition to the ongoing peace process, the Myanmar government has begun to address land complaints. Recent developments include the creation of a Land Investigation Commission by the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw (Lower House of Parliament) to investigate land disputes in cases of confiscated land. In this context, the commission came to Hpa-an and Thandaunggyi townships at the end of September and early October 2012. Members of parliament have expressed encouragement and willingness to receive complaints.

The Rule of Law and Stabilisation Committee has also received hundreds of complaints, most of which deal with land disputes. The Land Allotment Scrutiny Committee provides information to Parliament on the social and environmental impact of investment sites, and is tasked to review

464 Such as the establishment of Government of Myanmar-KNU working groups to discuss relationships between KNU “para state structures” related to, inter alia, land registration and government structures; See Ashley South, “Prospects for Peace in Myanmar,” Peace Research Institute Oslo, No. 31, 2012.
465 For documentation of negative impacts on livelihoods, physical security threats, migration and other consequences of natural resource extraction and business development projects, received by KHRG in 2011 and 2012, see Section V: Consequences, Losing Ground: Land conflicts and collective action in eastern Myanmar, KHRG, March 2013.
466 While the 2008 Constitution stipulates that the Union, “Shall enact necessary laws to supervise extraction and utilisation of State-owned natural resources”, no legislation establishing specific state duties to protect against human rights abuses during project implementation has been passed.
467 Under the current legal structure, the President nominates the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and regularly consults with this office-holer to propose the remaining Supreme Court judges; the Chief Justice has been U Tun Tun Ooo, a retired Lieutenant-Colonel since February 2012; for analysis of the current legal structure in Myanmar, see The Rule of Law in Myanmar: Challenges and Prospects, International Bar Association’s Human Rights Institute (IBAHRI), December 2012, specifically Chapter 8: The Judicial Sphere (I): Courts and Judges, pp. 56-60.
469 Complaints are filed against abuses related to forced labour, arbitrary taxation and extortion imposed on villagers. MP Phyo Min Thein said, “The political situation has changed and people should not be afraid. We will be the first persons who go to prison if the authorities make problems so do not be afraid to complain”; see Lawi Weng, “Land Grab Probe Travels Across Burma.” The Irrawaddy, September 26th 2012.
the national land-use policy and make recommendations to the central government. These initiatives demonstrate, at a minimum, the desire by powerful government actors to appear to be addressing land complaints; this itself can create an opportunity for meaningful reform.

Land confiscation is narrowly defined for the purposes of this chapter as incidents in which villagers’ access to or use of land was forcibly supplanted by another actor without their consent or without (adequate) compensation. Incidents in this category are conceptually distinct from instances in which villagers are prevented from accessing their land due to restrictions on freedom of movement, armed conflict or generalised fears related to activity by the Tatmadaw, BGFs or EAGs.

**Land confiscation since January 2012**

As KHRG documented extensively in *Losing Ground*, land was confiscated by the Tatmadaw, Myanmar government or an EAG, often in partnership with a domestic or foreign company or with wealthy individuals.

Since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers raised the issue of land confiscation across all seven Karen districts in Southeast Myanmar. Land confiscation was perpetrated by or with the cooperation of Tatmadaw, BGFs, domestic and international companies, Myanmar government officials, KPF, and Karen State Democracy and Development Party

---

471 See “Third day session of the second Planning Commission,” The Republic of the Union of Myanmar, President’s Office, August 15th 2012.


473 In Bilin Township, Thaton District, rich businessmen from outside places went to Nay Pyi Taw, made permission letters and returned to confiscate lands for plantations; see Source #203.

474 For an example of land confiscation between January 2012 and November 2013 in Thaton District (see Source #203); in Toungoo District (see Source #261); in Nyaunglebin District (Source #270); in Mergui-Tavoy District (see Source #272); in Hpapun District (see Source #245); in Dooplaya District (see Source #105); and in Hpa-an District (see Source #162).

475 In September 2012, Tatmadaw LIBs #84, #124 and #546 confiscated villagers’ land in Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District to expand their base at Ba Yint Naung; see Source #261.

476 Between March 2012 and March 2013, BGF Battalions #1013 and #1014 expanded their base camp on over 2,000 acres confiscated land in Hpapun District; see Sources #48 and #314. Between March and May 2013, BGF Veteran Officers Poh Kyaw Hay and Poh Kya Aye confiscated six acres of land from a woman in Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an District; see Sources #164 and #241. In April 2013, BGF Officer Poh Kya Aye began using land belonging to a displaced person; see Source #162.

477 In 2012, 100 households’ lands were confiscated and the villagers relocated for the construction of the Toh Boh Dam project of Asia World Company; see #23 and #163. Between January and June 2012, the Burmese companies Shwe Than Lwin Company, Hein Naing Win Company and Thein Lay Myaing Company obtained rights to plant rubber and teak after land belonging to villagers was deemed uncultivated by Myanmar government officials in Thaton District; see Source #18.

478 In February 2013, a Korean Company called Ngway K’Ba was reportedly involved in the confiscation of villagers’ plantations in Ta Naw Th’Ree Township, Mergui-Tavoy District; see Source #272. Between February 2010 and October 2013, a Chinese Company referred to as ‘GSM’ implemented a mining project, necessitating the confiscation and destruction of a village’s rice and betelnut plantations; see Source #105.

479 For example, during 2013, the Myanmar government reportedly leased land belonging to villagers to Burmese businesspeople for large-scale rubber plantations and mining projects along the Shwegyin-Kyaukkyi highway; see Source #270.

480 KPF were implicated in land confiscation for a gold mining project; see Source #105.
According to reports, thousands of acres of villagers' lands were confiscated by the above actors for the purpose of large-scale agriculture projects, in particular to cultivate rubber plantations, for mining, dam construction, and to build or repair army camps.

In such cases, land is usually confiscated by demarcating the land as owned by the military or the Government, sometimes by referring to the Land Nationalisation Act. The confiscation usually occurs unilaterally with minimal or no consultation of project-affected communities. In some instances, local authorities or private actors hold meetings with communities to inform them of the project that will be implemented in their area, while in other instances projects on confiscated land begin without prior notification. Local communities report that land is generally confiscated with inadequate or no compensation, or that they are promised compensation or other remedy for land that is never provided.

"Before they [the KPF and a Chinese mining company] started [the mining project], they told the villagers that they would compensate each person with half the price of the land if the land were to be destroyed. The villagers agreed because they were afraid. They started mining in February 2010 and, as of 2013, the villagers whose lands were destroyed have not received any compensation yet."

Incident Report written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (Received in September 2013)

481 Beginning in April 2012, KSDDP members and Burmese companies confiscated 500 acres of Htee Kyuh, Meh K’Na Hkee and Htee Kyaw Hkee villagers in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District; see Source #18.
482 The KNU’s Dwe Lo Township Agriculture Department forbid villagers from mining gold in an area which was previously used collectively by them, and instead gave permission to Burmese businesspeople for gold mining purposes; see Source #314.
483 In March 2013, a rubber plantations businessperson from Bilin Township, Thaton District was implicated in the confiscation of Hseh Koo villagers’ lands; see Source #237.
484 For an example of land confiscation by the BGF Battalion #1014 for the establishment of a rubber plantation and a teak plantation; see Source #15.
485 For examples of land confiscation in 2013 for the purpose of cultivating rubber plantations in Nyaunglebin District (see Source #270); in Mergui-Tavoy District (see Source #272); and in Hpapun District (see Source #245).
486 For an example of land confiscation for the purpose of gold mining, see Source #313.
487 On villager reports the confiscation of 250 acres of Toh Boh villagers’ land for the construction of Toh Boh Dam in Toungoo District; see Source #23.
488 In June 2012, BGF and Tatmadaw forces informed villagers around Noh Hpaw Htee and K’Ter Tee that they had to sell their land, which would be used for houses for soldiers’ families; see Source #66. For additional examples of land confiscation for army camp construction, see Sources #275 and #314.
489 In Saw Ti village, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, the Government confiscated land according to Article 39 of the Assembly of the Union of Myanmar, Land Nationalisation Act (La Na 39), the law that dominates the jurisdiction of farming fields. Villagers were informed that citizens will not get their land back if it was initially confiscated under La Na 39.
490 According to Saw A---, a village head of A--- village, Htantabin Township, Taungoo District, no villager dares to believe that the company will build houses for the villagers as compensation because nothing has happened yet; see Source #23.
491 See Source #105.
“Nowadays, mostly the wealthy people report [areas of] land as uncultivated land [to the Myanmar government] and the Government gives many of them permission [to implement various development projects]. This tendency started in 2005 and is increasingly happening nowadays.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Hpa-an, Thaton and Bilin townships, Thaton District (January to July 2013)

Local response

According to KHRG reports, land confiscation is a serious concern for local communities, as their living conditions are heavily affected by it. Local testimonies suggest that many people were too afraid to report concerns related to land confiscation during the conflict period, but there is strong indication that the ceasefire and change in the security context has provided a space for reporting their concerns. The most prevalent trend in reports from villagers is the lack of means to reclaim land which was confiscated in the past by the Tatmadaw. Reclaiming ownership over this land is particularly important to local communities because they have witnessed the regular sale of such previously confiscated land to companies and individuals.

Villagers respond to land confiscation in many ways, including negotiating with companies, writing complaint letters to Myanmar government or KNU officials and organising protests. Villagers have also attempted to register their land with the Myanmar government or the KNU to prevent it from being confiscated.

Alongside these new attempts, villagers have begun to report progress and challenges faced. KHRG previously reported the confiscation of land from 100 households for the construction of the Toh Boh Dam. Subsequently, the aggrieved villagers' reported complaints to the KNU. In April 2013, a meeting was held between the Shwe Swun In Company - responsible for the...

---

492 See Source #260.
493 For reports describing incidents of land confiscation by Tatmadaw for military camps that remain unresolved, see Source #262 (land confiscated by the Tatmadaw in 2005 in Toungoo District); see Source #261 (land confiscated by the Tatmadaw 20 years ago in Toungoo District); see Source #271 (land confiscated by the Tatmadaw in 1974 and 1975 in Nyaunglebin District); see Source #265 (land confiscated by the Tatmadaw in between 1996 and 2006 in Nyaunglebin District); and see Source #314 (land confiscated by a BGF in 2011 in Hpapun District).
494 For example, land that was confiscated by the Tatmadaw in 2006 was leased to various companies in Thaton District; see Source #12. Some of the land that was confiscated by the Tatmadaw in 2005 from villagers in Toungoo District was leased to other individuals in 2013; see Source #262. Land confiscated by the Tatmadaw 20 years ago from villagers in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, was leased to a company called Phyu in 2013; see Source #157.
495 On March 13th 2013, Saw Htee Wah, the Secretary of Ta Naw Th’Ree, Mergui-Tavoy District negotiated with U Than Htay, a rich man who confiscated villagers’ land and the assured that he would arrange compensation within a few days; see Source #272.
496 Villagers from Yay Shah village, Shaa Zi Bo village, Zee Phyu Gone village and Pyin Gaa village in Htantabin Township, Taungoo District met with the responsible people of the government and submitted letters to the KNU and the government to reclaim their land; see Source #262.
497 On March 12th 2012, over 400 villagers from Ler Wah, Kwee Lah, Ler Paw Tha, Htee Ler Klay Hee and Leh Hta Kwee villages gathered and protested against the Kyaunk Na Ka Dam at the Shwegyin River in Leh Hta Kwee area, Shwegyin and Kyaukkyi townships, Nyaunglebin District; see Source #48.
498 In Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, the KNU’s agricultural department developed a plan to create new land titles for the villagers by measuring the land with a Global Position System (GPS). This plan is intended to protect villager’s land from being confiscated; see Source #262.
499 “Photo Set: More than 100 households displaced from Toh Boh Dam construction site in Toungoo,” KHRG, August 2012.
construction of Toh Boh Dam - and local villagers who had lost their land due to the construction of the dam to discuss compensation and other remedy. To aid the compensation process, the KNU collected a list of villagers who lost their land, and the amount of acres they lost. In addition, they began to demarcate new farmland for villagers and determined an amount of seeds needed.500

In a separate case, Tatmadaw land confiscation led to a dispute among villagers regarding land title. In 2005, the Tatmadaw confiscated land belonging to Sha Se Bo, Yay Sha, Zee Phyu Gone and Pyin Ga villages by defining the land as military-owned land and subsequently leased the land to Burmese villagers. In 2013, one of the original landowners explained that, “Now, because the situation is getting better, the owners of the land want their land back to work on.” Villagers from the four villages submitted complaint letters to both the Myanmar government and the KNU, as well as directly negotiating with Myanmar government officials in charge of land registration. However, when the KNU came to demarcate the land for the purpose of making titles for villagers from the four villages, the Burmese villagers who had been working on the land since approximately 2005 also submitted complaint letters to the Myanmar government township administrator.501

A Tatmadaw affiliate confiscated 2,600 acres of land for rubber plantations in Moe Baw village, Kyaikto Township, Thaton District, and in 2013 the KNU negotiated the return of 600 of the 2,600 acres of land through use of titles.502

In 2005, Max Myanmar Company, in collaboration with a Tatmadaw battalion, confiscated villagers’ land in Thaton District. The land is now used for large-scale rubber plantations and for the Tatmadaw army camp. In 2013, some of the villagers whose land was confiscated for Max Myanmar Company projects were to receive 200,000 kyat (US $202.63)503 for one acre of land. However, none of the villagers whose land was confiscated for the army camp in 2005 were to receive any compensation.504

Land registration

As mentioned above, beginning in 2012, the KNU, Myanmar government and other authorities have been demarcating land and issuing land titles,505 and informing the local community that land titles are necessary to secure land tenure and prevent confiscation.506 However, this development has also led to disputes between authorities over the legitimacy of certain land titles or permission to use land for a certain project.507

500 See Source #248.
501 See Source #262.
502 See Source #203.
503 As January 13th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.
504 See Source #368.
505 For examples of land registration by the KNU, see Sources #203 and #262. For example of land registration by the Myanmar government, see Sources #164, #218 and #346. For example of land registration by local police authorities, see Source #166.
506 For example, the KNU Agriculture Department measured villagers’ land in Toungoo District, informing villagers that the purpose is to create land titles so that the land cannot be confiscated; see Source #262. NLD officials have encouraged villagers to gain titles to the land from the KNU as a way to protect a certain area of forest; see Source #249. The Myanmar government has promised to return land confiscated over 20 years ago to villagers from Nyaung Lay Bin Kwin if they obtain a land title from the KNU; see Sources #248 and #262.
507 In Hpa-an District, the KNU/KNLA-PC refused to recognise a land title issued by the Myanmar government; see Source #229. In February 2013, in Hpapun District, the BGF continued to support a company’s activities
Many villagers are either attempting to register their land or file various complaints about previously confiscated land, but have already reported a range of problems to KHRG regarding land registration and the filing of complaints. For example, one community successfully obtained titles to their land at a Myanmar government land registration office, but were told by the Tatmadaw battalion that their land was still military land.508

“In May 2013, they [villagers] went to get [land] documents at the Kawkareik [Myanmar government] office. After that, they brought the land grants back to work on their farms again. When they showed them to [Tatmadaw Light Infantry] Battalion #548’s Battalion commander, the army [commander] told them that, ‘Your documents are illegal so you cannot work on these farms. They belong to the military.’"

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District (March to May 2013)509

In another instance, a villager obtained a title to his land through the local police, but was told by the KPF that the police were not a legitimate authority from which to obtain a title.510 In a third case, one community filed a complaint with the Myanmar government official complaints mechanism, but were ultimately informed that the land had been confiscated under an old law and therefore belonged to the State.511

“After that we, the farmers, did not dare to say anything about [the confiscation] because it was the era of the military government. But after the [2010] elections, President Thein Sein established a farmland law and after that U Nyan Shwe Win, Members of Parliament told us that we could submit our case to the government if we have land that was confiscated by the army in our area. So we gathered the farmers … and they said that they wanted to complain about it. I organised the submission and submitted the case to the President, the Defense Minister, the Farming and Irrigation Department, the Southern Command Headquarters, the Land Registration Department and then all together to the eleven other government departments. … The authorities will decide according to this document. For the confiscated lands, the Township Administrator said that the Government confiscated it according to La Na 39. La Na 39 is Ler Naing 580 law [the law that dominates the jurisdiction of farming fields]. La Na 39 means the farming lands are confiscated by the order of the Government. So, you will not get back your lands if it was confiscated by the law of La Na 39.”

Saw B---, (male, 63), Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District (Interviewed in December 2012)512

Villagers reported additional problems with land management that further complicate the process. Such problems include a lack of recognition of older land titles; the loss of titles while fleeing during the conflict period;513 EAGs misinforming communities regarding the allocation of

---

508 See Sources #164, #165 and #166.
509 See Source #164.
510 See Source #166.
511 See Source #365.
512 See Source #365.
513 A KHRG researcher from Hpa-an District explains that many villagers have land titles from more than 20 years ago or lost their titles when fleeing armed conflict; see Source #170.
concessions to private actors, and disputes between villagers over rights to land.

“The issues of land confiscation exist because more rubber trees are planted [by private actors], which causes an increase in disputes among villagers, as they become miserable and envious towards each other. Even village tract leaders cannot control the situation any longer and they hope that a land department official can untie these land issues as soon as possible, [especially] because land registration is conducted by different groups. Some land titles are given by the KNU, Myanmar government, DKBA, [KNU/KNLA]-Peace Council and BGFs. I think that the land titles they gave 20 years ago are no longer recognised. Many people lost their land registration documents because they had to hide or flee away from fighting. They want the KNU or the land registration department officer to solve this as soon as possible, otherwise the conflict will worsen.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (October 2013)

“After leaders signed the ceasefire, companies started doing business with the government and it became a problem for the local people. Companies are doing business with the rich people and these rich people are cronies, who were in the military before the 2010 election. They do some agriculture, plant palm trees and rubber trees and say that they got the permission from KNU and the Myanmar government. Actually it is not true. They are just saying it to get the opportunity.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, K‘Ser Doh Township, Mergui-Tavoy District/Tanintharyi Region (January to April 2013)

“Logging is still on-going in Dwe Lo Township. [The KNU] Forest administrator Kyaw Hpoh said that headquarter and district [leaders] forbid logging decisively. When I compare what he said and what he did, it does not match. He said logging is forbidden, but when rich men, Maw Ra and Kay Mee Kaw, requested to do logging, he gave them permission to do logging, since November 10th 2012.

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District (March 2012 to March 2013)

Villagers also report issues regarding the demarcation of land for returning refugees, such as an inability of villagers in Southeast Myanmar to record land belonging to refugees currently residing in Thailand; in one instance villagers report the use of land previously confiscated by the Tatmadaw to construct new houses for refugees, without consulting or compensating the original landowner.

514 For example, KNU officials and district leaders in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District informed the local community that they forbid logging activities, while they still grant wealthy businessmen permission to do so; see Source #314. In Mergui-Tavoy district companies have reportedly made false claims of permission from the KNU and Government to use land for development projects; see Source #273.

515 A KHRG researcher in Hpa-an District explains problems with land management in the area related to multiple authorities issuing land titles, loss of titles due to displacement and a lack of recognition for old titles; see Source #170.

516 See Source #170.

517 See Source #273.

518 See Source #314.

519 See Source #35.

520 Approximately 30 houses were built for IDPs by the Norwegian Refugee Council in Toungoo District on land confiscated by the Tatmadaw in the past; see Sources #249 and #250.
The left photo was taken by a KHRG researcher in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District. The researcher explained that, on March 4th 2013, the fishery administrator of the Myanmar government sold the fishery access rights of Ler Doh River (Chaung Paing) and Bok Pyin River to wealthy businessmen from Kyaukkyi and Shwegyin townships. The villagers rely on fishing for their livelihoods. The photo on the right was taken by a KHRG researcher on June 6th 2013 in Hteh Boo village, Noh Kwee village tract, Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an district. Poh Kya Aay, a BGF commander whose battalion is based in Paw Yay Poo village tract, Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an District, confiscated villager’s land and planted rubber trees, which the photo shows. According to the KHRG researcher, this commander has confiscated land from many of the villagers’ in the area. [Photos: KHRG]

The photo on the left was taken by a KHRG researcher on December 23rd 2012 in Htee Wa Blaw village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District. The farms in the photo belong to the villagers of Paw Baw Hkoh and P’Naw Kleh Hkee villages and were confiscated by Tatmadaw LIBs #543, #547 and #548. The photo on the right was taken by a KHRG researcher on August 23rd 2012 in Bilin Township, Thaton District. The photo shows a Myanmar government school that was built on villagers’ plantations. The construction of the school destroyed 40 coconut trees belonging to villagers, but no compensation was provided. [Photos: KHRG]

521 See Sources #233 and #370.
522 See Source #241.
523 See Source #227.
524 See Source #342.
Recommendations

The Myanmar government and all EAGs should work together to ensure that villagers have land titles which are acknowledged by the local authorities in their area. Land registration fees should be affordable and accessible to local communities, including those villagers without identification. In isolated areas, in which villagers may be vulnerable to coercive or subtle bribing tactics for the sale of their land, there should be a focus on capacity-building in that area. Land that is customarily owned for ancestral, indigenous or religious purposes must be clearly defined and registered with a special title as protected land to be used by the local community. The land registration process should include careful consideration of land that may have belonged to refugees and IDPs. Furthermore, when land conflicts arise, authorities who issued land titles to the parties in conflict must be involved in the process to find a solution. The 2008 Constitution and 2012 land laws need to be reformed so that civilians can also be owners of their own land; the Government cannot be the sole owner of all resources above and below the earth as this leads to unfair confiscation. If land is expropriated with due process, an equal amount of land or compensation must be provided. Ongoing militarisation that continues to encroach upon villagers land must be viewed as a form of confiscation; military camps should be withdrawn so that villagers can access their land for livelihoods.

Local people need to have more control over what happens to their land, including improved awareness on land rights and laws. There should be support for villagers in writing effective complaint letters and identifying accessible complaint mechanisms. Finally, the media and activist groups should report on land confiscation happening in rural, mountainous areas. Generally, the Government needs to ensure a system of regulation of land where natural resources are left developed or undeveloped in accordance with the public interests of local people.
B. Impact of infrastructure and commercial development

This chapter includes impacts on local communities by any infrastructure or commercial development project that is motivated by the pursuit of profit or economic development, and causes substantial change to the lands used for livelihood activities or to the natural environment in KHRG research areas in Southeast Myanmar. Types of projects documented include: mining; logging; commercial plantation agriculture; hydropower, electricity and dam-building; road construction; and infrastructure development. This chapter contains some overlap with the Land confiscation chapter above. These chapters are presented separately as land confiscation often occurs in Southeast Myanmar for reasons other than commercial development, and, as demonstrated below, commercial development has many consequences for villagers in addition to the confiscation of their land.

Villagers describe similar patterns of abuse across all of the projects mentioned above, regardless of the perpetrator. Natural resource extraction and development initiatives are typically planned and initiated unilaterally, without input from local communities. This means that local villagers are often not consulted about their community’s needs for development; not given the opportunity to voice concerns about how projects will affect their land and livelihoods; and not given a chance to negotiate standards for project implementation, or for what they judge to be fair compensation for anticipated losses of property or impacts on livelihoods. People living in rural areas of Southeast Myanmar depend on access to land for agrarian livelihoods activities, such as hill and flat-field paddy farming, animal husbandry, and small-scale cash-crop plantations. The loss or destruction of land during these projects devastates communities’ ability to support themselves.

Impact of infrastructure and commercial development since January 2012

Since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers reported impacts on their lives, livelihoods, and the natural environment from commercial development across all seven Karen districts in Southeast Myanmar. These abuses were attributed most frequently to domestic individuals

---

525 For example, see Sources #1, #2, #11 and #17. For a more detailed discussion of this trend, see Losing Ground: Land conflicts and collective action in eastern Myanmar, KHRG, March 2013, p. 26.
526 See Source #48.
527 See Source #66.
528 For example, villagers in Meh K’Na Hkee village, Meh K’Na Hkee village tract, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District were dependent on land for foraging, grazing animals, and growing food that was then confiscated for a rubber plantation; see Source #1.
529 For example, villagers lost paddy land in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District when it was flooded by a dam; see Source #50.
530 For example, in Thaton District, a gold mining company bought up much of the land of Hkler Law Seh village; see Source #247. In Toungoo Districts, the Toh Boh Dam impacted villagers lives extensively; see Source #171. In Nyaunglebin District, villagers continue to feel the impact of, and seek compensation for, land confiscation which took place before the ceasefire; see Source #169. In Mergui-Tavoy District, a variety of commercial projects have damaged the natural environment; see Source #273. In Hpapun District, mining caused environmental destruction; see Source #367. In Dooplaya District, a government bridge construction project blocked agricultural canals used by villagers; see Source #104. In Hpa-an District, development of a rubber plantation destroyed trees on communal lands that villagers had used to make thatch roofing; see Source #199.
or corporations, and also to BGFs, the Myanmar government, Tatmadaw, international companies, the KNU, DKBA, monks, KPF and KSDDP. Villagers have most frequently expressed concerns about the destruction of land by development projects, damage to the natural environment, negative impacts on livelihoods and land appropriation to serve development needs.

Environmental destruction

Villagers repeatedly expressed concerns about damage to the natural environment and to villagers from mining runoff. Most frequently, villagers complained of water contamination from gold mining. Small-scale miners frequently use highly toxic chemicals, including cyanide and mercury, to separate gold from gravel. These chemicals are then permitted to run into local water supplies, poisoning animals, and making the water undrinkable. Villagers also reported negative effects, including destruction of land and water supplies, from iron, coal and paving stone extraction.

531 For example in Nyaunglebin District, internally displaced villagers were using land for livelihood activities, but the land was confiscated by a rich villager who build a rubber plantation with the support of the government; see Source #50.
532 For example, in Hpa-an District, BGF soldiers collected stones to builds roads, destroying villagers’ fields; see Source #162.
533 For example, in Hpapun District, the Myanmar government collected stones from villagers’ fields to build a road, which caused flooding in the areas where they took those stones; see Source #274.
534 For example, in Hpa-an District, after a Tatmadaw battalion confiscated villagers’ agricultural lands, villagers were forced to work for wages or to travel to Bangkok for work; see Source #199.
535 For example, in Toungoo District, the Toh Boh Dam project was undertaken jointly by Thai and Chinese companies and the domestic Shwe Sun In Company, and caused flooding of villagers’ agricultural land; see Source #23.
536 For example, in Dwe Lo Township, a KHRG researcher in Hpapun District described a KNU mining project, which made use of cyanide to separate sediment and, as a consequence, local water supplies are contaminated, see Source #73.
537 For example, in Dooplaya District, a DKBA logging project led to deforestation, which negatively affected villagers who depend on the forest for their livelihood; see Source #113.
538 For example, in Hpa-an District, Forced labour on a bridge built for a monastery in Hpa-an District; see Source #155.
539 For example, in Dooplaya District, iron mining that begun in 2010 destroyed villagers’ land; see Source #105.
540 For example, in Thaton District, the KSDDP, acting with other actors, confiscated agricultural land for rubber and teak plantations; see Source #1.
541 For example, in Hpapun District, mining caused pollution of a local river; see Source #80.
542 For example, in Dooplaya District, the appropriation of villager land for a rubber plantation leaves villagers without land for livelihood, forcing them to do day labour, or migrate to Bangkok for work; see Source #152.
543 For example, in Hpa-an District, a Tatmadaw-BGF confiscated villager land for a rubber plantation; see Source #162.
544 For example, in Bilin Township, Thaton District, a KNU controlled gold mine polluted water sources; see Source #73. In Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District, the runoff from the KNU project in Bilin Township, together with gold mining conducted by wealthy locals cooperating with Tatmadaw leaders, has polluted local water sources; see source #80. See also Sources #96, #97 and #98.
545 For example, in Bilin Township, Thaton District, a KNU controlled gold mine polluted water sources; see Source #73.
546 For example, in Dooplaya District, iron mining that begun in 2010 destroyed villagers’ land; see Source #105.
547 For an example of land confiscation for coal mining, which caused pollution, see Source #318.
548 For example, in Hpapun District, the BGF took road paving stones, thereby destroying villagers’ fields; see Source #162.
Because of gold mining, the river became murky. The villagers who drink water from the Bu Loh Kloh [River] get murky water, so there are many diseases [that have] increased. Moreover, the animals, such as cows and buffalos, drank the water from the river and got diseases. Likewise, the fish in the river have also died…

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (July to October 2012)

Lakes, trees, bamboo and the banks of rivers were destroyed because of the gold mining, and fish, crabs and frogs from the rivers that are near the gold mining have died. In the past, there were a lot of frogs, crabs, fish, lakes, trees and bamboo in this area, but we cannot see those anymore. The gold mining destroys the environment and, more than that, it presents challenges to the livelihoods of future generations. Civilians heard [a rumour] that the KNU will ban gold mining and they are very happy. But for now, there are more rich people and the work [mining] continues.

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (Received May 2013)

This photo shows gold mining in Hpapun District where miners are using cyanide and mercury to separate gold. Villagers complained that, in the years since mining began, in 2011, the rivers in the village have been polluted, undrinkable, and dangerous to humans and animals. [Photo: KHRG]

This photo shows villagers in Hpapun District harvesting stones from a river to sell to a road construction project. The village head expressed concern to KHRG researchers that excessive stone collection will lead to flooding from the river, and that collection from fields will make agriculture more difficult. [Photo: KHRG]

This photo, taken in 2013 in Thaton District, shows a paddy field that was polluted by runoff from a nearby gold mine, and, as a result, is less rich than it was previously. [Photo: KHRG]

See Source #236.
See Source #161.
See Source #313.
See Source #154.
See Source #80.
Similarly, villagers complained about destruction of the natural environment due to logging, which also makes it increasingly difficult to find firewood.

“If there is more logging in the future, it will result in deforestation. The river will run dry, the number of trees will decrease, it will be increasingly hot and the number of animals in the forest will decrease. Because of declining water [levels and quality] ... it is very important to be aware. It is also very important for the armed actors to maintain the forest.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (March 2012)

In four of the Karen districts, dam projects, approved by the Government and implemented by large companies, have submerged many acres of villager agricultural and residential land. Where dam projects have inundated their land, villagers have been displaced. Some villagers have received compensation for their losses from the dam-building company, but many others have received no compensation. Where compensation has been received, local communities often do not have an opportunity to challenge whether it is adequate.

“In March 12th 2012, over 400 villagers from Leh Htah K10wee, Kwee Lah, Ler wah, Ler Paw Tha and Htee Ler Klay Khee gathered and protested against the Kyauk N’Ga Dam at the Shwegyin River in Hsaw Htee [Shwegyin] and Ler Doh [Kyaukkyi] townships, Nyaunglebin District. There were three slogans that the villagers called out: ‘No continuation of the dam construction; compensation for losing lands and; let the water flow naturally’. The villagers made these requests, but so far there has been no response from the government. They behave like it does not concern them.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Mone, Kyaukkyi and Shwegyin townships, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (July 2012)

Impacts of land confiscation for plantation agriculture

In many cases, villagers’ agricultural land was cleared by local wealthy individuals or companies for the purpose of planting rubber plantations. The well-connected rich were often able to obtain titles to lands belonging to others, or to communal lands, from corrupt or incompetent

---

555 In Dooplaya District, DKBA leader Nah Khan Mway ordered villagers to log; see Source #113. Also, wealthy local people logged with the permission of the KNU; see Source #249.
556 See Source #249.
557 See Source #113.
558 For examples of the negative effects of the A’Nya Pya Dam in Mergui-Tavoy District, see Source #197; of the Shwe Kyay Dam in Nyaunglebin District, see Source #47; of the Toh Boh Dam in Toungoo District, see Source #171; and for the negative impacts of small scale dams in Thaton District, see Source #10.
559 Flooding that resulted from the construction of the Toh Boh Dam in Toungoo District led to the inundation of villager land, compelling the villagers to relocate; see source #358. For a more detailed discussion of development induced displacement, including displacement because of dam projects, see Losing Ground: Land conflicts and collective action in eastern Myanmar, KHRG, March 2013, pp. 31-32.
560 For an example of a dam project which destroyed villagers’ lands, with some of them receiving compensation, see Source #248.
561 For an example of a dam project which destroyed villagers’ lands, after which the villagers were given no compensation, see Source #359.
562 See Source #66.
563 See Source #339.
564 For example, in Hpapun district, a rubber plantation project by local rich people destroyed trees used by villagers, see Source #297. See also Source #270.
This more lucrative and capital-intensive form of farming benefitted wealthier villagers, who bought small rubber farms from a number of other villagers. Villagers explained that land confiscation of this nature had a profound negative impact on their ability to earn a livelihood, because they no longer had access to commons necessary for grazing and collecting wood or food. In one incident, in Thaton District, KSDDP and BGF Battalion #1014 worked together with Thein Lay Myaing and Shwe Than Lwin companies to confiscate 500 acres of grazing and forest land in Meh K’Na Hkee and Hpah Paw villages for a rubber plantation, causing significant damage to the villagers’ livelihoods. As the formerly-public resources that sustained them have been destroyed to make room for rubber plantations, villagers have been forced to seek wage labour, often in the rubber plantations that replaced their farms or communal forests.

“Because such a broad and wide area was turned into [rubber] plantation land, the nearby villages faced problems with farming, grazing their cows and buffaloes, and finding food like vegetables and firewood, which they get from the forest. The villagers will have to face [a problem] with insufficient food in coming years.”

Incident Report written by KHRG Researcher, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/ Northern Mon State (April 2012)

“The Dali forest reserve is the forest that the civilians … rely upon for their livelihood. For them it represents their life-blood, but now, because it is becoming a rubber plantation, the villagers are faced with a shortage of necessary things, including wood, bamboo poles, thatch, and charcoal and they have to buy these things. There is also almost no land for hill farms or pasture land for cows and buffaloes. For some civilians who have herds of cows and buffaloes, their cows have eaten rubber trees because the pasture land has decreased, and [the owners of the cows] have had to compensate [the owners of the trees] 5,000 kyat (US $5.63). Some cows have been shot and killed [by plantation workers to keep them from eating rubber trees]. So, [the owners] have to sell their herds even though they do not want to. Some villagers who have no land have to do odd jobs for daily wages and some have to go to Thailand to work.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyonedoe Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (July to November 2012)

---

565 See Source #319.
566 According to the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation, rubber trees can be tapped beginning about five years after they are planted; see “Tapping,” FAO Website, accessed March 31st 2014.
567 See Sources #8, #270 and #297.
568 See Source #1.
569 See Source #11.
570 See Source #152.
571 See Source #1.
572 See Source #7.
573 See Source #1.
574 As of January 13th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.
575 See Source #152.
“On February 12th 2012, U Kyaw Khaing [a businessman] and four of his friends arrived in Paw Hkloh region, Khaw Htee village and told [the villagers] that they had bought 4,800 acres of land, and that they had come to look at the land, and measure its area. The land is in the middle of the village, and includes areas with houses and schools. U Kyaw Khaing and his friends said to the village leaders that they have paid a lot of money. The village leaders said that they cannot just take the land. The businessmen left, but they said they will come back again.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, K’Ser Doh Township, Mergui-Tavoy District/Tanintharyi Region (November 2011 to February 2012)576

“Hpah Tee Dah Shway reported to us that, because of the damage to his land, he went to tell MPC’s [Myanmar Pongpipat Company] businessmen that, ‘In the past, before the land was damaged, I did not have to work as I do now. Now, I have to worry. I am not able to send my children to school anymore.’ But MPC’s businessmen informed him, ‘If you have to worry and if problems happen, just come to me for daily work.’ So, he returned home in sadness.”

Complaint Letter written by a villager, Ler Doh Soh Township, Mergui-Tavoy District/ Tanintharyi Region (Letter written in April 2012)577

For individuals who retain control of their lands, and who already have or can afford to plant rubber trees, recent increases in the price of rubber have had a positive impact on the ability to earn a living.578 Villagers who lose lands that they own, or that they use for livelihood activities, see their financial situation suffer, and are sometimes forced to emigrate to seek work.579 For instance, the village secretary of Lah Aw Kher village in Thaton District describes how one quarter of Law Aw Kher villagers have rubber plantations, and are doing well financially. The remaining villagers have seen their prospects for earning a livelihood reduced, as they no longer have their own farms, or publicly available supplies of firewood. These poorer individuals and their families rely on wage labour in nearby villages, or migrate for labour purposes to Thailand.580

**Threats to the ceasefire from development projects**

KHRG researchers reported two violent incidents during the reporting period which stemmed from disputes over development projects. On April 26th and 27th 2013, outside of Myaing Gyi Ngu, Hpapun District, an armed conflict broke out near the Hatgyi Dam project at the DKBA headquarters between BGF battalions led by senior Karen BGF Commander Chit Thu and the DKBA.581

---

576 See Source #319.
577 See Source #196.
578 Some villagers in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, have improved their financial situation by planting more rubber trees; see Source #368. One villager in Thaton District used rubber tree ownership as a symbol of wealth when describing the ability of a villager who had accrued high medical costs to pay them; see Source #5.
579 Villagers in Nyaunglebin District were forced off of their lands by government sponsored plantation project in 2000; many of the affected villagers now migrate to Thailand or Malaysia for work; see Source #48. Villagers in Kyonedoe Township, Dooplaya District, face livelihood difficulties after BGF Battalion #1012 confiscated communal forest land and sold it to wealthy people, who had bribed them, to plant rubber plantations. Some of the affected villagers deal with this problem by migrating to Thailand to work; see Source #152.
580 See Source #12.
581 One and a half year-old Naw A--- and a newborn named Saw B--- were injured in the fighting. A commander of the BGF helped to pay for their medical treatment; see Sources #167 and #280. News reports specified that the conflict began with BGF Battalion #1011, which was then reinforced by soldiers from battalions #1017, #1018 and #1019; see “Myaing Gyi Ngu residents flee from DKBA and Government Militia Fighting,” Karen News, May 2013. DKBA sources told one newspaper that the fighting occurred because of BGF opposition to
A second incident, in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District, occurred when a corporation known locally as ‘the Green Hill Company’ began to transport sand for a construction project. BGF Battalions #1013 and #1014, the DKBA and the KNLA were all active in this area at the time. Villagers reported that the KNLA initially gave permission to the company to transport sand to help build a school. When the company switched to transporting sand for commercial purposes, local KNLA soldiers warned the company to stop. The company continued to transport sand, after which the company’s truck was struck by a land mine hidden in a sand bank by the Yunzalin River on February 11th 2013, killing the civilian driver and four other civilian workers, including three who were under 18. Reports indicate that the landmine had been planted by the KNLA Battalion #102 to stop the development project by the Green Hill Company. This may have been an instance of conflict between armed actors, as three villagers mentioned connections between the Green Hill Company and BGFs.

Villagers also reported a dispute between villagers and wealthy individuals from nearby towns regarding several lakes in Nyaunglebin District, which implicated the KNU and Myanmar government as the actors on opposite sides of the dispute. Wealthy individuals, with the help of local government officials, attempted to claim the sole right to use the lakes for economic activities. Villagers, with the support of the KNU, continued to use the lakes to fish, as they had for generations. This conflict remains unresolved.

Harm from projects is not outweighed by benefits

Villagers repeatedly expressed disappointment that they did not perceive any benefits to the local community from development projects in their area. They often stated these concerns directly after reporting a negative effect of development, which may indicate that these villagers would be willing to accept some negative effects, if they were outweighed by positives benefits.

“Regarding the gold mining, if the leaders see that there are benefits for the villagers, they should not stop the company. … Since the gold mining started, there have not been any benefits for the villagers. Instead, it has destroyed huge amounts of the villagers’ lands, plantations, trees and bamboo.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/ Northeastern Kayin State (July to October 2012)
Local response

Villagers have responded to the harms caused by development projects by submitting complaints to local offices of the National League for Democracy (NLD), by bringing their complaints directly to the individuals working on the development projects, or by reporting the harm to local KNU and KNLA leaders. In La Kyoh Hkoh, Ta Meh Hkee and Hkuh Hkee villages, Thaton District, villagers concerned about the impacts of logging on forest resources came together to draft a complaint letter to the KNU district secretary. In September 2013, villagers in Meh Say village tract, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District gathered and decided to ban gold mining in their area. They wrote up notices of their decision, distributed them locally and posted them on trees.

This photo was taken on June 6th 2013, and shows land belonging to Naw C---, in A--- village, Taw Soh village tract, Paingkyon Township in Hpa-an district, which was confiscated by a BGF. BGF Commander Poh Kya Aay agreed to return the land in exchange for 600,000 kyat (US $607.90).

[Photo: KHRG]

This picture was taken on December 10th 2012, and shows a river in Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, that has risen substantially because of the Toh Boh Dam, which was constructed by the Shwe Swan Aye Company. The rise of the river has flooded roads used by villagers, which is restricting their ability to travel. The dam, and the flooded river, also caused the destruction of villager crops and agricultural lands.

[Photo: KHRG]

589 Villagers in Hpa-an District reported that their land was confiscated for a rubber plantation by a company working with Tatmadaw LIB #547. Villagers complained to the local NLD office, after which work on the project stopped; see Source #155.

590 Villagers in Hpapun District saw that villagers from another area were working for a road construction company by collecting stones for a road project near their lands. They sent the village head to convey their fears that this would lead to flooding of their lands during monsoon; see Source #161.

591 In July 2012, villagers in Hswa Loh village, Maw Nay Pga area, Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, reported the damage to their lands by gold mining to local KNLA leaders; see Source #358.

592 See Source #329.

593 See Source #367.

594 See Source #232.

595 See Source #241.

596 See Source #163.
**Recommendations**

The Government, EAGs and companies must ensure that adequate environmental and livelihood impact assessments are undertaken, in cooperation with the local community, and are published in a transparent way, before a development project begins. No project should go forward without the consent of project affected communities who have been given the tools to understand how the project will affect their lives and livelihoods, including translations of impact assessments into local languages, and any necessary technical assistance. In particular, if villagers will no longer be able to farm their own land, they must understand this before giving consent. All development actors must also ensure that villagers are aware of potential social and cultural impacts before they consent to a project.
IV. Emerging issues: Security, peacebuilding and social cohesion

A. Ongoing militarisation and villagers’ perceptions of insecurity

This chapter includes actions to maintain and strengthen the presence of the Tatmadaw in KHRG research areas. It documents the building of new Tatmadaw army bases and strengthening of existing bases since January 2012, as well as the ongoing rotation of troops, re-supply of rations, weapons and ammunition and skirmishes between armed actors. This category also includes KHRG documentation of ongoing displacement of communities as a result of such militarisation. Actions that strengthen the military position of the Tatmadaw and BGFs are viewed with extreme suspicion by villagers during the ceasefire period. Actions that maintain the Tatmadaw presence in a particular area serve as frequent reminders of the heavy military presence in these areas. This chapter demonstrates that villagers feel insecure because of military activity and that these activities lead them to question the sustainability of the ceasefire.

Fortification of military bases and camps

Between January 2012 and November 2013, villagers have reported the strengthening of existing army facilities or the building of new facilities throughout all of the Karen districts except Mergui-Tavoy. This has included the establishment of new BGF #1014 camps in Hpa-an Township of Thaton District, a storage facility for Tatmadaw heavy weapons in Nyaunglebin District, and a new base to merge the Tatmadaw and BGF battalions in Hpapun District. In Dooplaya and Toungoo districts, villagers reported the transport of tin roofing, barbed-wire fencing, cement and other materials along vehicle roads for the purpose of strengthening the physical structures of army camps. In Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District, villagers report that housing is also being constructed for soldiers’ families and that army bases are becoming more permanent. Villagers have reported that the Tatmadaw holds military training and conducts exercises in Toungoo District every four months; in one instance, grenades fired during a military exercise landed in villagers’ plantations and set fire to them.

597 For a report describing the establishment of a new BGF #1014 army camp in Law Poo village, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, see Source #18. On September 15th 2012, the BGF #1014 set up an additional camp in nearby Koh Tah Kyee village, T’Kaw Boh village tract; see Source #361.

598 A KHRG researcher reported that, as of March 29th 2012 when he spoke with villagers in the area, Tatmadaw LIB #264 was in the process of building an office for heavy weapons in order to increase the strength of the battalion; see Source #233.

599 Between January to March 2012, Tatmadaw LID #22 and IBs #8 and #96 are reported to have joined BGF Battalion #1013 by establishing bases at K’Ter Tee army camp in Hpapun District; see Source #305.

600 For example, in Dooplaya District, in May 2013 Tatmadaw LID #231 transported materials like cement and barbed-wire fencing to renovate their army camp. They used Hkyuh Ka Lee villagers’ trucks when to transport material, and only provided money for petrol. They have since completed the renovations of their army camp; see Source #104. In Toungoo District, LID #66 sent zinc roofing along with rations in February 2012; see Source #35.

601 See Source #352.

602 Tatmadaw shot weapons in villagers’ plantations during a military training exercise, setting fire to the plantations in, Toungoo District on March 28th 2012; see Source #36.
“In May 2013 the Tatmadaw LID #231, which is deployed in Tha Waw Thaw village, transported material like cement and barbed-wire fencing to renovate their army camp; as of now, they have finished renovating their army camp.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (May to August 2013)

“The Tatmadaw repaired a bridge for transporting rations in Khaw Daw Hkoh, beside Ta Hkeh Der village. … They placed the big walkie-talkie, bulldozers and other materials in the hut with the white zinc roof. They repaired their camp garden with a double bamboo fence and one barbed-wire fence. They repaired the channel in their army camp in order to be safe if the camp is shelled with heavy weapons.”

Photo Notes written by a KHRG researcher, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (August to September 2012)

“Currently, from Muh Theh village to Kyaukkyi town, the Burmese military [Tatmadaw] based [there] is IB #60 and LIB #351. The name of IB #60’s commander is Zarni Aung and his soldiers set up their camp on Hku Thay Soe Mountain in the western part of Muh Theh village. IB #60 soldiers live in Muh Theh village and they set up a military checkpoint and they asked for money from the people who run motorbike taxis that travel between Muh Theh and Kyaukkyi.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (May to July 2012)

These photos were taken on December 15th 2012 and show two different angles of the Tatmadaw’s Ba Yint Naung army camp in Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District. According to the KHRG researcher who took these photos, the army camp was built in the year 2000 on 3,000 acres of land confiscated from villagers at that time. In this camp, the Tatmadaw runs training programs that cycle every four months. At Ba Yint Naung, the Tatmadaw will train platoon, battalion and company commanders. The training involves the firing of heavy artillery into villagers’ agricultural land, which destroys the areas where shells land. In September 2012, the Tatmadaw forced villagers to sell additional land around this base at half-value. The researcher reports that there is a plan to expand the base. [Photos: KHRG]
The photo on the left was taken on August 29th 2012 in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, and shows an area of land confiscated by the Myanmar government to construct a military camp and houses for former soldiers in between Kyaukkyi and Tha Boh in Wat Nyi Naung Kon. The photo on the right was taken on March 29th 2013 also in Kyaukkyi Township, and shows an area of land where the military is going to build a depot to store heavy weapons, resulting in the confiscation of 300 acres of land in Kan Ka Lay, including a village and adjacent field. [Photos: KHRG]

The photo on the left was taken on September 5th 2012 in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District, and shows additional fences that were constructed around Tatmadaw LIB #340’s army base, using the forced labour of A--- villagers from Meh Klaw village tract to supply bamboo for and construct the fences. The photo on the right was taken on December 12th 2012 in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, and shows Tatmadaw trucks transporting food to the top of the hill. According to the KHRG researcher who took these photos, there were 40 trucks sending food from Tha Bon to Paw Khay Hkoh and to Muh Theh army bases. [Photos: KHRG]

Villagers living in ‘mixed-control’ areas explain that they face additional challenges. Parts of Dooplaya and Hpa-an districts house bases for two or more units of Tatmadaw, BGF, DKBA, KNLA, KPF and KNU/KNLAPC. Villagers in these areas of overlapping authority are required to pay taxes to each group, do not know which authority to obtain travel permission letters from and do not know which authority to rely on for their basic needs.

608 See Source #343.
609 See Source #233.
610 See Source #356.
611 See Source #169.
612 See the ‘Restrictions on freedom of movement and trade’ chapter in this report.
613 A KHRG researcher in Kyonedoe Township, Dooplaya District explains that villagers do not know if they should rely on KNU, Thein Sein’s government, BGF, DKBA, KPF or KPC in their area; see Source #377.
“[Armed actors, including] the KNU, U Thein Sein [Tatmadaw], BGFs, DKBA, KPF and KPC, are controlling the area, and civilians are not sure which group they have to rely on. Every group asks for donations and taxes [that go towards] celebrations for days of significance, education, healthcare and religion. Villagers have to collect [money] and give it to them.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyonedoe Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (July to November 2012)614

Villagers explain that the different armed actors in their area do not communicate with each other effectively and that this could lead to miscommunications or armed conflict.615 Furthermore, villagers feel insecure due to the visibly hostile relationships between these groups.

“Armed actors that are active in this area are BGF, DKBA, KPF, KNU/KNLA-Peace Council and KNLA. … We don't know how many of them there are and also do not know who is in charge, too. … Armed actors’ posture still look like 'buffalo waiting for another to fight'.

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (Received in August 2012)616

Furthermore, there is some confusion surrounding the transformation of former EAGs into BGF battalions. These battalions were established, and are managed, by the Tatmadaw, placing the responsibility for their actions in the hands of the Ministry of Defense. However, BGF battalions remain subject to semi-autonomous hierarchies that impact how they behave on the ground, as well as local perceptions of them. Furthermore, this type of weak association with the Tatmadaw blurs the lines of responsibility for the actions of soldiers.617

“They [BGF soldiers] say that they are not controlled by the Burmese government. They said, ‘We received Burmese military salary, but our hearts are not the same.’ I don't think that that there will be peace.”

A--- (female, 35), Lay Wah village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District (Interviewed in October 2012)618
Troop rotation and rations supply

Since the ceasefire, villagers have reported the ongoing rotation of Tatmadaw battalions throughout six of the seven Karen districts.619 In addition, villagers have witnessed the army regularly re-supplying their bases and camps with rations,620 ammunition,621 and weapons.622 Though these activities may only maintain, not increase, the strength of the Tatmadaw in a given district, this military activity is highly visible in these areas as these troops travel along the vehicle roads with large packs and use dozens of trucks,623 motorbikes,624 horses and even helicopters625 to transport the various materials.626 Perhaps the most conspicuous of these activities were initiatives by the Tatmadaw to repair or construct roads between larger towns and army camp locations in Hpapun, Nyaunglebin and Thaton districts specifically for the transportation of military supplies.627

“The Tatmadaw started to rebuild the road and their camps, and to send more food to the camps after the ceasefire. On January 1st 2013, they extended the road to reach to Plah Hko camp and a helicopter landed in Teh Baw Plaw area and another helicopter with food landed in Say Day Mountain. If we look at Lu Thaw Township, the activities of Tatmadaw have not decreased yet.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (January 2013)628

619 For example, on July 7th 2012, the Tatmadaw Operations Command #2 sent more than 80 soldiers to replace those in Waw Lay village, Dooplaya District; see Source #131. In Toungoo District, for example, Tatmadaw LIB #1, under LID #66, replaced LIB #5 stationed in Th’Ay Hta camp in Htantabin Township at the beginning of June 2012; see Source #30. In Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District, KHRG researcher’s reported the rotation of Tatmadaw LID #44 troops every four months; for this report in June 2012, see Source #306; in June 2013, see Source #80. Throughout July to August 2013, Tatmadaw LIBs #351, #590, #264, #599, #598, #589 and #350, IBs #57, #60, #20 and MOC #8 were active in Nyaunglebin District area and rotated troops; see Source #270.

620 For example, Tatmadaw LIB #66 transported rations to its army camp between March and June 2012 in Hpapun District; see Source #120.

621 For example, Tatmadaw LIB #44 transported bullets to their base in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District between February and June 2012; see Source #306.

622 For example, on January 28th 2012, Tatmadaw MOC #4 and LIB #702 transported nine mortars, including one 120 mm and one eight 81 mm mortar in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District; see Source #221.

623 For example, on February 23rd 2012, LIB #66 used more than 150 trucks to transport their rations from Nah Soh to Hsa Hke army camp and again from Toungoo to Hkler La camp in Toungoo District; see Source #322.

624 For example, Tatmadaw soldiers transported rations and additional soldiers in February 2012 in Toungoo District, see Source #20.

625 On January 1st and 2nd 2013, the Tatmadaw sent three helicopters with rations to army camps in the mountainous region of Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District; see Source #275.

626 The Tatmadaw used 125 horses to transport rations in November 2013 in Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District; see Source #129. The Tatmadaw used 80 horses to transport rations in January 2012 in Nyaunglebin District; see Source #221.

627 In Hpapun District, the Tatmadaw repaired the road between Kyaukkyi and Wa Klee Koo army camp on February 9th 2012 and sent 8 cars with rations along that road on February 17th 2012; see Source #302. Also in Hpapun District, Tatmadaw LIB LID #55 built a new road near Yay Ghoh Hta in Ler Mu Plaw village tract in March 2012, where they set up a checkpoint and subsequently transported rations along the road; see Source #334. Tatmadaw battalions based in mountainous areas in Nyaunglebin repaired the road in Than Boh for the purpose of transporting food, using Caterpillar D4 and D7 road construction vehicles; see Source #52. In Thaton District, the Tatmadaw built a road between two Tatmadaw and BGF bases at P’Nweh Klah and K’Ter Tee in December 2012, followed by rations transport; see Source #258.

628 See Source #275.
“On January 21st 2012, the Tatmadaw started sending rations with 41 Toyota trucks from Kyaukkyi to Muh Theh, and continuing to Bpaw Khay Koh, which is where the largest Tatmadaw military re-supply centre is located. On January 28th, Military Operations Command #4 and LIB #702 sent 9 mortars. On February 4th, the Tatmadaw sent 80 horses for the use of transporting rations; each horse has to carry one sack of rice.”
Short Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/ Eastern Bago Region District (January to February 2012)629

“On November 28th 2013, the Tatmadaw sent 125 horses to Thandaunggyi town for transporting rations to different camps in mountain areas. There were 38 trucks that brought these horses to Thandaunggyi. There were also 32 trucks carrying rations and ammunitions and other military equipment.
Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (November 2013)630

The top two photos were taken on February 23rd 2012 and the bottom two on October 27th in Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, and show Tatmadaw LID #66 soldiers, based in Hkler La, while they are transporting five truck-loads of rations and two construction bulldozers to two front-line army bases, Naw Soh and Bu Hsa Hkee. According to the KHRG researcher, Tatmadaw battalions under LID #66 began transporting more rations in 2012 than they did before the ceasefire.631 [Photos: KHRG]

629 See Source #221.
630 See Source #129.
631 See Sources #322 and #358.
Limited operation areas

According to KHRG reports, the Tatmadaw and the KNLA have begun to develop limited operation areas,632 which limit soldiers to patrolling a certain distance away from vehicle roads in areas under the other army’s control; the limit ranges from 100 to 200 yards, and can also require soldiers to remain a certain distance away from villages or restrict soldiers from going further than a certain distance from the fences around their army camps.633 Villagers are generally aware of these restrictions in their local area and explain that the restrictions are in place to prevent conflict between armed actors.

“In this current ceasefire period, Thein Sein’s government troops [Tatmadaw] can only travel 200 yards from the fences around their camps. They are allowed to cut firewood and carry water 200 yards from the vehicle road, and they are allowed to leave their camps and travel back and forth up to 200 yards away from the villages where villagers live. [If they travel] any further away, misunderstandings can arise between the armed actors, and attacks can happen.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (January to March 2012)634

“Since the KNU and the military government entered the ceasefire, limited areas [of operation] have been established, which both armies know. The military government allows them [Tatmadaw troops] to go no closer than 100 yards away from each side of the main road. However, we know that they do not follow [the order], and violate some of the orders. On June 7th 2012, the LIB #211, which is based at Ta Paw, came to Ler Hklaw village and they did not let the KNU know, so this might create conflict.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (January to July 2012)635

Indeed, breaches of limitation directives have resulted in the outbreak of armed conflict. Since January 2012, villagers in KHRG research areas have reported five separate incidents of armed conflict between Tatmadaw and KNLA, BGFs and KNLA and between BGFs and DKBA in Hpapun and Hpa-an districts. These incidents have been precipitated by one group’s attacks on food stores or the stealing of weapons of an opposing armed actor or were resultant from breaches of the area limitations:

In February 2012, DKBA soldiers ambushed a truck carrying Tatmadaw BGF Battalion soldiers near Myaing Gyi Ngu town after the BGF soldiers entered a DKBA base and stole weapons.636 In April 2013, the DKBA crossed into this limited BGF area in Myaing Gyi Ngu, and armed conflict ensued again.637 In December 2012, Tatmadaw soldiers transported food across a restricted KNLA area in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District, and KNLA soldiers burned food supplies belonging to the Tatmadaw in retaliation. Villagers reported that this was an attempt by the Tatmadaw to provoke the KNLA soldiers into conflict.638 In March 2013, BGF #1014 soldiers

632 At the time of writing this report, these limited operation areas are understood to be based on informal agreements between the Tatmadaw and KNLA forces and do not appear to be uniform in different geographic areas. They have yet to be included in a formal Code of Conduct.
633 According to a report from Hpapun District describing the period between January and March 2012, the limitation there was 200 yards; see Source #305. In Thaton District, a KHRG researcher reported the distance was 100 yards from January to July 2012; see Source #18.
634 See Source #305.
635 See Source #18.
636 See Source #109.
637 See Sources #167 and #208.
638 See Source #282.
encountered KNLA in a limited area in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District and armed conflict ensued.639

Displacement

Villagers in Hpapun,640 Toungoo641 and Nyaunglebin642 districts reported to KHRG that they remain displaced, and are unable to return to their former villages due to a persistent Tatmadaw presence and/or continuing militarisation. They also described how previous experiences of displacement made them fearful when they saw signs that the current ceasefire could break down.

Villagers in Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District, who were originally displaced a result of Tatmadaw offensives and attacks on civilians beginning in the late 1990s, submitted complaint letters to KHRG in June 2013, in which some of the displaced villagers explain that they are unwilling to return to their homes until the Tatmadaw bases in the area have been closed.643 One villager reported that he returned to his village in 2003, but that the Tatmadaw’s increased military activity since the January 2012 ceasefire had made villagers in that area worry that fighting may resume again.

“Since 1998 until today in 2013, we have been hiding in other peoples’ villages. We can’t bear it anymore. So, we would like to request to you all to make the Tatmadaw [troops], which are based in Htaw Muh Plaw Meh village in Ler Muh Plaw village tract, move away from those villages quickly. We are requesting this in order for us to go back and take care of our lands and other belongings.”

Saw B---, C--- village, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (Interviewed in June 2013)644

“In May 1997, the Burmese government came to base [their military camp] at Ler Muh Plaw village, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District. The villagers in that area had to relocate to other places. Later, they suddenly moved their [military] base again, [this time] to P’Nah Aye Per Hkoh so the resident villagers of P’Nah Aye Per Hkoh had to relocate to other places. When they entered our village, they burnt our homes, the school and the rice go-downs [storages]. Since then, we have had to relocate to other villages for a long time and we also faced starvation and many diseases. Between 2003 and 2013, I came back to live in my village but we cannot live peacefully yet. We always need to be cautious and prepare ourselves, because our village is not that far from the Tatmadaw military camp.

After the Burmese government signed the ceasefire agreement with the KNU, they [Tatmadaw] started to send rations and weapons to their army camp. We, the villagers, are really afraid of it [what might happen] and we want advice from you and we always want to keep in touch with all of you.”

Saw C---, D--- village, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (Interviewed in June 2013)645

639 See Source #81.
640 In June 2013, KHRG received complaint letters from displaced villagers in Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District, explaining that Tatmadaw camps would need to be closed for villagers to feel safe enough to return home; for example, see Source #180.
641 As of August 2012, villagers in Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District reported to KHRG that they were unwilling to return to their former villages, which are now in government-controlled areas; see Source #359.
642 As of July 2012, people from 16 villages in Kheh Der village tract in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District remained displaced; see Source #40.
643 See Sources #177, #178, #180, #181, #182 and #183.
644 See Source #178.
645 See Source #176.
A villager from Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District explained that villagers in his community have responded to the threats posed by ongoing Tatmadaw presence by building two houses, one in Myanmar and one in Thailand.

“No, it is not peaceful. You can’t say it is peace. As I had told you, we have to live in two houses; one is in Thailand and one is in Myanmar. You have to build two houses. ... The villagers are afraid. In their mind they all see that the situation has temporarily improved. It is not permanent. The villagers don’t trust it [the situation]. If the Burmese [Tatmadaw] come, they will flee to Thailand. We prepare and build one small house for each household in Thailand. They don’t retreat and decrease the [amount of] soldiers, so we can’t trust them. We can trust them if they all go back. We can’t trust them because even if they went away, they would continuously come back.”

Saw D---, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (Interviewed in August 2012)

Villager perceptions of insecurity

Villagers living near Tatmadaw army bases are acutely aware of the frequency of rotation and resupply efforts and have explained to KHRG, for example, how often battalions typically rotate or if a larger quantity of army materials were transported compared with previous re-supply operations. Villagers also explain that the Tatmadaw are able to travel more freely specifically because of the ceasefire and the KNLA soldiers allowing Tatmadaw to move more freely.

“Since the KNU and Myanmar government had a ceasefire talk on January 12th 2012, the Burma army has been free to send their rations into different camps in the whole seven districts of Karen State, which includes Bago, Mon and Tenasserim Division [Tanintharyi Region]. They are also rotating their troops into different parts of Karen State. Villagers are worried that the ceasefire agreement may break down. As the Myanmar army has already sent a lot of rations to their camps, so if something happens they don’t need to worry for their food supplies, and it is easy for them to send more troops, as the food is ready for them. During the time when they are sending their rations, there are no interventions by KNLA soldiers. So, villagers are worried that if the ceasefire is broken, they will be faced with a worse situation.”

Short Update written by KHRG Field Director, Dooplaya, Thaton, Hpa-an and Nyaunglebin districts (Written in February 2012)

646 See Source #139.
647 For example, local villagers in Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District, explained to a KHRG researcher that LID #44 rotate soldiers every four or six months; see Source #306.
648 For example, one KHRG researcher reported that Tatmadaw LIBs #340, #341, #434 and #642 established permanent bases in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District and take more frequent delivery of rations in April 2012 than before the ceasefire; see Source #304.
649 See Source #221 for a report written by KHRG’s Field Director after a trip to each of the four districts mentioned throughout January and February 2012.
“They [Tatmadaw] have more opportunities to send rations and ammunition freely without any harassment [by KNLA soldiers]. They have not reduced their military camps but instead, they repair and build more military camps. On March 15th, 2013, a villager who lives near Klaw Mee Der told me that the Tatmadaw built one more military camp in a place near Klaw Mee Der called Nat Tha Mee Taung [Fairy Mountain]. Because there is more military presence, the villagers do not feel very comfortable and they do not want the military camps to be increased. If possible, they even want the Tatmadaw to withdraw their troops.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Htantabin Township, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (February to July 2013)650

According to KHRG reports, villagers’ feelings of insecurity may be exacerbated by military movements that seem designed to escape villagers’ notice, or demonstrate an apparent lack of communication between Tatmadaw and EAGs. For example, transportation of heavy backpacks in the early morning or at night by Tatmadaw troops in Toungoo District led villagers in the area to feel insecure, as if the Tatmadaw were attempting to conceal something.651 In another case, villagers describe how a Tatmadaw battalion entered their area without informing the local KNU authorities.

“The Tatmadaw Light Infantry Division (LID) #66 departed from Kler Lah village and went to Bu Hsa Hkee village. Soldiers from LID #66 are traveling secretly because they are afraid that they villagers might see them. They travel in the very early morning or at night. They transport a lot of food by car and the soldiers are carrying heavy loads. Anxiety comes into the mind of the villagers when they see the Burmese soldiers are doing this, and they worry for their future.”

Photo Notes written by a KHRG researcher, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (April 2013)652

Villagers have expressed deep concerns that if the ceasefire breaks down the Tatmadaw would have increased the number of army camps and bases throughout Karen areas and strengthened its camps against attacks by EAGs.653 Some villagers believe that the strengthening of army camps during the ceasefire is a deep threat to their security, because either the Government is generally expanding its territorial control or that the Tatmadaw appears to be actively preparing for conflict.654

“[The local Tatmadaw battalions] are now able to send materials and equipment more freely, so they have sent and stored a lot of supplies. They will be more capable of operating if fighting happens again. I think that they will use the materials that they have stored, such as iron and cement, to repair their camps in Hpakun town and buildings in other camps”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpakun District/Northeastern Kayin State (January to March 2012)655

650 See Source #262.
651 See Source #262.
652 See Source #262.
653 See Source #221.
654 See Source #131.
655 See Source #304.
“If we look at [the situation], there is a ceasefire agreement between the Government military and the KNU army [KNLA], but it seems like they [Tatmadaw] are always preparing to fight again, which is concerning to civilians. On October 13th 2012, the LIB #590, Company #4, with 40 soldiers came in and rotated their soldiers from Ma La Daw military camp.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (October 2012 to January 2013)656

“On the nights of July 6th and 7th 2012, MOC #19, Operation Command #2 rotated with Operations Command #1, and sent weapons to Waw Lay Operation Command. On July 7th 2012, more than 80 soldiers came to replace the Operation Command in Waw Lay, on foot. Villagers are concerned that the Tatmadaw have a plan to oppress the minority groups.”

Short Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District/Southern Kayin State (July 2012)657

The ongoing militarisation and sporadic armed conflict during the ceasefire period have caused widespread insecurity among Karen villagers in the research areas, further entrenching distrust in Tatmadaw troops and the ceasefire process in general. Specifically, villagers question why it is necessary to strengthen and expand army infrastructure. Villagers across many Karen districts have expressed their desire for bases and camps to be closed and for Tatmadaw soldiers to withdraw from their areas during the ceasefire period.658

“The civilians can work and travel a bit more freely since the ceasefire. But they believe that the ceasefire is not a stable process for them because the Burmese army is rebuilding their camps and sending more foods to their camps during the ceasefire, so it does not satisfy them. They always have to worry. Instead of removing their camps, the Tatmadaw have come back and rebuilt their camps in the mountains, and it is close to the working areas of the villagers, who hide themselves from the army.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho, Dwe Lo and Lu Thaw townships, Hpapun District/Northeastern Kayin State (January 2013)659

“Due to the ceasefire, the villagers hope that the Government military [Tatmadaw] will withdraw back [out of the Karen areas]. However, if we look at Yoh Klah camp, they have not withdrawn. Instead, they improved it [their camp] and widened their fences. They removed a monastery and widened their camp on the other side. Lay Kay camp was also improved, as well as Ta Paw camp.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyaikto and Bilin townships, That District/Northern Mon State (November to December 2012)660

656 See Source #266.
657 See Source #131.
658 For reports describing villagers’ desire for Tatmadaw camps to be closed in Hpapun District, see Source #246; in Toungoo District, see Source #163; in Nyaunglebin District, see Source #41; in Dooplaya District, see Source #106; and in Thaton District, see Source #258.
659 See Source #275.
660 See Source #258.
While appeals for Tatmadaw camps to be closed are often on the grounds of physical security, others are based more on a desire to not be governed by the Burman majority.

“The villagers do not want the Burmese army to come and stay in their area; they want all the Burmese [Tatmadaw] battalions to withdraw back to their own places. If the Burmese army stays in our area, and even if we gain rights, we do not want to stay with them because they are not our people so we do not want them to stay in our area.”

Photo Notes written by a KHRG researcher, Htantabin Township, Toungoo District/ Northern Kayin State (December 2012)

Recommendations

The Tatmadaw should begin to demilitarise former conflict areas - particularly positions close to villages - reducing the numbers of troops, army bases and checkpoints, and reduce weapons to an amount appropriate for peacetime. The Tatmadaw and KNLA should formalise the limited operations areas by writing them into a Code of Conduct and ensure that soldiers due not breach these limitations. Researchers recommended that there should be only one authority in each area or multiple authorities must communicate effectively and transparently with each other and with the local community about their governing role and regarding which authority villagers can report to when there are problems.

---

661 See Source #163.
This map includes military activity reported to KHRG between January 2012 and November 2013, and does not show all of the locations of army bases nor all of the forms of military activity which may have occurred during that period.
B. Peacebuilding efforts

As the Myanmar government and EAGs began to sign the Thein Sein era ceasefires, the Government, EAGs and international actors all initiated activities aimed at consolidating the ceasefires and working toward a permanent peace. The Tatmadaw, BGFs, civilian government officials and EAGs all initiated meetings with villagers throughout KHRG research areas to explain and consult about the ceasefire process, as is detailed below.

Shortly after the ceasefires were signed, international actors began programs designed to aid local peacemakers. In March 2012, the Myanmar Peace Support Initiative (MPSI) was formed by the Norwegian government, at the request of the Myanmar government. MPSI began a series of projects “designed to build trust and confidence in - and test - the ceasefire agreements”. To achieve these goals, MPSI intended to serve as a provider of temporary services during the ceasefire period that would be handed over to the Government, EAGs, or NGOs after a permanent peace was achieved, as well as to facilitate communication and interactions between and among various actors previously involved in conflict. MPSI’s first pilot project began in Ker Der village tract, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District in June 2012. That same month, the Norwegian Relief Committee, in cooperation with the Myanmar Ministry of Immigration and Population, began a large scale project to provide the full Myanmar identity cards known as “Citizen Scrutiny Cards” to citizens in ceasefire areas including portions of each of the seven locally defined Karen districts, with support from MPSI. According to MPSI, a total of nearly 80,000 ID cards were issued within KHRG research areas between June 2012 and September 2013.

In April and May 2012, the Government and the KNU jointly opened liaison offices in five of the seven locally defined Karen districts in order to coordinate troop movements and to resolve any conflicts before they turned into fighting. In November 2012, the Myanmar government opened the Myanmar Peace Centre (MPC) in Yangon as a coordination center for all peace negotiations, and as a single address for international actors wishing to support peace processes in Myanmar. In February 2013, Japan’s Nippon Foundation began to distribute rice and humanitarian supplies in Karen areas as a means of “supporting the ethnic peace process through development assistance.” In October 2013, the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) released an extensive “Preparatory survey” for development in Southeast Myanmar, which included recommendations for “Development directions to promote peace.” This plan has been criticised by a local community group for the non-inclusive nature of the consultations.

---

662 In June 2012, after most of the events recounted in this chapter took place, MPSI’s funding, along with funding for other peace-building initiatives, including the Nippon Foundations activities, were consolidated under the “Peace Donor Support Group”, which initially included Norway, Australia, the United Kingdom, the European Union, the United Nations, and the World Bank, with the US, Japan, and Switzerland joining in May 2013. See “Myanmar Peace Support Initiative,” Peace Donor Support Group.
664 Id., p. 18.
667 “Peace,” KNU Website; MPSI provided some support to help establish these liaison offices, see “Lessons learned from MPSI’s work supporting the peace process in Myanmar,” MPSI, March 2014. Appendix 1, p. xxiii.
This chapter includes villager reports of efforts undertaken by the Myanmar government, the KNU/KNLA, Tatmadaw, BGFs, local organisations and international actors with the goal of avoiding violent incidents or promoting communication between and among armed actors and civilians.

Peacebuilding efforts since January 2012

Since the January 2012 preliminary ceasefire between the Myanmar government and the KNU, villagers and KHRG researchers have reported issues related to peace building projects in five of the seven locally-defined Karen districts in Southeast Myanmar. Villagers reported that they had participated in meetings conducted by BGFs, the KNU, other ethnic armed groups, the Myanmar government, and local CBOs to raise awareness and answer questions about the ceasefire and peace process. Villagers also reported their impressions of the KNU/Myanmar government liaison offices that have opened since the ceasefire. In addition, villagers reported their impressions and concerns related to initiatives designed to promote peace by addressing villagers' material and administrative needs, including the Norwegian government's Myanmar Peace Support Initiative (MPSI) pilot projects, which provide material support, and a visit by representatives of the Norwegian government.

“Nine people, including a KNU secretary and representatives, came to Ler Doh [Kyaukkyi] and opened KNU liaison office in Ler Doh Town, on April 9th 2012. The KNU and the Government leader, U Aung Min, came and opened a temporary KNU liaison office inside the USDP office. The villagers awaited the KNU and the Government leaders to come, this time, with willingness and need for real democracy. In the past, battles always occurred in the area and the villagers were always depressed. So, the villagers need freedom, and they reported their needs and opinions for the opening of the liaison office to the leaders from both sides, hoping for a real need of democracy. While the villagers waited for the leaders from both sides, they made a sign that said, ‘We pray to be liberated from battles in Ler Doh area’.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (January to June 2012)

Peacebuilding by Tatmadaw and EAGs

Since the ceasefire, villagers have reported efforts by the Tatmadaw and EAGs to improve awareness of the ceasefire process with the local community. The KNU has held meetings with villagers, sometimes in collaboration with Karen CBOs, to inform the local community about the status of the ceasefire process and relationship between KNU and Myanmar government officials.

672 For KRHG documentation of peacebuilding activities in Toungoo District, see Sources #249; in Nyaunglebin District, see Source #48; in Hpapun District, see Source #281; in Dooplaya District, see Source #377; in Hpa-an District, see Source #362.
673 For an account of a peacebuilding meeting organised by a BGF in Hpa-an District, see Source #362.
674 For an account of KNU efforts to explain the ceasefire to the local community in Toungoo District, see Source #331.
675 For an account of a peacebuilding meeting including the KPC, see Source #362.
676 For an account of a meeting with IDPs about the peace process, coordinated by the Government, the KNU and MPSI, see Source #48.
677 For an account of peace-building activities by the KWO in Toungoo District, see Source #331.
678 For villager response to the liaison office opened in Kyaukkyi Town, Nyaunglebin District, see Source #48.
679 Source #250.
680 See Source #48.
681 In Hpa-an District, KNLA Battalion #19 and #22 provided awareness training to villagers about the ceasefire process and human rights in general; see Source #362. On May 14th 2012, in Tantabin Township, Toungoo District, the KNU and KWO met with villagers to explain the ceasefire process so that they can understand the process; see Source #331.
These photos show ceasefire discussions conducted by the KNU in Toungoo district on May 14th 2012. The photo on the left shows a central KNU leader and a local KNLA commanding officer meeting with leaders of Klay Soh Hkee village, Toungoo District to discuss the ceasefire process. The village leaders reported that they approved of the ceasefire process, but that they want the Tatmadaw army camp in their area to be abandoned and for the soldiers to withdraw. The villagers are concerned that the army has sent more rations and soldiers, which is very concerning to the local community.682 The photo on the right shows villagers and members of the KNU gathering together for a meeting to discuss the ceasefire process in Kaw Thay Der village, Htantabin Township, Toungoo District.683 [Photos: KHRG]

In April 2013, BGF Battalion #1013 and KNLA units in Hpapun District jointly held a meeting with local religious leaders to discuss past conflicts, and build trust going forward,685 and, in Hpa-an District, a BGF, the KNLA and other EAGs held a meeting to discuss the ceasefire, which reportedly included discussions of human rights.686 Representatives of the Government and the KNU also participated in a youth meeting about the ceasefire in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, in June 2013.687 Some villagers report that these efforts have had a positive effect. For instance, villagers from one community in Toungoo District explained in the first quarter of 2012, that since the ceasefire, villagers feel more comfortable talking to local Tatmadaw troops in their area.688 However, in May 2012, a member of a different community in Toungoo District described how the conduct of Tatmadaw leaders during peacebuilding talks had caused him to doubt the ceasefire.689

682 See Source #331.
683 See Source #331.
684 See Source #245.
685 For details of this meeting, see Source #245.
686 See Source #362.
687 See Source #270.
688 See Source #34.
689 See Source #331.
“During a meeting between civilian and Myanmar army leaders in A--- village, Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, they [Myanmar army leaders] came and brought weapons. The Myanmar army has signed the ceasefire, but they are always bringing weapons when they are among civilians.”

Photo Notes written by a KHRG researcher, Htantabin Township, Toungoo District/ Northern Kayin State (May 2012)

Liaison office and ceasefire consultation

In the months immediately following the ceasefire, a KHRG researcher in Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, reported that local Tatmadaw and KNLA units had entered into an agreement that neither force may travel more than 150 yards from the local vehicle road. Soon, more formal arrangements designed to facilitate similar agreement were in place in other districts. On April 9th 2012, the KNU and the Myanmar government opened their first ceasefire liaison office, in Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District. The opening ceremony was attended by government officials including the chair of MPC, U Aung Min, as well as KNU officials and was followed by a meeting with villagers to explain the peace process, and the role of the liaison office. Villagers and KHRG researchers have described how the creation of Myanmar government-KNU liaison offices in Kyaukkyi and other towns have provided a space for communication between authorities and for villagers to report problems.

“Currently, because the KNU and the Myanmar military entered the ceasefire, the civilians can travel freely and the villagers are delighted about this. The villagers are the ones who have suffered from the conflict for a long time, and because the national government met with the KNU, they are very glad. If there are any difficulties, they can report it to the KNU liaison office.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (November 2013)

690 See Source #331.
691 See Source #34.
692 According to the KNU, there are now six liaison offices; two in Dooplaya District, and one each in Nyaunglebin, Thaton, Hpa-an and Mergui-Tavoy districts; see http://www.knuhq.org/liaison-office.html
693 See Source #48.
694 For information on the Kyaukkyi liaison office, see Sources #48 and #52.
695 See Source #52.
These photos were taken on August 18th 2012 while the KNU was opening a ceasefire liaison office in Myawaddy town. The sign in the top right photo says, in Burmese, "Karen National Union KNLA Brigade 6/7 Liaison Office, Myawaddy Township, Myawaddy Town, Kayin State." The KNU was represented by its current chairman, General Moo Tu Say Poe, who can be seen in the upper right photo giving a speech, along with other top KNU leaders and KNLA officers. The government was represented by the chair of the Myanmar Peace Center (MPC), President’s Office Minister U Aung Min, as well as Minister of Immigration and Population U Khin Ye, Minister of Border Security Affairs Colonel Aung Lwin, Chief Minister of Mon State U Ohn Myint, Kayin State Governor U Zaw Min and several other state ministers, who are pictured in the bottom left photo. The photo on the bottom right shows the crowd assembled for the opening.698 [Photos: KHRG]

---

696 See Source #249.
697 See Source #331.
698 Photos and accompanying notes on file with KHRG.
These photos were taken on May 9th 2012. They show villagers in traditional dress waiting for KNU leaders and Myanmar government officials who were coming to celebrate the opening ceremony of the liaison office in Kyaukkyi. The villagers are demonstrating for freedom and peace. In the photo on the left, villagers are also carrying Karen flags. The sign on the left displays the “Four Principles” of KNU founder Saw Ba Oo Gyi in the S’gaw Karen language, and the sign in the middle of the pictures displays the Principles in English: “1. Surrender is out of the question. 2. The recognition of the Karen State must be completed. 3. We shall retain our arms. 4. We shall decide our own political destiny”. The English sign, but not the S’gaw Karen sign, concludes with, “Have a good day”. The sign on the far right of the photo says in S’gaw Karen, “Unity. Welcome KNU peace process plan. Nyaunglebin District”. The small sign held by two boys says in Burmese, “Welcome Peace Representatives.” The back of the sign with the Four Principles in S’gaw Karen is also visible in the photo on the right. \[699\] [Photos: KHRG]

These photos were taken on September 15th 2012 in Muh Theh village and show the delivery of rice provided by the MPSI pilot project in Kyaukkyi Township. The photos show the depot that the local village committee and other village leaders had built to coordinated accepting the rice. \[700\] [Photos: KHRG]

**Villagers’ responses to the Myanmar Peace Support Initiative**

As EAGs and the Government began to agree to ceasefires, the Norwegian government initiated MPSI at the request of the Myanmar government in order to assist in peacebuilding in Myanmar. \[701\] In Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, the Norwegian government sent representatives to meet with KNU leaders, government leaders, and with villagers in April 2012, and began a pilot project the next month. The pilot project is being implemented in cooperation with the Myanmar government, the KNU, and the community-based organisations, the Committee of Internally Displaced Karen People (CIDKP) and the Karen Office of Relief and Development

\[699\] See source #339.

\[700\] See Source #355.

\[701\] See http://www.mmpeacemonitor.org/stakeholders/mpsi.
According to one villager interviewed by KHRG, villagers told representatives of these organisations that:

“We have needs; we need to go back to our village, the village which we used to live in the past; and the second need is, we need to be able to work freely, plus if we can travel freely and if our way of living is good, it will be the peaceful way for us.”

Saw A--- (male, 30) B--- village, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/ Eastern Bago Region (Interviewed June 2012)

On May 28th 2012, a total of 30 village representatives from 16 villages in IDP areas in Kyaukkyi Township were invited to a meeting with representatives of the KNU, the Tatmadaw and the Norwegian and Myanmar governments in Kyaukkyi Town, in a meeting that appears to have been organised by the Myanmar government. Though the event was not run by MPSI, the presence of Norwegians created a sufficient impression among the villager participants that many of them recounted their experience when asked by KHRG about the role of foreigners in peacebuilding in Nyaunglebin District. At the meeting, Myanmar government representatives took individual photos of each of the participants, and then issued them government identity cards that looked different from the ID cards typically distributed in their area. One villager told KHRG that his previously issued ID card was confiscated before the meeting started and “issued” again in the presence of the foreign dignitaries. Though the villagers were told at the meeting that the cards would allow them to travel more freely, two villagers interviewed separately by a KHRG researcher expressed scepticism that the ID cards would provide them with any benefit, and that they did not trust the Myanmar government to honor the ID cards for the long term. They also expressed political opposition to the government providing the cards, arguing that the KNU should be responsible for providing ID cards for Karen people. One of these villagers also complained that his ID card identified him as a Buddhist, though he was in fact an animist.

“What I want to report is that they did this letter for us but we don’t know the meaning of this card; I want to know the reason, exactly. They said that you can carry this card in the town, and nothing can cause [trouble] for you. You can carry it easily. There will not be anything that will harm you or oppress you or detain you. We just want to know the meaning of this card because we don’t know. If we know, we can think about it.”

Saw B--- (male, 54) C--- village, Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/ Eastern Bago Region (July 2012)

In August 2012, villagers in Kheh Der village tract began to receive rice from the Norwegian Government Fund, through Norwegian People’s Aid, and continued to receive it for three months. In August 2013, Kwee Lah villagers met with representatives of the Norwegian government who were considering expanding the program. Villagers in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District, also reported receiving rice from the Nippon Foundation.

---

702 See source #49.  
703 See Source #41.  
704 The ID cards were green booklets, where typical ID documents are red cards. A KHRG researcher characterised these green booklets as “temporary id cards”; see Source #48.  
705 Untranslated interview on file with KHRG.  
706 See Sources #40, #41 and #43.  
707 See Sources #41 and 43.  
708 See Source #43.  
709 See Source #52.  
710 See Source #270.  
711 See Source #245.
C. Access to health and education

This category includes villagers’ complaints regarding the accessibility or quality of health and education services in their area. In the past, this has included instances where the Myanmar government, the Tatmadaw, an EAG or a private actor has interfered with the ability to access these services by direct interference, such as attacks that destroyed schools or clinics, by displacing villagers from areas where they have access to services or by restricting villagers’ movements in ways that impede access. It can also include instances where a given authority takes responsibility for providing services, but the services are inadequate. In some cases, villagers merely report that adequate services are unavailable, and that no actor has provided them.

For the past twenty years, KHRG has documented barriers to health and education affecting villagers throughout the seven locally-defined Karen districts. During the conflict period, attacks on villages by the Tatmadaw and the displacement that was the aim and/or result of these attacks had a profound impact on the ability of villagers to access health and education services.712 Even when access to health and education was not disrupted by fighting, government health and education systems were chronically underfunded. As a result, insufficient numbers of health and education facilities were constructed, and the ones that were built often lacked sufficient staff and materials, or were unable to function at all.713

Access to health

The 2008 Myanmar Constitution guarantees all citizens the right to healthcare.714 Nonetheless, the Myanmar government has acknowledged that its health networks fall far short of international standards, particularly in rural areas.715 While the UN’s Millennium Development Goals call for countries to have 2.3 physicians per 1,000 residents, Myanmar has only 1.49, including military physicians. What is more, though two-thirds of Myanmar’s population lives in rural areas, approximately half of the country’s physicians serve urban populations.716 The Myanmar government has committed to “place…health at the centre of poverty reduction,”717 and has, in recent years, quadrupled its budget allocations for health, as a percentage of GDP.718 Even after these increases, Myanmar’s expenditures remain the lowest in Southeast Asia.719

The health situation is particularly poor in Southeast Myanmar. As one recent assessment concluded, “The health situation in the southeastern region is worse [than in the rest of Myanmar] as a consequence of a long history of conflict, poverty, and underdevelopment … Poor accessibility is mainly due to high cost of transportation and services, and lack of knowledge;
poor availability due to insufficient number of qualified staff, infrastructure and equipment; poor acceptability due to language, weak communication, and local customs and beliefs.720

Even in areas with physical access to government healthcare, costs of that care can be prohibitive. Overall in Southeast Myanmar, approximately 82% of healthcare expenses are out of pocket, with the rest split between public and external INGO/CBO funding.721

The situation is even more difficult in remote rural areas, and areas under the control of EAGs, where healthcare is primarily provided by a mix of cross-border groups operating out of Thailand. These groups, which include the KNU’s Karen Department of Health and Welfare (KDHW), as well as the independent Burma Medical Association (BMA), Free Burma Rangers (FBR), and Backpack Health Workers Team (BPHWT), serve an estimated 1.35 million individuals in Southeast Myanmar with a total staff of four physicians, 176 medics, and approximately 900 combined community health workers and midwives. These health groups have seen their funding decrease since the cease-fire.722

Since the ceasefire, the Myanmar Ministry of Health and a consortium of the cross-border groups known as the “Health Convergence Core Group” have begun discussions aimed at creating a decentralised federal health system, which will eventually include health providers from the Government and from the cross-border groups.723 This effort, along with the government policy changes cited above, have the potential to provide improved services to villagers in Southeast Myanmar going forward.

Access to health since the January 2012 ceasefire

Villagers typically rely on services administered or facilitated by the governing authority in their village or area for healthcare, which can be the Myanmar government or an EAG. However, political control in Southeast Myanmar is often complicated. Many of the villagers in KHRG research areas live in “mixed-control” areas, where they are subject to more than one governing authority. To complicate matters further, villagers often travel to access healthcare, and frequently cross from one group’s control to another while doing so. Because there is no widely accepted assessment of which areas in Southeast Myanmar are controlled by which governing authority, KHRG relies on the determinations of our field researchers, who live in local communities and consult with those communities and their neighbours to determine who controls a particular area.

KHRG researchers in Hpapun District described in March 2013 how the different barriers to accessing care affected villagers from different areas. In KNU-controlled areas in Lu Thaw Township, medicine and treatment were free when they were provided by the KNU, but they were often not available. By contrast, in government areas of the same district, medical care was consistently available, but clinics were prohibitively expensive, and not open for enough hours.724 Similarly, researchers from Toungoo District reported that government hospitals are expensive, while KNU affiliated health facilities were under-resourced.725

720 Id., p. 6.
721 Id., p. 12.
722 Id., p. 22.
723 Id., p. 16.
724 See Source #81.
725 See Source #262.
These photos were taken in October 2012 by a KHRG researcher in Hkay Poo village tract, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District, which is in a KNU-controlled area. It shows the “Lu Thaw Paw Day Thay Ghee Wah Seh,” which translates to “Herbal Medicine Group”. They have 24 members and nine committee members, and they produce ten different kinds of herbal medicine. According members of this group, they would like a specialist to work with them to improve the types of herbal medicine they produce.\(^{726}\) [Photos: KHRG]

1. Access to health in mixed-control areas

Villagers in six districts report that villagers from mixed-control areas will travel to government hospitals in the nearest, typically government-controlled, town to treat serious illnesses.\(^{727}\) For less severe medical issues, these individuals rely on local government clinics,\(^{728}\) on medics assigned by the Government\(^{729}\) to their areas for healthcare, and on private healthcare providers who work out of their villages\(^{730}\) or nearby towns.\(^{731}\) They also rely on non-profit or non-government healthcare organisations, which can access their area and provide them with trainings,\(^{732}\) aid and treatments.\(^{733}\)

Villagers from mixed-controlled areas report substantial barriers to access to healthcare, which fall into three general categories. These reports relate to the (1) Physical availability; (2) Financial and transportation accessibility; and/or (3) Quality of health services.

---

\(^{726}\) See Source #354.

\(^{727}\) For Thaton District, see for example Source #10; for examples from Toungoo District, see Sources #36 and #262; for Nyaunglebin District, see for example Source #269; for Hpapun District, see for example Source #81; for Dooplaya District, see for example Source #106; and for Hpa-an District, see for example Source #326.

\(^{728}\) For Thaton District, see Source #5; for Hpa-an District, see Source #199; and for Hpapun District, see Source #147.

\(^{729}\) For Thaton District, see Source #6; for Nyaunglebin District, see Source #265.

\(^{730}\) In K’Dee Poo village, K’Dee Poo village tract, Thaton Township, Thaton District, a former army medic treats villagers privately for a small fee; see Source #11.

\(^{731}\) Villagers from Aaw Soh Moh village, Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District travel to a private clinic in Kyaukkyi town for medical treatment; see Source #39. For a general statement by a KHRG researcher that villagers in Mone Township go to private clinics in towns for healthcare, see Source #269.

\(^{732}\) For example, a village chief in a mixed-control area of Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, reported that an unidentified health NGO came to the village two or three times a year to provide health education; see Source #25.

\(^{733}\) For an example of a mixed-control area in Nyaunglebin District, where BPHWT medics provide care, see Source #47. For an example of a mixed-control area in Thaton District where BPHWT medics provide care, see Source #8. For an example in Toungoo District, where KNLA medics provide care, see Source #36.
Physical availability

Villagers in mixed-control areas reported that healthcare is not available because there is no clinic or hospital in their region; no healthcare workers, or an insufficient number of healthcare workers to provide healthcare; no healthcare education for them to deal with their day-to-day health needs; and in some areas where permanent hospitals and clinics do not exist, there are also barriers to access by humanitarian healthcare organisations.

“We don’t have a clinic in our village; we just go and buy medicine from the shop. … We don’t have any more [malaria diagnosis materials]. If we have the malaria diagnosis materials, we can diagnose the particular kind of malaria, and [informal village healthcare workers] come up with a systematic treatment plan, that will lead to better results for villagers. Without the diagnosis materials, they [informal village healthcare workers] sometimes give the wrong treatment or medicine to the patient. For instance, a patient with kidney disease looks the same as a patient with malaria, so without using malaria diagnosis materials, they can get the wrong treatment.”

Saw A--- (male, 50), A--- village, Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (Interviewed in June 2012)

In many mixed-control areas where the Myanmar government has established health clinics, villagers reported that the clinics were understaffed, that government health workers had abandoned the clinics, or that a clinic was only open one day a week. The residents of B--- village, in Toungoo District were relocated in 2006 when their previous homes were flooded by a dam project, which were close to a village health clinic. When the village was visited by a KHRG researcher in 2012, there was still no clinic at their new site, forcing villagers to travel to fulfill basic healthcare needs.

“We go to P’Nweh Klah and Kyeh Kaw or Thaton; if they can’t cure [the illness] in Thaton, we go to Hpa-an Hospital along with the nurse or doctor from Thaton, who accompanies the patient to explain what injections or medicine the patient has taken. If they still can’t cure it at Hpa-an Hospital then they go to Yangon’s Min Ga La Don Hospital.”

U B---, (male, 52), Thaton Township, Thaton District/Northern Mon State (Interviewed in February 2012)

---

734 For example, a villager living in Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District reported that there is no clinic in their village and the authorities have not done anything to fix this situation; see Source #29. In Aye Soo Hkee village tract, Bilin Township, Thaton District, as of 2012, there were no government health services; see Source #17. In 2013, a KHRG researcher reported that there were no village-based clinics in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District; see Source #361. Villagers in Nyaunglebin District reported that they bought medicine at local shops because they did not have access to formal medical services; see Source #37.

735 In Thaton Township, Thaton District from July to November 2013, even though the Government set up a clinic for the village, there were no staff to provide medical care for the villagers; see Source #368.

736 Villagers from C--- and D--- villages in Toungoo District reported in 2012 that they do not have any health-related knowledge and some people rely on herbal medicine; see Source #36.

737 In Thaton Township, Thaton District, villagers reported that, from January to June 2012, the local government medic was short of medicine, and health CBOs could not access the region; see Source #15.

738 See Source #37.

739 In Hpa-an District, villagers reported that when many villagers got sick, it overwhelmed the local clinic; see Source #199.

740 Villagers report that there is a clinic one hour away from E--- village, K’Dee Poo village tract, Thaton Township, Thaton District, but after the doctor left, there is only a midwife available; see Source #9.

741 See Source #326.

742 See Source #20.

743 See Source #5.
Villagers in mixed-control areas of Hpa-an, Toungoo, and Thaton districts have responded to these challenges by building their own health facilities, including one village of IDPs who built new health structures in the area to which they relocated, to replace facilities destroyed during the conflict. In Toungoo District, villagers used remittances from villagers working abroad to build a clinic. In Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, villagers reported that the Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA) and an unidentified Japanese NGO helped them to build a hospital.

Villagers have also reported positive trends in the availability of healthcare in mixed-control areas. The Government has provided vaccinations in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District and humanitarian organisations have built a hospital in Thaton District since the ceasefire. Some companies, which came into the area for business projects, also built clinics for the local people. Villagers from mixed-control areas of Hpa-an Township, Thaton District reported the opening of a new clinic, and in areas of Mergui-Tavoy District, villagers reported that, since the ceasefire, it is easier for BPHWT medics to access their area.

Villagers throughout mixed-controlled areas described the vital role played by CBOs, in particular, FBR and BPHWT, in providing basic healthcare to villagers, though this praise was often accompanied by assertions that those services alone were not sufficient to meet the healthcare needs of villagers. Villagers similarly praised the work of community health workers or “midwives” with basic medical training, including some employed by the Myanmar government, even as they described the work of these dedicated local villagers as insufficient because these workers could not perform a full range of medical services, or because they had too large a geographical area to cover.

“Those midwives who have … responsibilities to look after our village tract live in another village, so if there is an emergency we can’t get them punctually.”

Saw C--- (male, 50), F--- village, Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (Interviewed in June 2012)

---

744 Villagers in F--- village, Paingkyon Township, Hpa-an District, built a new herbal medicine hut to replace the one that had been destroyed during the conflict period; see Source #198. For another example of villagers who built their own health facility in Hpa-an District, see source #160.
745 See Source #25.
746 See Source #361.
747 See Source #193.
748 In Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, ADRA built a hospital with the support from an unidentified Japanese actor in 2013; see Source #361.
749 A villager in Thaton District reported that Zin Yaung Htun Taung Company built a clinic for villagers in Ee Heh village, Ee Heh village tract, Hpa-an Township; see Source #361.
750 New clinics were opened in Wa Poo, Neh Hpaw Hta and T’Maw Daw villages, Neh Hpaw Hta village tract, Thaton Township; see Source #260.
751 See Source #272.
752 In a mixed-controlled area of Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District; see Source #265.
753 For Mergui-Tavoy District, see Source #272; for Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District, see Source #308; for Thaton District, see Source #17; and for Nyaunglebin District, see Source #47.
754 For Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, see Source #47; for Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District, see Sources #81 and #308; for Thaton Township, Thaton District, see Sources #8 and #368.
755 For example, in Thaton Township, Thaton District, government-trained and funded midwives provided the only locally available healthcare; see Source #11.
756 See Source #37.
757 See Source #37.
Financial and transportation accessibility

Even in mixed-control areas where healthcare facilities exist, villagers are often unable to access healthcare because of unaffordable fees, which, in some cases, are still charged after the Government committed to provide free treatment,\footnote{Saw D--- from Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District mentioned that if villagers in his area become sick, they have to go to a doctor at a hospital and, for the poorer people, they cannot access the treatment as they cannot afford the cost for the treatment; see Source #39. A KHRG researcher from Hpa-an District reported that, from April to July 2013 in Bu Tho Township, the Government continued to charge fees for a clinic that the Government had designated as a free clinic; see Source #281.} and because of transportation difficulties in attempting to access hospitals or clinics.\footnote{Saw E--- from G--- village, K’Dee Poo village tract, Thaton Township, Thaton District mentioned that patients who need to get treatment in the hospital have to travel by motorbike or car for over one hour; see Source #8.}

“There is nothing to [guarantee] villagers’ access to healthcare. There are more diseases occurring, there are expenses for medicine, there is no transportation for taking care of their [villagers’] health. There is no intervention to cure the diseases. … There is no way for the villagers to respond to this situation. … The Myanmar government set up a plan, which is when the civilians go to [the hospital] for medicine, they have to give money which they call a donation, but people have to spend at least 5,000 [kyat] (US $5.81).”\footnote{As of January 13\textsuperscript{th} 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.}

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/ Northeast Kayin State (Received in June 2012)\footnote{See Source #308.}

Villagers in five districts raised concerns about the fees for care at government health facilities that serve populations from mixed-control areas.\footnote{For complaints that only low-quality government healthcare is available to villagers without money in Thaton District, see Sources #308 and #361. For a report that government hospitals are expensive, and that villagers without money receive low quality care in Toungoo District, see Source #262. For reports that hospitals are prohibitively expensive in Nyaunglebin District, see Source #37. For an example of high hospital fees in an area of mixed government and DKBA control in Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District, see Source #106.} In one case, a KHRG researcher reported that, in 2013, a woman from Htee Hpoh Kyaw village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, who was in labour with twins for seven days, was not able to go to the hospital because of prohibitively expensive fees.\footnote{See Source #241.}

The above photo was taken on June 9\textsuperscript{th} 2013, and shows a mother of twin babies from Kaw Paw Ya village, Htee Hpoh Kyaw village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District. She was in pain for seven days before she gave birth to twins. She was unable to go to a hospital to deliver her babies, as she did not have enough money. According to the KHRG researcher, there are many situations like hers, where villagers need treatment but do not have sufficient funds to travel and receive care at a Myanmar government hospital.\footnote{See Source #241.} [Photo: KHRG]
Villagers also reported positive trends in the accessibility of healthcare in mixed-control areas. Villagers from Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District, reported increased freedom to transport medicine. In Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, a clinic provides free treatment once a week. In Thaton District, one KHRG researcher reported that the local government clinic provided referrals to the closest hospital in serious cases, which entitled villagers to reduced fees.

Quality

Regarding the quality of the healthcare services, villagers reported that there are government-employed healthcare workers who work part-time even though they are paid for full-time work. Moreover, the Government does not supply its medical facilities with sufficient material support for healthcare, resulting in overreliance on health workers with only basic training, and a lack of medical supplies.

“We have a clinic but no [highly trained] health workers [in the clinic]. … We can’t afford it. We have a midwife [with basic medical training, working in the village], but no medical instruments, so if we get sick we usually go to Ler Doh [Kyaukkyi Township] because some doctors opened private clinics. The private doctor will give us a prescription, including the diagnosis and costs for medicines, which we can fill at the pharmacy in the hospital. If you need more medicine or further treatment, the private clinic will treat you again. Everyone has to buy their own medicine; if you can’t afford it, they will not treat you anywhere [in Kyaukkyi Town]. Even poor people have to pay for the medicine, and if they don’t have the money they have to borrow it. Sometimes in our village we gather and we support each other [to pay for healthcare and medicine costs] because the government will not support us.”

Saw G---, (male, 50) Aw Soh Moh village, Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region, (Interviewed in May 2012)

---

765 Saw F--- from Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District reported in an interview that after the ceasefire, the villagers have more freedom to trade medicine; see Source #26. Before the ceasefire, KHRG received many complaints that the Tatmadaw prohibited the movement of medicines in order to deny medicines to KNLA fighters. See All the information I have told you I faced it myself, KHRG, December 2011, p. 52.

766 A KHRG researcher from Hpa-an District reported that in Nabu Township from May to July 2012, there was a clinic that provided healthcare treatment free of charge once per week; see Source #199.

767 See Source #5.

768 A medic employed in H-- village, Nabu Township, Hpapun District only comes to the clinic once a week to treat villagers; see Source #326.

769 Saw H--- from I--- village, Nyaunglebin District, reported that I--- village has a clinic and a midwife but they do not have enough medicine and equipment; see Source #39.

770 This villager does not explain why he prefers private doctors to the hospital. This may just be a matter of individual preference; see Source #39.
2. Healthcare in KNU-controlled areas

KHRG has received a small number of reports describing the health services available in KNU-controlled areas. These reports tend to describe fewer healthcare options for villagers than are available in other areas. A KHRG researcher reported that there is only one (free) clinic in the rural KNU-controlled areas of Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District, and that people from those areas have fewer options.  

771 See Source #245.
772 See Source #326.
773 See Source #236.
areas typically treat themselves with medicine available in local shops. Villagers in a KNU-controlled area of Toungoo District report that they rely on a KNU clinic. Villagers in KNU areas have reported vaccination and healthcare programs by the KNU, and also reported KNU plans to build hospitals and clinics for villagers. Villagers in KNU-controlled areas also describe the vital role played by the FBR in providing healthcare. Where villagers do not have access to other forms of medicine, they rely on the traditional medicines which they can make from freely available natural ingredients, and which are prepared by knowledgeable members of the community. Lastly, internally displaced villagers in a KNU-controlled area of Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District reported that they were afraid to build a clinic in their new village because of a persistent Tatmadaw presence.

Access to education

The 2008 Myanmar Constitution mandates both that “The Union shall...implement [a] free, compulsory education system” and that “Every citizen, in accord with the educational policy laid down by the Union, (a) has the right to an education and (b) shall be given basic education which the Union prescribes by law as compulsory.” Nonetheless, the Government has reported that with regard to the right to a primary education progress “has been slow”, particularly in rural areas. While the Government reported that rural primary school enrollment reached 86.7% of children in 2010, the net primary school completion rate for appropriately aged children that year was only 49.6%. In addition to constitutional guarantees of primary schooling, in the 2011-12 school year, the Government began to implement a policy of full financial support for primary schools, including the provision of school supplies. Nonetheless, the Government acknowledged in 2013 that cost remains a significant barrier to access to primary schooling in rural areas in particular:

“Though no fees are levied in primary education, families may end up paying multiple charges in order for their children to access school. These include: i) direct private costs such as instruction-related costs (e.g., cost for teaching-learning materials) and non-instruction related costs (e.g., uniforms); ii) household contributions, such as for school maintenance; and iii) indirect private or opportunity costs, which refer to foregone earnings associated with the time the child spends in school, which can be significant for poor families.”

---

774 See Source #269.
775 Villagers in a KNU-controlled area of Toungoo District report that they rely on a “KNU hospital”, though, given that villagers describe this as a basic care facility, it is better characterised as a clinic. While it is possible that they were referring to clinics run by the KNU-affiliated KDHW, it is also possible that the villager was referring to a clinic run by the independent BMA, as villagers often describe both types of clinics as KNU facilities; see Source #262.
776 Villagers in Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District reported that the KNLA and the KNU distributed medicines to the villagers twice between July and October 2012; see Source #147.
777 For instance, in April 2013, KNU leaders and FBR members jointly decided to build a new hospital in Toungoo District; see Source #262.
778 For an example of FBR providing healthcare in a KNU-controlled area, in Ta Khaw Hkoh village, Meh Pree village Tract, Hpapun District, see Source #245; and in a mixed-controlled area of Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, see Source #265.
779 See Source #354.
780 In Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District, villagers reported that they did not build clinics in their villages because the Tatmadaw are always active in the area; see Source #366.
781 Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, Article 28(c).
782 Id., Article 366.
783 Millennium Development Goals Report, Republic of the Union of Myanmar 2013, p. 34.
784 Id., pp. 34-36.
785 Id., p. 38.
786 Id., p. 40.
Schools in Myanmar also suffer from other failings which prevent students from accessing an adequate education. An academic study published in 2013 found that Myanmar government schools were severely underfunded, with government spending less than half of the ASEAN average, as a percentage of GDP, on education.\textsuperscript{787} Among the results of this underfunding are exceptionally low teacher salaries, which prevent top university graduates from pursuing careers in teaching.\textsuperscript{788} In addition to these recruiting failures, a centralised and patronage-based recruiting system makes it difficult to reward successful teachers or create incentives for less successful teachers to improve.\textsuperscript{789} Moreover, the system is designed to identify and promote the most talented students, with little regard for the prospects of many other students. This problem is exemplified by the 2/3 failure rate on Myanmar’s college matriculation exam.\textsuperscript{790}

In addition to government schools, schools in areas of Southeast Myanmar that are controlled by the KNU, and some schools in areas of mixed-control, are administered and/or supported by the KNU’s Karen Education Department (KED).\textsuperscript{791} KED has developed “a culturally relevant curriculum, including teaching aids that incorporate indigenous Karen culture and knowledge.”\textsuperscript{792}

In February 2014, KED, the Karen Teacher’s Working Group (KTWG) and the Karen Women’s Organisation (KWO) joined with 19 other ethnic organisations from throughout Myanmar to form the Myanmar Indigenous Network for Education (MINE), in order to promote education in ethnic languages in Myanmar.\textsuperscript{793} While independent statistics on KED sponsored schools are not available, KED is part of a consortium known as the Karen State Education Assistance Group (KSEAG), which was founded in 2005, and also includes KTWG, and the international NGO Partners Relief and Development.\textsuperscript{794}

According to KSEAG, the schools supported by KSEAG enrolled over 140,000 students in the 2013-14 school year.\textsuperscript{795} More than 40% of these students were enrolled in schools in Dooplaya District.\textsuperscript{796} Many of the students counted in this total attend schools that receive funding from both KSEAG and the Myanmar government. While KSEAG has not publicised the number of jointly-supported schools, it estimates that 32% of teachers in the schools KSEAG supports have their salaries funded by the Government.\textsuperscript{797} KSEAG reports that since the ceasefire, it has faced new challenges, as many international NGOs have come into its areas of operations to support schools, and paid teachers up to ten times the salary that KSEAG could afford to provide. Simultaneously, some funders have shifted their funding from cross-border groups to organisations that operate exclusively within Myanmar, causing funding challenges for KSEAG.\textsuperscript{798}

\textsuperscript{787} Myanmar spends the equivalent of 1.7 of its GDP on education, as compared with an ASEAN average of 3.5%. See Martin Hayden and Richard Martin, Recovery of the education system in Myanmar, Journal of International and Comparative Education 2013, Vol.2, Issue 2, p. 51.

\textsuperscript{788} Id.

\textsuperscript{789} Id., p. 52.

\textsuperscript{790} Id., pp. 52-53.

\textsuperscript{791} See “What we do,” Karen Education Department.

\textsuperscript{792} Id.

\textsuperscript{793} Samantha Michael, “Pan-ethnic network launches to promote multilingual education in Burma,” Irrawaddy, February 21\textsuperscript{st} 2014.

\textsuperscript{794} Marie Lall and Ashley South, Education, conflict and identity: Non-state ethnic education regimes in Burma, March 2012, p. 19.

\textsuperscript{795} KSEAG narrative report October 2013, Karen State Education Assistance Group, slide 6.

\textsuperscript{796} KSEAG statistics show that for the 2013-14 school year, 42% of students in KSEAG supported schools were registered in Dooplaya District. 17% in Thaton, 16% in Hpapun District, 10% in Mergui-Tavoy District, 9% in Hpa-an District, and 3% each in Nyaunglebin and Toungoo districts; see KSEAG narrative report October 2013, Karen State Education Assistance Group, slide 8.

\textsuperscript{797} Id., slide 7.

\textsuperscript{798} Id., slide 13.
In addition to government and KED/KSEAG run schools, many children from KHRG research areas cross into Thailand in order to take advantage of educational opportunities in the refugee camps there. Because schools in the camps have access to substantial funding and other resources from international NGOs and intergovernmental organizations, they are often viewed by people from Southeast Myanmar as superior to the other options available. These schools, along with KED schools inside of Myanmar, have been criticized for promoting a “separatist identity” by emphasizing Karen interpretations of Myanmar’s history, and de-emphasizing Burmese language skills.

**Access to education since January 2012**

Since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers have raised concerns related to education across all seven Karen districts in Southeast Myanmar. During the reporting period, villagers' attributed the inadequacy of local education resources to local governing officials, including the Myanmar government, as well as the KNU and other armed groups.

Villagers in Southeast Myanmar rely on government schools, schools which are run by the KNU through the KED, non-governmental organisation-run schools or, where none of these options are available, basic schools which the villagers build on their own and for which they hire and pay teachers independently, to fulfill the educational needs of school-age children.

While in government and mixed-control areas, primary school lasts until fourth grade, in areas outside of government control, schools typically only go to grade three, and are often built by villagers without outside support.

“Villages that are under [government] control mostly have schools that go up to grade four. … For people who live outside of [government] control, most schools go up to grade three. In order for their children to be able to read and write, parents must find a teacher

---

800 Id.
801 For example, villagers in Thaton District reported that schools do not have sufficient teachers; see Source #19. A village secretary in Toungoo District reported that in his area, primary school education is not free, making it difficult for children to attend; see Source #28. A villager in Nyaunglebin District reported that local schools are underfunded, and that some students do not attend school because it is too expensive; see Source #38. In Mergui-Tavoy District, education fees are so high that parents cannot afford to send their children to school; see Source #272. At one school in Hpaun District, teachers often do not show up to work, leaving children without effective schooling; see Source #333. In Dooplaya District, some schools do not get support and teachers only receive rice as salary; see Source document #240. In Hpa-an District, villagers reported that the local school only went to fourth grade and required young students to walk a substantial distance; see Source #199.
802 For example, villagers in Dooplaya District recounted that they needed to provide a substantial amount of support for teachers in the local school, and did not receive any government funding; see Source #240.
803 For example, villagers in Htee Th’Daw Hta village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpaun District reported that the KNU ran too few schools to serve the needs of the local children; see Source #312.
804 For example, a drunk DKBA soldier demanded funds earmarked for schools in Hpa-an District; see Source #241.
805 For an example of the situation in Bu Tho Township, Hpaun District, see Source #147.
806 In Bu Tho Township, Hpaun District, the KNU has set up schools, which are run through the KED; see Source #312.
807 In Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, a village leader explained that the local schools are supported by the monastery and Christian church; see Source #22.
808 In Htantabin Township, Toungoo District, a self-help school pays teachers’ salary in rice; see Source #240.
and build a school on their own. Parents gather money together to buy school materials. It is not easy for students who finish school to continue at other schools because they have to obtain a transfer document. It is not easy to get this, so some students leave school and help their parents with housework.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Htantabin and Thandaunggyi townships, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (June 2012)

Government schools in mixed-control areas

Since the ceasefire, villagers living in mixed-control areas have reported a number of positive and negative trends in access to government schools. In 2012, villagers from Toungoo District reported that students no longer need to pay fees for the local government primary school. Also in 2012, villagers in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, reported a government promise that school would be free. In 2013, KHRG researchers from the same district reported increased investment in education both by the Myanmar government and by international NGOs.

Villagers from mixed-controlled areas report substantial barriers to access to education, which fall into the same three general categories as barriers to healthcare: These reports relate to the (1) Physical availability; (2) Financial and transportation accessibility; and/or (3) Quality of schools.

Physical availability of schools

Reports from villagers in mixed-control areas indicate that government-run village primary schools only go through grade four. These are the schools that are easily accessible to students, as any further education requires travel, typically on foot, to villages that are up to six hours from the student’s home village. In some villages, where there is no school, even access to education up to the fourth grade requires students to walk long distances.

Financial accessibility of schools

Villagers in mixed-control areas of Southeast Myanmar report that they have to pay substantial fees for some government primary schools that go to fourth grade. Nearly every report that

809 See Source document #32.
810 Saw I--- from Chaw Na Hkwah village, Toungoo District said that students do not need to pay school fees for the Government primary school and that students were given school supplies. He also mentioned that the students carried bags with the UNHCR logo; see Source #25.
811 See Source #18.
812 In Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, the government has started to support schools by paying the teachers’ salaries and for school supplies for the students; see Source #361.
813 That most Government run primary schools only run to fourth grade was confirmed by a number different KHRG researchers and villagers. For an example in Noh Kay village tract, Hpa-an Township, see Source #199. For an example in Thraw Meh village, K’dee Poo village tract, Thaton District, see Source #8. For an example in Thaton Township, Thaton District, see Source #11. For examples in Toungoo District, see Sources #26, #32 and #262. For example in Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District, see Sources #37 and #38.
814 In Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District, students have to travel for six hours to reach schools that teach beyond the fourth standard; see Source #26.
815 In Noh Kay village Tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, schools that run up to fourth grade are far away from many villages; see Source #199.
816 In Ler Ghee Hko village, Toungoo Township, the government pays the salary of one of the two teachers at the village school, leaving villagers to fund the other one; see Source #26. In Nyaunglebin District, a villager reported that while the local through-grade-four school received some government help, it was also directly funded by local villagers; see Source #38. In Dooplaya District, villagers reported that, as of February 2013,
mentions government schools offering education beyond grade four includes complaints of high fees or expenses. Villagers reported that parents could not afford to have their children learn past fourth grade because they cannot afford school fees, cannot afford school supplies or because they need their children to assist with livelihood activities.

“If people who attend government schools finish grade four in the village and [want] to continue study, is not easy because it is expensive. Moreover, they will also have to stay in a boarding house and they also have to pay [living costs], which will be more expensive. So, a lot of children who have finished grade four leave school as their parents cannot send them anymore.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Htantabin and Thandaunggyi townships, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (June 2012)

Quality of schools

Villagers report that the funds available for government schools in mixed-control areas of Southeast Myanmar are insufficient. As a result, schools have no teachers, or an insufficient number of teachers. Villagers also report that teachers who have been contracted to teach in government schools often do not fulfill their professional obligations, disappearing for months at a time, or only coming to teach 2-3 days a week. Villagers also complain that government-provided teachers do not teach in the Karen language.

the Lan Pa Khyaung Pya School in Kawkareik Township received no funding from the government; see Source #240.

For this complaint from J--- village, Thaton District, see Source #5; for a report in Toungoo District that mentions the fees that students generally have to pay for school after the fourth grade, see Source #32; for a specific story from a village in Toungoo, see Source #29; For an example in Bu Tho Township, Hpa-an District, see Source #147; and for an exception of free access to schools until the tenth grade in Aaw Soh Moh village, Nyaunglebin District, see Source #39.

In Thaton Township, Thaton District, a villager explains that some parents are not able to financially cover their children’s expenses past the fourth grade; see Source #10.

In Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District, a Church committee member explains that some parents cannot pay the fees that would allow their children to attend school; see Source #29.

In Thandaunggyi and Htantabin Townships, Toungoo District, a KHRG researcher explains that parents have to pay stationary themselves, and are therefore sometimes not able to send their children to school; see Source #36.

In Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, a farmer explains that some children have to work for their family instead of attending school; see Source #10.

See Source #32.

A school in K--- village, Meh P’Ree village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpa-an District reportedly does not get support from any organisation; see Source #350.

In L--- village, Thaton District, teachers in a government school do not receive adequate salaries and there are not enough supplies; see Source #5. In Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, though the government pays teacher salaries, villagers are responsible for feeding teachers and paying for their transportation; see Source #361. Villagers report that in Thandaunggyi and Htantabin Townships, Toungoo District there are no teachers available for some of the schools in the villages; see Source #262. In Bu Tho Township, Hpa-an District, some teachers only teach 2-3 days per week because they do not receive sufficient salaries.

Villagers from Hpa-an Township, Thaton District reported that the teachers in their local village school went to city to take their salaries and disappeared without explanation for one or two weeks; see Sources #368 and #361.

In Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, a KHRG researcher reported that five government schools have been set up. The teachers of these schools are paid a higher salary than previous teachers, but teach only two or three days most weeks; see #308.

See Source #361.
The above photos were taken on February 15th 2012 by a KHRG researcher. The photo on the right shows a school classroom from M--- village, western Day Loh village tract, Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District. The school is a Myanmar government-run school but, according to villagers in the area, it does not get enough financial support to run properly. The left photo shows a school from N--- village, A Htoo Day Tha village tract, Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District. This is a school set up by the government but, because there are no teachers who come and teach, the students cannot go to school. A village head reported that the village must provide funds to the government for teachers’ salary every year, but the teachers did not arrive at their village for the previous school year.829 [Photos: KHRG]

“The schools are not open regularly. They open one year and close the next year in our district because some of the parents of the students cannot afford to pay for the salary of teachers and they cannot find teachers [to teach in the school]. The parents of the students said that the government teachers do not come to school regularly. There are some students whose parents cannot afford to send them to school. Some of the students leave school after they finish grade four and help their parents with the house work.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Thandaunggyi and Htantabin townships, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (August 2013)830

“The parents themselves have to pay for the [school supplies] that students need. Furthermore, in Htaw Hta Saw area, government teachers who were supposed to teach there [left in the middle of the year and] did not teach until the end of the year. They went back to town for half of the year and didn’t come back, so it has caused problems for the
students’ future studies. One of the villages, Ho Thaw Pa Lo village, in Daw Pah Koh [Thandaunggyi] Township, Toungoo District, still does not have a teacher. Children [who were] to go to school that year paid school fees to the government but the teacher didn’t come so there are still no classes [even] now…”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Thandaunggyi and Htantabin townships, Toungoo District/Northern Kayin State (June 2012)831

Villagers have reported that these impediments to education, taken together, have caused a growing lack of respect for education among students, which has led some students to drop out of school.832

EAGs and NGOs services in mixed-control areas

“As for education, there is a low rate of literacy due to the Nay Pyi Taw government not having established any schools. The mother organisation [KNU] has set up schools, which have received some support from the Karen Education Department [KED], but no government organisations have provided any support to schools. In this area, it is not true that there are no schools for children to access education. Children do have some schools for their studies. The level of schooling is: villagers managed to set up primary schools that go up to fourth standard. After children graduate from fourth standard in their village, they try to go to the Nay Pyi Taw government schools for further study, but Nay Pyi Taw government schools do not accept them. They can also go to KED schools and KED school teachers accept them.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District/ Northeastern Kayin State (November 2012)833

Villagers have reported EAG activities in support of education in mixed-control areas. The KNU is trying to build two new high schools in a mixed-control areas of Toungoo District834 and a college was established in Nyaunglebin District with the participation of the KNU.835 According to villagers, some schools have received support from local DKBA and BGF units including school equipment, teachers and financial supports in an area where they share political control.836 However, for some villagers in mixed-control areas where schools do not receive government support, villagers report great difficulties funding schools even with help from the KED.837 Villagers reported that teachers in a school in Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District are paid salaries by the KED that locals consider insufficient to make a living.838 Furthermore, villagers report that children who have finished independent, villager-run schools, schools run by the KED or schools in refugee camps do not have the opportunity to continue their studies in government schools, as the Government does not acknowledge the education from these non-

831 See Source #32.
832 A KHRG researcher in Thandaunggyi and Htantabin townships reported that students in Toungoo District have lost respect for school; see source # 262.
833 See Source #312.
834 In 2013, KNU leaders established two high schools; one in Htantabin Township and the other in Thandaunggyi Township; see Source #262.
835 In July 2013, a Kler Lwee Htoo College was opened in Shwegyin Township, Nyaunglebin District by the community and the KNU leaders; see Source #252.
836 The local armed authorities BGF and DKBA supported the villagers with 1,000,000 kyat (US $1,013) in order to repair a school from Tha Main Doot village, Kyonedoe Township, Dooplaya District; see Source #377.
837 In a village in Dooplaya District, for instance, the KED provides funding only for school supplies, not for teacher salaries; see Source #240.
838 Schoolteachers from Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District get 3,000 baht (US $93.40) salary for a whole year, which is not sufficient for them in order to support their family; see Source #82.
government schools.\textsuperscript{839}

IDPs face particular issues accessing education. In one instance where villagers were displaced by development projects or military expansion, the local school was forced to close, and a new school was not founded promptly in resettlement sites.\textsuperscript{840}

Villagers have also reported positive actions by non-governmental organisations. As humanitarian organisations have more chances to access rural areas under mixed-control after the ceasefire agreement, they are helping to improve the villagers’ standard of education by providing school materials, financial support and by building schools for villagers.\textsuperscript{841} Moreover, some corporations are also reportedly building new schools.\textsuperscript{842}

Local response

Villagers in mixed-control areas have responded to the lack of accessible and affordable schools by building and running their own schools,\textsuperscript{844} and by providing additional resources to schools which the government has underfunded,\textsuperscript{845} including providing food and transportation expenses to government-employed teachers.\textsuperscript{846} One village reported that villagers tried to build their own school in a village without any government schools, but after they finished building the school, government officials claimed credit for building the school and designated it a government school.\textsuperscript{847} Some students also work during school breaks to pay school fees.\textsuperscript{848}

The above photo was taken on June 16\textsuperscript{th} 2012 by a KHRG researcher in Th’Dah Der village, Tay Muh Der village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District. The photo shows children who are helping their parents with agricultural labour. In this village, some students have to work in order to afford school fees.\textsuperscript{843} [Photo: KHRG]

\begin{itemize}
\item A KHRG researcher from Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District reported that local schools established by the KED finish after fourth grade, and that students who try to continue their educations at government schools are not allowed to do so; see Sources #312 and #331.
\item In O--- village, Thandaunggyi Township, Toungoo District, villagers relocated because of the threat posed by a nearby Tatmadaw camp in the years before the ceasefire, leading the remaining villagers to close the local school; see Source #27. Also in Toungoo District, villagers from Muh Duh village were forced to relocate in 2006 by a dam project, and, as of 2012, had not replaced their school; see Source #20.
\item A situation update from Thaton Township, Thaton District for January to June 2012 reported that KSEAG supported the school from the area with notebooks, pens, pencils and many kinds of games. They also provided teachers with pocket money; see Source #19.
\item Lucky Deparoma Company built a school for Bweh Paw (Nay Pu San) village, Mae Ka Law village tract, Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District; see Source #242.
\item See Source #333.
\item An example of a self-help school can be found in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see Source #160. For another example in Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, see Source #18.
\item In Mone Township, Nyaunglebin District, a farmer explains that the local school was partly constructed by villagers; see Source #38.
\item In P--- village, Hpa-an Township, Thaton District, villagers cover the food and transportation costs of the government teachers; see Source #361.
\item This incident occurred in Q--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see source #235.
\item In Ler Mu Plaw, Th’a’Dah Der and Thay Muh Der village tract, Lu Thaw Township, Hpapun District, some students have to work to be able to afford the school fees; see Source #334.
\end{itemize}
The above photos were taken on April 1st 2013 in Thaw Taw village, Nabu Township, Hpapun District. The photos illustrate a school built by local villagers. After the school was built, the government came, took photos of the school and reported to their leaders that they had built the school. [Photos: KHRG]

**Health and Education Recommendations**

Any actor who identifies as the local governing authority, whether KNU, Government, or other actors, should provide adequate and accessible healthcare and education, which includes ensuring that health and education workers are qualified and committed to providing high-quality services. Health and education workers at government, KNU and CBO clinics and schools should be paid sufficient salaries, and paid on time. Myanmar government authorities and international organisations supporting health and education should recognise and support established, community-led, health and education institutions. The Government, KNU and local and national health and education organisations must coordinate effectively to deliver adequate healthcare and education in Karen areas. International governments and organisations should build the capacity of these local institutions. Before villagers are given treatment, any diagnoses, treatment plans, and medicines should be fully explained by health workers. Qualifications of teachers and medics from refugee and migrant schools who have the requisite skills and training should be acknowledged by the Government.

---

[850] Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District; see Source #252.
[851] Kyaukkyi, Nyaunglebin; see Source #233.
D. Religious and ethnic discrimination

The right to be free from discrimination on the basis of religious or ethnic identity is established by numerous human rights instruments, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the UN Charter. Over the last twenty years, KHRG has reported discrimination against and persecution of Muslim minorities, including the destruction of mosques and the forced relocation of Muslim villagers. KHRG has also documented attempts by the DKBA to force Muslims to worship Buddhist monks and build Buddhist altars.

During the reporting period, widespread violence and persecution of Muslims across Myanmar attracted significant international attention. The violence has been most extreme, most frequent, and most widely reported in the western Myanmar state of Rakhine. Violence has also been documented in central Myanmar, and in Shan and Kachin ethnic areas. These abuses were typically rooted in local circumstances but coincided with a popular, national, monk-led anti-Muslim campaign. While the abuses in Karen areas reported to KHRG do not approach the severity reported in other regions of Myanmar, they nonetheless reflect an organised campaign against Muslim residents in Karen areas.

This chapter includes cases where local military, political or religious leaders promoted discrimination on the basis of religion or ethnicity and cases where government or military actors pressured members of religious or ethnic minorities to identify as members of the majority.

Religious and ethnic discrimination since January 2012

Since January 2012, villagers and KHRG researchers raised the issue of religious and ethnic discrimination, in Nyaunglebin, Hpapun, Dooplaya and Hpa-an districts in Southeast Myanmar. During the reporting period, religious and ethnic discrimination were perpetrated by BGFs, religious leaders and Myanmar government officials. Most prominently, religious...
discrimination was promoted by Buddhist monks and affiliated armed actors, who sought to prohibit a range of day-to-day interactions between Muslims and Buddhists. Villagers also reported a different form of religious discrimination, as animist citizens were compelled to accept government identity cards identifying them as Buddhists, as well as pressures on ethnic minority members to conform to Myanmar’s Burman majority culture.

Discrimination against Muslims in Hpa-an, Hpapun, and Nyaunglebin districts

Since January 2012, KHRG has received detailed reports of discrimination against Muslims in parts of Hpapun and Hpa-an districts, as well as unconfirmed reports of discrimination against Muslims in Nyaunglebin District. In August 2012, Buddhist monks developed “Four Principles” against Muslims at a meeting at Meh Baw Monastery in Hpa-an Town.

The “Four Principles” are: “(1) Prohibition on selling orchards and farms to Muslims; (2) Prohibition on Buddhists marrying Muslims; (3) Buddhists are not allowed to buy and sell things in Muslims’ shops; They have to patronise only Buddhists shops; and (4) Prohibition on Buddhists using their name to buy things for Muslims.”

In September 2012, Buddhist monks in Hpapun District began to disseminate lists of “Four Principles” to prevent interaction between Buddhists and Muslims. In K’Ter Tee village, the “Four Principles” were posted on trees by soldiers under the command of BGF Battalion #1013 Company Commander Saw Bah Yoh.

In November 2012, the impact of the “Four Principles” began to be felt in Hpa-an District as well. On December 5th, 2012, a KHRG researcher conducted a group interview with three Muslim villagers from A--- village, Tha Yet Taung village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District. One of these villagers, a local shop owner, described how in November 2012, Buddhist village children and adults who had frequented his store over a long period of time suddenly stopped coming. The ones who continued to go to the store told the shop owner that they came despite the risk that they might be fined by local monks. The Muslim villagers were also banned from selling goods during Buddhist celebrations, and one described being shunned by a long-time friend who was Buddhist. The villagers reported that the discrimination was directly linked to the anti-Muslim incitement related to the conflict in Rakhine State. Videos of anti-Muslim propaganda from Rakhine State had made their way to the village and shortly after monks and Buddhist villagers saw them, the discriminatory principles were released. The villagers also described how some villagers, a monk, and a KNLA officer spoke out against discrimination among the villagers.

---

865 See Sources #149 and #276.
866 See Source #43.
867 Karen individuals in Dooplaya District felt pressure to change their names to Burmese names in order to pursue employment; see Source #304.
868 A KHRG researcher had heard reports that Muslim villagers in Nyaunglebin District were denied government ID cards, but was not able to confirm those reports.
869 See Source #202.
870 See Source #202.
871 See Source #276.
872 A--- villagers living in Tha Yet Taung village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see Source #149.
873 See Source #202. For background on ongoing violence against Muslims in Rakhine State, see Policies of Persecution, Fortify Rights, February 2014.
874 See Source #149.
“We heard that they would be fined [for purchasing goods at Muslim-owned stores]. But we are not sure whether they will really be fined or not. Someone came to my shop and bought a product. While he was purchasing it, he told another friend that, ‘I'm buying at this shop and if the elders want to fine me, it’s fine’. [Other villagers] were talking to each other and saying that none of them are allowed to buy products at my shop. They were talking in Karen. We only want to live peacefully as we used to live in the past. We want to live like family with Karen people. In the past, a Karen [KNLA] commander came to drink tea at my shop and talked about how we should be united and not to discriminate against each other. So, I would like to say that I want to live like what he said.”

A--- villagers, A--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State
(Group Interview in December 2012)875

Villagers also reported that these policies, designed to divide people from each other on the basis of religion, were familiar to them from the divide and conquer tactics of the conflict period:

“The Karen people in the KNU are Christian and the Karen people in the DKBA are Buddhist... The Tatmadaw wants to control everyone so they started to divide the [Karen people by using religion].876 As they planned, they were able to divide the Karen people. So, in order not to be controlled by the Tatmadaw, we need to be united... The more they separate from each other, the happier the Tatmadaw will be. They can’t separate us from each other unless they use religion. In Myanmar, Muslims are the minority. There weren’t any problems regarding religion [before the pamphlets were distributed]... If the person did something wrong, they should only punish that person and not blame other people of the person’s religion. ... If they do this in this way, there won’t be any problem regarding the religion. But if they blame a whole religion for every mistake a person makes, there won’t be any peace in our country.”

A--- villagers, A--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State
(Group Interview in December 2012)877

These observations demonstrate how in an environment of extreme skepticism regarding the government’s intentions and commitment to peace, official, or officially tolerated, discrimination has the potential to re-spark religious conflict.

Just after the group interview with Muslim villagers, on December 7th 2012, also in A--- village, local Buddhist monks invited Buddhist villagers from the surrounding villages to a meeting to instruct them regarding the ‘Four Principles’ regulating their social and economic interactions with Muslims.878 At the meeting, the monks explained the principles in detail, urged the villagers...
to follow them, and threatened to fine any Buddhist villagers who violated the Principles. 879 KHRG received reports that this form of discrimination continued through the early months of 2013. 880

“If you don’t know it [the rule prohibiting buying from Muslims], because monks and village heads have not informed you about it, you have to give only 50,000 kyat (US $50.66) as a fine. Right here, I informed you already. If people see you [buying from Muslims] and if you are a civilian, you have to give 100,000 kyat (US $101.32). If you are a monk and if you buy things from a Muslim shop, you have to give 300,000 kyat (US $303.95).”

A Buddhist monk videotaped by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (Recorded in December 2012) 882

“On December 7th 2012, … the monks called the four villages to [attend] a meeting in the A--- Monastery compound. I saw 41 villagers in attendance at the meeting. … There was only one monk and he took out the order letter that includes the four points [principles]. When they met, they discussed the four points in the meeting. … When the meeting ended, I asked some villagers secretly regarding their opinion on the order letter, and they said that, ‘People will ask us to fight against each other again; in the past, the Baptists and the Buddhists, 883 now, the Muslims and the Buddhists’.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (December 2012) 884

KHRG researchers reported that local leaders in these two districts increased their efforts to combat discrimination. In Hpapun District, in September 2012, monks and armed actors, including some Tatmadaw and KNU leaders, reacted to the “Four Principles” by urging people not to discriminate against each other on the basis of religion. 885 However, Muslim villagers remain subjects of suspicion. When local water supplies suddenly turned green in B--- village, Kyaw Phah village tract, Hpapun Township, rumours circulated that three Muslim men had been seen near the water supply. These men were blamed by some villagers for poisoning the water supply. 886

“In the meeting, the [Tatmadaw] operations commander told all of the villagers that whether [someone] is a Buddhist or Muslim, everyone has to treat each other as they used to treat each other in the past. They will have to return to their good relationship again and live peacefully together, as before. They also told the villagers not to hate each other.”

Incident Report written by a KHRG Researcher, Dwe Lo Township, Hpapun District/ Northeastern Kayin State (April 2012) 887

879 See Source #151.
880 See Source #276.
881 As of January 13th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Kyat in this report are based on the official market rate of 987 kyat to the US $1.
882 For the transcript of this video, see Source #151.
883 This is likely a reference to the split between the KNU/KNLA and the DKBA in 1994.
884 See Source #202.
885 According to local villagers, after the four rules were distributed among the villagers Muslims and Buddhists were afraid to communicate with each other. However, after the KNU and Tatmadaw spoke with the community and encouraged the community live peacefully among each other in the past, Muslims and the Buddhists were able to rebuild their relationship; see Source #276.
886 See Source #245.
887 This incident report refers to a meeting arranged in September 2012 by a Tatmadaw operations commander; see Source #89.
In Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, in June 2013, the villagers and the monks also had a meeting designed to combat religious discrimination. According to a KHRG researcher from Hpa-an, these anti-discrimination efforts were successful in part because the villagers never fully understood who developed the Principles and why they should be forced to pay a fine if they broke these rules. While villagers had been told that they must pay a fine to the local monks if they broke the “Four Principles”, the monks had not enforced the fine. KHRG researchers in Hpa-an District have not received reports of ongoing discrimination subsequent to the June meeting, and are optimistic that discrimination is no longer a problem in that area.

The photo on the left was taken by a KHRG researcher on December 8th 2012, and shows a Burmese language document containing the “Four Principles” developed first by Buddhist monks in Hpa-an District, which restrict the social and economic interactions of Buddhist and Muslim villagers. Below the list of rules, the document states, “for the ones who do not follow the above principles, action will be effectively taken.” The photo on the right was taken on December 7th 2013, and shows a meeting held in A--- village monastery, Noh Kay village tract, Nabu Township. During the meeting, the monk read out the four principles and informed the attending villagers that, if they do not follow the principles, they would be fined. [Photos: KHRG]

The above photos were taken on June 1st 2013 in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District by a KHRG researcher. The photos show a meeting during which local villagers and Buddhist monks discussed the problems caused by the distribution of rules regulating the behavior of Buddhists towards Muslims, which were distributed among the villagers. They discussed the situation in their area from a human rights perspective and they are working toward solutions to solve all of the human rights problems. In the meeting, they came up with a solution, which is to build an office where people can report to organisations or to media. [Photos: KHRG]

---

888 In June 1st 2013, villagers, village leaders and the monks from Htee Hpoh Kyaw village, Htee Hpoh Kyaw village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District had a meeting regarding the Four Principles and how to solve the problem of religious hatred; see Source #241.

889 This information comes from a meeting with KHRG researchers in November 2013.

890 See Source #360.

891 See Source #241.
Minorities feeling pressure to change

In Nyaunglebin District, an animist villager reported that the Government issued him an identity card which marks him as Buddhist against his wishes; these actions are perceived by the villager to be part of a possible campaign to impose a Buddhist identity on as many villagers as possible.892

“They want to eradicate our religion and they put us in the Buddhist [religion]. Therefore, they just write “Buddhist” on the ID cards, not traditional [animist]. It affects our religious and ethnic rights. As Karen people, we don’t want other people to harm our rights and we don’t want them to harm the Karen people’s rights. We hope that somebody will help us and put our religion as animist [on our ID cards], and not to harm our religious rights.”

Saw A--- (male, 40), Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District/Eastern Bago Region (Interviewed in July 2012)893

Individuals with Karen names and animists also felt pressure to move away from their chosen identities. In April 2012, villagers in Dooplaya District reported that they were not allowed to teach in the Karen language.894 In the early months of the ceasefire, villagers from Hpapun District complained that, because the only schools available in their areas are government schools, which teach only in Burmese, students were not able to learn in their own language. Moreover, ethnic minority students believed that they needed to adopt a Burmese name in order to get a job.895

In what may be another example of government armed actors attempting to enforce Buddhist norms, KHRG received a report of Buddhist monks supervising a substantial construction project at an animist shrine in Bilin Township, Thaton District. Monks worked with BGF soldiers under Commander Chit Thu,896 and told the locals that they were “repairing” the temple.897

892 During 2012, the Myanmar government provided identification cards for the villagers from Kyaukkyi Township, Nyaunglebin District, and recorded the religion of some of the villagers as Buddhist, instead of Animist; see Source #43.

893 See Source #43.

894 In C--- village, Kawkareik Township, Dooplaya District, a teacher mentioned that the Tatmadaw soldiers do not allow the teachers to teach Karen language in school; see Source #128.

895 Karen people from Bu Tho Township, Hpapun District, who are studying or graduated from primary schools in Myanmar are reportedly changing their names to Burmese names in order to continue their study or to find a job; see Source #304.

896 Maung Chit Thu, commonly referred to as Chit Thu, was the operations commander of Democratic Karen Buddhist Army (DKBA) Battalion #999 prior to the DKBA transformation into the Tatmadaw Border Guard Force, which began in September 2010. His role has grown considerably since the transformation, and he is now second in command of Tatmadaw BGF forces, overseeing BGF battalions #1017, #1018, #1019 and #1012 based in Ko Ko, Hpa-an District. Abuses committed by Maung Chit Thu have been cited in previous KHRG reports, including ordering the forcible relocation of villagers from eight villages in Lu Pleh Township in July 2011, while acting as a Border Guard commander, see, “Pa’an Situation Update: June to August 2011,” KHRG, October 2011.

897 Villagers also reported that the monks may have looted the temple of precious stones; see Source # 203.
**Recommendations**

All people should be able to practice their religion freely, and should be free to build places of worship such as churches, temples, mosques and animist shrines. State and non-state authorities should identify settlements or regions where religious tensions are apparent and provide protection for potential victims of violence. Local civilian, EAG and government actors should undertake awareness-raising activities to promote religious freedom for all people and promote tolerance of other religions as a way to prevent tension and violence from occurring. Government, Tatmadaw, EAG and religious actors should not attempt to impose any restrictions on interaction based on religion or ethnicity. Villagers should not be prevented from obtaining identification cards or have to pay bribes on the basis of their religion or ethnicity.
E. Drug production, use and social impacts

Since the ceasefire, KHRG has received an increasing number of reports about serious abuses related to methamphetamine sale and use. For decades, Myanmar-based actors have been major players in the international drug trade. Beginning in the 1970s, the “Golden Triangle” region at the meeting of Myanmar, Laos, and Thailand has been a world center for heroin distribution and trafficking. The areas of the Golden Triangle in Myanmar encompass parts of Shan State, which is located several hundred kilometers northeast of KHRG’s reporting areas. The Myanmar government has acknowledged that drug trafficking exists within the country, and committed domestically and internationally to work against drug trafficking. Myanmar acceded to the ‘United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances’ in June 1991, which committed the Government to enact and enforce laws against drug trafficking. The Myanmar government has repeatedly cited “the elimination of narcotic drugs” as one of the aims of its transition to peace. This is particularly notable because, in the past, ceasefires have provided opportunities for armed actors to develop their drug-trafficking business, as they no longer had to fear interference from state actors.

In recent years, the drug distributors of the Golden Triangle have diversified into methamphetamine production and distribution. In 2008, Myanmar’s combined methamphetamine and opium products were worth between one billion and two billion dollars annually. More recent estimates have put drug exports at 40% of Myanmar’s total exports by value. As of 2009, areas along the Chinese-Myanmar border controlled by the United Wa State Party, the dominant narcotrafficking organisation in that region, were the primary locations of methamphetamine production in Myanmar. During the same time period, some international actors determined that the Myanmar armed forces were complicit in the drug trade. Further evidence that the Myanmar government had not succeeded in combatting the effects of drugs came when the United States government declared in September 2012, and again in September 2013, that, “During the past 12 months the Government of Burma has failed demonstrably to make sufficient efforts to meet its international obligations under international counternarcotic agreements.” It is in this context that KHRG began to receive reports of substantial social impacts of methamphetamine use in KHRG research areas.

At the same time, human rights advocates in Mon ethnic areas, some of which border KHRG research areas, began to report on the social impacts of rapidly increasing drug use in those areas.

---

898 See United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances.
899 See Adam Cooper, Peacemaking in Myanmar: Progress to date and challenges ahead, Oslo Forum, 2012; Increasing Drug Trade, Myanmar Peace Monitor.
900 Joshua Kurlantzick, Myanmar’s Drug Problem, Council on Foreign Relations, February 2012.
904 Tom Kramer, Neither war nor peace: the future of the ceasefire agreements in Burma, Transnational Institute, July 2009, p. 29.
905 For Fiscal Year 2013, see Memorandum of justification for major illicit drug transit or illicit drug producing countries. For Fiscal Year 2014, see Presidential Determination -- Major Drug Transit and Drug Producing Countries. In each of these instances, US President Obama used his discretionary authority to exempt Myanmar from the sanctions that are meant to accompany this determination. Though the US does not publish detailed findings to support these determinations, the decision not to apply sanctions indicates that the determination to criticise Myanmar’s record on drugs likely was not made out of a political desire to punish Myanmar.
areas. Use in these areas has reportedly increased because of an influx of very cheap, widely distributed methamphetamine, which has often been distributed by members of EAGs.

There have also been allegations that EAGs in Karen areas have been involved in the drug trade. In April 2012, the Thai government placed the leader of the DKBA, General Na Khan Mway, on its list of most wanted criminals, on the basis of an incident that occurred in 2003 and offered a 2,000,000 baht (US $62,500) reward for his capture. It is unclear whether this designation was primarily the result of an impartial drug investigation, or whether it was politically motivated. Shortly after this announcement, the DKBA's political wing began a high-profile campaign against drugs in the areas they control, including declaring a section of Myawaddy Township, Hpa-an District a “drug-free zone”.

Drug production, use and social impacts since January 2012

Since January 2012, reports regarding drug sales, drug use, and the consequences of both overwhelmingly came from Nabu and Paingkyon townships in Hpa-an District, with a small number of reports from locally defined Nyaunglebin and Hpapun districts. During the reporting period, BGF commanders and soldiers were the most commonly reported perpetrators of drug-related abuse, with abuses also committed by Tatmadaw, DKBA, KPF, the KNU/KNLA and the KNU/KNLA-PC. KHRG also received one report of a combined Myanmar

---

907 Id., p. 22.
908 Na Khan Mway, whose real name is Saw Lah Pwe, is the leader of the Democratic Karen Benevolent Army (DKBA). He left the KNU/KLNA in 1997 and became the commander of DKBA Battalion #907. In 2007 he was promoted to head four DKBA battalions (#s 901, 906, 907 and a security battalion) as the commander of the Klo Htoo Baw (Golden Drum) Tactical Command. In May 2009 this unit was reconfigured as DKBA Brigade #5, with Na Khan Mway commanding battalions #s 901, 905, 906, 907 and 909; Brigade #5 was active in the Kyainseikgyi, Kawkareik and Myawaddy areas of Dooplaya and Hpa-an districts. Na Khan Mway is wanted in Thailand on drug trafficking allegations.
910 As of March 18th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Baht in this report are based on the official market rate of 32 baht to US $1.
913 “DKBA (KKO) declares Myawaddy Township a drug free zone,” Democracy for Burma, May 24th 2012.
914 For an example in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, villagers describe the negative impact of the widespread sale and use of drugs on the health and lives of their children, see Sources #164, #241, #155 and #159.
915 For example, in 2013, the Tatmadaw ordered villagers from Nyaunglebin District to traffic marijuana from Hpapun District back to Nyaunglebin District. The Tatmadaw also asked villagers to grow marijuana in Hpapun District; see Source #275.
916 For example, in 2013, the Tatmadaw asked villagers to grow marijuana in Hpapun and Nyaunglebin Districts. They also imported methamphetamine through Ta Kaw Hta area and continued to promote widespread drug use in Hpapun District; see Source #275.
917 KHRG received multiple reports of abuses by BGFs responsible for producing and selling methamphetamine in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see, for example, Source #199.
918 For example Tatmadaw soldiers ordered villager to grow and transport marijuana in Nyaunglebin and Hpapun Districts; see Source #275.
919 For example in February 2013, a DKBA soldier randomly fired his gun while high on drugs in A—village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see Source #155.
920 For an example in B--- village, Noh Hta Baw village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, villagers reported that members of KPF families sometimes sell methamphetamine; see Source #241.
921 See Source #164.
922 For example the KNU/KLNA-PC is reportedly involved in the methamphetamine trade in Yaw Kuh village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see Source #164.
Police and KNU anti-drug action in Mergui-Tavoy District, where they burned a large amount of the narcotic leaf kratom, and in Kyaikto Township, Thaton District, where the KNU reportedly shut down a gambling parlour to combat the impact of substance abuse.

Since the ceasefire, KHRG has seen an increase in reports of abuses related to drugs. These reported abuses likely represent a small percentage of the abuses related to drugs to which villagers in Southeast Myanmar have been subjected. KHRG has heard repeatedly from researchers that villagers are more reluctant to speak about abuses related to drugs than they are about other abuses. In addition to the information referenced below, researchers have had many conversations with villagers who insisted that none of the details of the conversations be publicly reported.

One researcher reported that even a villager who was willing to talk to him was very nervous, and said that, “If people know that I told you this, they will kill me.”

Villagers reported the following three trends which contributed to drug related negative impacts on villagers in 2012 and 2013: drug use; drug production; and drug sale by or with the permission of armed actors. Negative impacts have included killings related to drugs; impacts on youth or the community, including addiction and mental health problems; KHRG also received one report each of a drug-related rape and threats to villagers’ safety from armed actors on drugs. In addition, KHRG received one report of the destruction of drugs.

923 Kratom, also referred to as beh htee in Karen, produces a mildly narcotic sensation in users when its leaves are chewed. Kratom is outlawed in Myanmar and Thailand. In Tanintharyi Township, Mergui-Tavoy, the Myanmar government police officers and KNU leaders started to implement a plan to destroy a large harvest of the drug kratom, known locally as beh htee on January 20th 2013; see Source #272.

924 For example, the KNU reportedly shut down a gambling parlour in Kyaikto Township, Thaton District, to combat the social impact of substance abuse; see Source #203.

925 KHRG did not publish a single report regarding drugs in the five years before the ceasefire, but has received dozens of reports since the ceasefire.

926 See Source #164.

927 For a report of widespread drug use and its negative consequences in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, see Source #155.

928 For example local drug production led to increased drug use, with negative social impacts in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, see Source #155.

929 For a report of widespread drug sales in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District throughout 2012-2013, see Source #155.

930 Two killings were reported to KHRG, both in March 2013, in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, see Source #164.

931 For example, in C--- village, Noh Kay village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, widespread use of methamphetamines by young people has led to at least one drug-fueled rampage, during which a young man destroyed a substantial amount of property belonging to villagers; see Source #155.

932 In October 2012, a 21-year-old woman named Naw A---, who was from A--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, was raped and killed by a 23-year-old man named Saw Pah Thoo Lay who was known to use methamphetamine; see Source #144.

933 In February 2013, a DKBA soldier randomly fired his gun while high on drugs in A---village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see Source #155.

934 In Tanintharyi Township, Mergui-Tavoy District, the Myanmar government police officers and KNU leaders destroyed crops of the drug beh htee in January 2013; see Source #272.
The most serious reported drug-related problems took place in the neighbouring Nabu and Paingkyon townships, Hpa-an District. In these townships, villagers complain that methamphetamine pills are widely available at many small shops, causing addiction and related social problems.935 BGF soldiers were primarily responsible for the production and sale of drugs, and for drug related violence in this area,936 though the KNU/KNL, KNU/KNL-PC, Tatmadaw,937 KPF938 and villagers affiliated with BGFs also sold and used drugs.939

“A 16-year-old student who used [methamphetamines] spent all of his money on the drug and then pawned his motorbike [to trade it for methamphetamine pills sold by BGF soldiers]. His parents asked him, ‘Where are you keeping your motorbike?’ His father asked him this continuously, so he told him. His father said, ‘My son, I bought this motorbike for you with 38,000 baht (US $1,187.50)940 and you traded it for 30 k’thee k’thay [methamphetamine pills]. So, here is the money, go and redeem your motorbike’. … Then, the boy … went to the place where he pawned his motorbike. He met the seller of the drug [BGF soldier] and asked for his motorbike; they were worried that the news would go public after he’d given the money to them. So, they arrested the boy, and then beat and killed him with a piece of brick.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, E--- village, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (March to May 2013)941

In a separate incident in Nabu Township, a 62-year-old woman who publicly confronted BGF Battalion #1016 soldiers about their drug trafficking activities was reportedly killed by soldiers from that battalion to prevent her from reporting on their activities.942 Villagers in this township have also reported that they have been subjected to threats from government-affiliated and ethnic armed actors if they complain of the negative impact of drugs on their community. These frighten the villagers, make them feel insecure, and decrease their ability to complain to NGOs, CBOs, the Myanmar government and EAGs about the impact of drugs.943

“We dare not speak carelessly. If we were to say so, we are afraid that people would come and kill us. We do not want it [drug dealing and use], but we cannot do [anything].”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Yaw Kuh village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/Central Kayin State (March to May 2013)944

935 For the widespread availability of drugs in local stores, and how that availability results in addiction and negative consequences, see Source #360.
936 For example, one villager reported that the biggest issue is methamphetamine, which is manufactured by the BGF Battalion #1016’s commander, Mya Khaing, packaged similarly to candy, and then is sold everywhere in the area in Nabu and Paingkyon townships; see Source #336
937 For references to Tatmadaw, KNLA, and KNU-PC involvement in drug related abuses, see Source #164.
938 See Source #241.
939 In Yaw Kuh village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District villagers reported in May 2013 that some villagers were selling methamphetamine on behalf of the BGF; see Source #164.
940 As of March 18th 2014, all conversion estimates for the Baht in this report are based on the official market rate of 32 baht to US $1.
941 See Source #164.
942 See Source #164.
943 See Source #155.
944 See Source #164.
In one instance, a BGF soldier who sells the drug publicly announced explicit threats to deter villagers in Nabu Township from reporting about the issue.

“We will not give any punishment or imprisonment to those who are using, selling and producing drugs, but we will give serious punishment to those who are telling or reporting.”

Situation Update written by a KHRG researcher, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District/ Central Kayin State (September 2013)

Villagers in Nabu Township also report that they are unable to stop the widespread use of drugs, and that many villagers have become poorer because of their drug use, or drug use by a family member. Even soldiers have limited ability to intervene. One member of the KNLA told a KHRG researcher that his unit did not wish to provoke conflict between armed actors by confronting drug traffickers. In other areas, however, authorities are willing to act against drugs, as when the Myanmar Police and local KNU leaders burned a large amount of the narcotic leaf kratom in Mergui-Tavoy District.

These two photos were taken on December 4th 2012 by a KHRG researcher in D--- village, Yaw Kuh village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District. The photo on the left shows a small shop where the shopkeeper sells watermelons, some snacks and methamphetamine pills as well. In the photo on the right, you can see a school near the shop, whose students reportedly buy drugs at the shop. [Photos: KHRG]

---

945 See Source #170.
946 Villagers in H--- and G--- villages, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, do not like the impact of drugs on their towns, but cannot act because drug dealers are armed. See Source #159.
947 Villagers in Nabu Township, Hpa-an District, complained that many villagers had become poorer because of drugs; see Sources #199 and #144.
948 In Nabu Township, Hpa-an District; see Source #159. It is not clear to what extent these statements reflect a genuine desire to combat drug trafficking, and to what extent the ceasefire offers an excuse not to deal with the problem. For a similar account of a KNLA officer who declared that his group was opposed to drugs, but could not act for fear of upsetting the ceasefire, see also Bitter pills: Breaking the silence surrounding drug problems in the Mon community, Human Rights Foundation of Monland-Burma, June 2013, p. 54.
949 In Tanintharyi Township, Mergui-Tavoy District, the Myanmar government police officers and KNU leaders destroyed a large harvest of the drug kratom, known locally as beh htee on January 20th 2013; see Source #272.
950 See Source #360.
These two photos were taken on June 27th 2012 in F--- village, Mya Pa Taing Nee village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District by a KHRG researcher. The photos depict methamphetamine tablets, which are manufactured by soldiers under the supervision of the BGF Battalion #1016’s commander, Mya Khaing. According to the KHRG researcher, it is packaged similarly to candy and then sold everywhere in the area in Nabu and Paingkyon townships.951 [Photos: KHRG]

This photo was taken on December 5th 2012 by a KHRG researcher in A--- village, Noh T’Pweh village tract, Nabu Township, Hpa-an District. The photo shows two houses built of brick with tin roofs. Drugs are sold from these houses, which belong to a BGF #1016 Commander Saw Toh Noh. BGF Battalion #1016 is based in Kyeh Paw K’Lah Kah under the command of Mya Hkaing.952 [Photo: KHRG]

This photo was taken on April 24th 2013 in A--- village, Noh Kay village tract, Nabu Township by a KHRG researcher. It depicts methamphetamines in pill form after being packaged for individual sale. According to the researcher who spoke with villagers affected by the sale of this drug, members of the BGF manufacture and sell the drug to many villages throughout Nabu and Paingkyon townships. The pills are manufactured on the Nabu and Noh Hta Baw cliffs. In July 2012, a different villager from G--- village reported that the drug is distributed and sold widely by family members of BGF soldiers and, as a result, other villagers have become afraid to sell the drug.953 [Photo: KHRG]

951 See Source #336.
952 See Source #360.
953 See Source #235.
Recommendations

The Government must take responsibility for the production and sale of drugs by Tatmadaw-BGF soldiers and enforce existing laws to hold commanders accountable. Because drugs are often produced by local armed authorities, international organisations can play an important role in hearing and publicising complaints. Additionally, local and international drug addiction and rehabilitation experts should provide information about the short and long-term consequences of using methamphetamines on a person’s health and on the community, as well as by provide rehabilitation services for those individuals already affected. Religious leaders should play a role in combatting the negative impacts of drugs, because they are less vulnerable to the explicit threats of violence for reporting drug issues made by Tatmadaw-BGF soldiers.
Truce or Transition?
Trends in human rights abuse and local response in Southeast Myanmar since the 2012 ceasefire

Human rights conditions have been transformed on the ground in rural Southeast Myanmar since the signing of a preliminary ceasefire agreement between the Myanmar government and the Karen National Union in January 2012. While some forms of human rights abuses documented by KHRG since 1992 remain of serious concern, others have almost disappeared. At the same time, new forms of abuse and local concerns are emerging in the evolving security environment. In this new context, there is speculation at the local level over whether the January 2012 agreement marks only a temporary truce, or a viable transition to peace and stability for local communities. Drawing on a dataset of 388 oral testimonies and pieces of documentation from a total of 1,404 collected over the past two years by villagers trained to monitor human rights conditions in their own communities, this report presents analysis of 16 categories of human rights abuse or related issues. This analysis places recent testimony in the context of 20 years of abusive practices, quantifies occurrence across KHRG’s seven research areas and identifies common perpetrators of abuse or related actors. Since the ceasefire, changes in the prevalence of human rights abuse and local responses to such abuse have not been systematically documented. Local perceptions of threats to the ceasefire process remain similarly unknown. This report therefore aims to provide an update from the ground in rural Karen areas of Southeast Myanmar that will allow local, national and international actors to base programming and policy decisions related to this post-conflict region more closely around the experiences of local people, and better support villagers by understanding their concerns and priorities.

“Living in peace, we want the ceasefire and related agreements to be signed between the Tatmadaw and the KNLA. If they could hold hands forever, civilians’ lives would be improved – with no fighting and the ability to travel.”
Aung J—(male, 42), R— village, Thaton Township, Thaton District (Interviewed in May 2012)

“Since 1998 until today in 2013, we have been hiding in other peoples’ villages. We can’t bear it anymore. So, we would like to request to all of you to make the Tatmadaw [troops] move away from the villages quickly. We are requesting this in order for us to be able to return and take care of our lands and other belongings.”
Saw B—(male, 42), C— village, Lu Thaw Township, Hkayaung District (Interviewed in June 2013)

Founded in 1992, KHRG is an independent local organisation committed to improving the human rights situation in Burma by training and equipping local people to document their stories and gather evidence of human rights abuses; disseminating this information worldwide; and working directly with local villagers to enhance their strategies for protecting themselves from abuse and the effects of abuse. Examples of our work can be seen online at www.khrg.org.